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The CDM in Africa Cannot Deliver the Money

Abstract
At a time the carbon markets face a profound crisis, this report provides critical
policy analysis and case documentation about the role of the Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM) in Africa. Instead of providing an appropriate flow of climate
finance for projects related to greenhouse gas mitigation, the CDM has benefited
large corporations (both South and North) and the governments they influence
and often control. South Africa is a case in point, as both a victim and villain in
relation to catastrophic climate change.
Many sites of emissions in Africa – e.g., methane from rotting rubbish in landfills,
flaring of gas from oil extraction, coal-burning electricity generation, coal-to-liquid
and gas-to-liquid petroleum refining, deforestation, decomposed vegetation in
tropical dams – require urgent attention, as do the proliferation of ‘false solutions’
to the climate crisis such as mega-hydro power, tree plantations and biofuels.
Across Africa, the CDM subsidises all these dangerous for-profit activities, making
them yet more advantageous to multinational corporations which are mostly based
in Europe, the US or South Africa. In turn, these same corporations – and others
just as ecologically irresponsible – can continue to pollute beyond the bounds set
by politicians especially in Europe, because the Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS)
forgives increasing pollution in the North if it is offset by dubious projects in the
South. But because communities, workers and local environments have been
harmed in the process, various kinds of social resistances have emerged, and in
some cases met with repression or cooptation through ‘divide-and-rule’ strategies.
The first chapters in this report set the context for the carbon markets and the
CDM mechanism, revealing its gloomy future prospects, and map the players in
CDM markets and voluntary schemes. The next chapters dissect six case studies
from eight African countries: the DRC, Ehiopia, Kenya; Mozambique, Nigeria,
Tanzania, Uganda and South Africa. They consider the fraud of a landfill methaneelectricity project; CDM corruption of local governance from gas-flaring-related
subsidies; the emergence of trees, plantations and forests within CDM financing
debates; failed CDM proposals involving the exploitation of gas reserves; megadams searching the CDM status; and the rise of Jatropha biofuel industries
All these cases suggest the need for an urgent policy review of the entire CDM
mechanism’s operation, with the logical conclusion that the system should be
decommissioned and at minimum, a moratorium be placed on further crediting
until the profound structural and implementation flaws are confronted. The
damage done by CDMs to date should be included in calculations of the ‘climate
debt’ that the North owes the South, with the aim of having victims of CDMs
compensated appropriately.
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Foreword
Conflicts over resource extraction or waste disposal increase in number as the
world economy uses more materials and energy. Civil society organizations
(CSOs) active in Environmental Justice issues focus on the link between the need
for environmental security and the defence of basic human rights.
The EJOLT project (Environmental Justice Organizations, Liabilities and Trade,
www.ejolt.org) is an FP7 Science in Society project that runs from 2011 to 2015.
EJOLT brings together a consortium of 23 academic and civil society organizations
across a range of fields to promote collaboration and mutual learning among
stakeholders who research or use Sustainability Sciences, particularly on aspects
of Ecological Distribution. One main goal is to empower environmental justice
organizations (EJOs), and the communities they support that receive an unfair
share of environmental burdens to defend or reclaim their rights. This is done
through a process of two-way knowledge transfer, encouraging participatory action
research and the transfer of methodologies with which EJOs, communities and
citizen movements can monitor and describe the state of their environment, and
document its degradation, learning from other experiences and from academic
research how to argue in order to avoid the growth of environmental liabilities or
ecological debts. Thus EJOLT promotes EJOs’ capacities in using scientific
concepts and methods for the quantification of environmental and health impacts,
increasing their knowledge of environmental risks and of legal mechanisms of
redress. On the other hand, EJOLT contributes to enrich research in the
Sustainability Sciences through mobilising the accumulated “activist knowledge” of
the EJOs and making it available to the sustainability research community. Finally,
EJOLT translates the findings of this mutual learning process into the policy arena,
supporting the further development of evidence-based decision making and
broadening its information base. We focus on the use of concepts such as
ecological debt, environmental liabilities and ecologically unequal exchange, in
science and in environmental activism and policy-making.
The overall aim of EJOLT is to improve policy responses to and support
collaborative research onenvironmental conflicts through capacity building of
environmental justice groups and multi-stakeholderproblem solving. A key aspect
is to show the links between increased metabolism of the economy (in terms of
energy and materials), and resource extraction and waste disposal conflicts so
asto answer the driving questions:
•

Which are the causes of increasing ecological distribution conflicts at
different scales, and

•

how to turn such conflicts into forces for environmental sustainability?
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This report is part of the outcomes of EJOLT’s WP4 (Oil and Gas, and Carbon
Justice), which provides the basis for a differentiated approach to critiques of fusil
fuel extraction and link these debates with climate justice. Within this context,
researchers and activists from around the globe, under the guidance of Professor
Patrick Bond, explain in full detail – and through well documented case studies
from South Africa, Niger, Kenya, Mozambique, Ethiopia, the DRC and Tanzania –
why the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) is failing.
A first version of this report was launched in April 2012 on the occasion of the
African Carbon Forum of carbon traders in Addis Ababa. Now, updated information
and further precisions reinforce its message.
The deep involvement of the authors with the premises of climate justice has
motivated them to thorough scrutiny of the CDM strategy, a mechanism that helps
industrialised countries to delay making emissions reductions at source. The
conclusion of the report is clear: the continent that contributes the least to climate
change suffers the heaviest damage (and benefits the least) from the
implementation of CDM. A new climate injustice arises.
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1
Climate financing
crisis and the
CDM’s crash
Signals from the
United Nations, World
Bank and European
Union suggest that
rising fears of carbon
markets in Africa are
well grounded

Africa is being drawn into a climate policy framework and project funding based on
failing financial markets that have mainly enriched speculators and impoverished
the continent’s poor people. In the wake of South Africa’s unsuccessful hosting of
the December 2011 world climate summit, where negotiators again postponed
decisions to save the planet from catastrophic warming and ever more extreme
weather events, the newest signals from the United Nations, World Bank and
European Union suggest that rising fears of – and resistances to – carbon markets
in Africa are well grounded.
The context is crucial, prior to any investigation of the mechanics of carbon
markets. Africa will be ‘cooked’, as Nnimmo Bassey of the Niger Delta NGO
Environmental Rights Action, puts it in a new book.1
According to UN
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change director R.K. Pachauri, Africa’s ‘crop
net revenues could fall by as much as 90 percent by 2100.’2 Climate damage to
Africa will include much more rapid desertification, more floods and droughts,
worse water shortages, increased starvation, floods of climate refugees jamming
shanty-packed megalopolises, and the spread of malarial and other diseases (Fig.
1). The danger is imminent, for eight of the twenty countries which the Center for
Global Development expects to be most adversely affected by extreme weather
events by 2015 are African: Djibouti, Kenya, Somalia, Mozambique, Ethiopia,
Madagascar, Zambia and Zimbabwe. In the Horn of Africa, those affected by 2015
by these storms or droughts are anticipated to include 14 percent of Djiboutis, 8
percent of Kenyans, 5 percent of Ethiopians, and 4 percent of Somalis.3

1

Nnimmo Bassey, To Cook a Continent, Oxford, Pambazuka Books, 2011.

2

R.K. Pachauri, ‘Summary of testimony provided to the House Select Committee on Energy
Independence and Global Warming,’ US Congress, Washington DC, 2008,
globalwarming.house.gov/tools/assets/files/0342.pdf.

3

David Wheeler, ‘Quantifying vulnerability to climate change,’ Center for Global Development
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Fig. 1
Africa as climate
change victim
The continents accounts
for most of the countries
at extreme risk of
negative impacts of
climate change
Source: United Nations
Framework Convention
on Climate Change

In 2009, former UN secretary general Kofi Annan’s Global Humanitarian Forum
issued a report worth citing at length, ‘The Anatomy of a Silent Crisis’ provided
startling estimates of damages already being experienced:
‘An estimated 325 million people are seriously affected by climate change
every year. This estimate is derived by attributing a 40 percent proportion
of the increase in the number of weather-related disasters from 1980 to
the present to climate change and a 4 percent proportion of the total
seriously affected by environmental degradation based on negative health
outcomes… Application of this proportion projects that more than 300,000
die due to climate change every year – roughly equivalent to having an
Indian Ocean tsunami annually… Climate change … means deterioration
in environmental quality, such as reduction in arable land, desertification
and sea level rise, associated with climate change.’4
What can be done to prevent this? Our own answer – drawing upon the April 2010
Cochabamba, Bolivia climate justice conference declarations – includes the
decommissioning of the CDM mechanism and its replacement with a suitable
climate debt payment system that directly channels resources to climate victims
without corrupt aid-agency and middlemen or venal state elites. What does the UN
promote instead?

An estimated 325
million people are
seriously affected by
climate change every
year […]
Application of this
proportion projects
that more than

1.1
1.1.1

Durban, or the tiresome insistence on markets
solutions
COP17 in Durban, December 2011

Those who followed the Durban United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change Conference of the Parties 17 (COP17) in December 2011 heard
that the solution to climate crisis must centre on markets, in order to ‘price

300,000 die due to
climate change every
year – roughly
equivalent to having
an Indian Ocean
tsunami annually
Kofi Annan

Working Paper 240, Washington, DC, p. 15, at www.cgdev.org/content/publications/detail/1424759.
4

Global Humanitarian Forum, ‘The human impact of climate change,’ New York, 2009, at
www.global-humanitarian-climate-forum.com/uploads/An___Impacts.pdf.
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Trevor Manuel
(South Africa’s
Planning Minister),
argued as early as
November 2010
that up to half of
the Green Climate
Fund revenues
would logically flow
from carbon
markets.
The CDM’s size as a
percentage of total
carbon trading
volume has been
around just 5
percent

pollution’ and simultaneously cut the costs associated with mitigating greenhouse
gases. Moreover, say proponents, these markets are vital for funding not only
innovative carbon-cutting projects in Africa, but also for supplying a future
guaranteed revenue stream to the Green Climate Fund (GCF), whose design
team co-chair, Trevor Manuel (South Africa’s Planning Minister), argued as early
as November 2010 that up to half of the GCF revenues would logically flow from
carbon markets.
If we take this logic seriously, of most interest for Africans is one small but
important component of the emissions market, the Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM). The CDM’s size as a percentage of total carbon trading
volume has been around just 5 percent, and the vast bulk of financing has gone to
just four countries, as noted below. The strategy was established within the Kyoto
Protocol in 1997. It aims to facilitate innovative carbon-mitigation and alternative
development projects by drawing in funds from northern greenhouse gas emitters
in exchange for permitting their continuing pollution. CDMs generate Certified
Emissions Reductions (CERs) that act as another asset class to be bought, sold
and hedged in the market.
The European Emissions Trading Scheme (EU-ETS) is the main site of trading,
following a failed attempt at a carbon tax in Europe due to intensive lobbying from
resistant companies. Originally Europe ‘didn’t want the emissions trading,’
according to EU environment advisor Robert Donkers. ‘We were quite cynical
about it, but we have implemented it.’5
CDMs were created to allow wealthier countries classified as ‘industrialised’ – or
Annex 1 – to engage in emissions reductions initiatives in poor and middle-income
countries, as a way of eliding direct emissions reductions. Put simply: the owner of
a major polluting vehicle in Europe can pay an African country to not pollute in
some way, so that the owner of the vehicle is allowed to continue emitting. In the
process, developing countries are, in theory, benefiting from sustainable energy
projects.
The use of such ‘market solutions’ will, supporters argue, lower the business costs
of transitioning to a post-carbon world. In a cap and trade system, after a cap is
placed on total emissions, the high-polluting corporations and governments can
buy ever more costly carbon permits from those polluters who don’t need so
many, or from those willing to part with the permits for a higher price than the
profits they make in high-pollution production, energy-generation, agriculture,
consumption, disposal or transport (Fig. 2).
Durban COP17 was utterly useless for committing to the vital greenhouse gas
emissions cuts of 50 percent by 2020, for ensuring the North’s climate debt to the
South covers the sorts of damages Annan specified under a ‘polluter pays’ logic,
and for establishing a transition path to a post-carbon society and economy.

5

Washington Post, ‘Kyoto credits system aids the rich, some say,’ March 11, 2005, at
www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A28191-2005Mar11?language=printer.
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Fig. 2
Explaining carbon markets
Source:
http://www.slideshare.net/yycorner
/20071112scientificamerican200712-11217319

Even within the very limited, flawed strategy of carbon markets, there were mixed
outcomes from the Durban COP17. In spite of Trevor Manuel’s efforts to bring
emissions trading into the GCF, where it does not belong, and in spite of the
United Nations CDM Executive Board’s decision to allow ‘Carbon Capture and
Storage’ experiments to qualify for funding, the most profound flaw in the existing
market was not addressed. Without an ever-lowering cap on emissions, the
incentive to increase prices and raise trading volumes disappears.
Worse, in a context of economic stagnation in Annex 1 countries, financial
volatility and shrinking demand for emissions reduction credits, the world faces
increasing sources of carbon credit supply in an already glutted market. And fraud
continues, including in Durban’s own celebrated pilot CDM project, the Bisasar
Road landfill, which converts dangerous methane emissions into electricity. As
carbon market specialist Payal Parekh of climate-consulting.org concluded:
‘Since there is now a second commitment period under the Kyoto
Protocol, the CDM is still alive. The problem is that there are still no
targets in the second commitment period; Japan, Russia, Canada and
USA will not be participating, while Australia and New Zealand are mulling
over participation. Given the current low price of the carbon credits
coupled with economic downturn in Europe, there is unlikely to be a
demand or need for carbon credits. …

Originally Europe
‘didn’t want the

The EU would like to have a new market-based mechanism designed
under the auspices of the COP to ensure a harmonised global market.
Since the EU has also banned the use of CDM credits from projects
registered after 2012 in non-LDC countries (projects in non-LDCs that
have their crediting period renewed post-2012 remain eligible), it would
prefer a new market mechanism under the UNFCCC rather than having to
make bilateral agreements with a number of countries…

emissions trading,’

Rather than strengthen commitments to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, the carbon markets are being used to further weaken action on
climate change. Given that pledges are so weak, it is quite
incomprehensible why developed countries are even putting so much

it, but we have

according to EU
environment
advisor Robert
Donkers. ‘We were
quite cynical about
implemented it’
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energy into expanding markets, instead of increasing ambition by
committing to deeper emission reduction targets and closing accounting
loopholes. ‘6

Pablo Solon:
Durban turned the
Kyoto Protocol –
which is now
applicable to only 14
percent of world
greenhouse gas
emissions – into a
‘Zombie’ (walkingdead) because its
heart, soul and brain
(binding emissions
cuts) all died

In sum, Durban left the world’s stuttering carbon markets without a renewed
framework for a global emissions trading scheme. Durban turned the Kyoto
Protocol – which is now applicable to only 14 percent of world greenhouse gas
emissions – into a ‘Zombie’ (walking-dead) because its heart, soul and brain
(binding emissions cuts) all died, as former Bolivian ambassador Pablo Solon put
it.7 All that appears to be moving is the stumbling and indeed crashing
commitment to CDMs.
These markets can be expected to die completely if Qatar’s COP18 does not
generate more commitments to legally-binding emissions cuts. And judging by
Washington’s threat, it won’t be until 2020 – the COP26! – when the United States
will review its own targets: the Copenhagen Accord’s meaningless 3 percent cuts
offered from 1990-2020. By then it will be too late, because the Kyoto Protocol’s
mistaken reliance on financial markets means that the period 1997-2011 will be
seen as the lost years of inaction and misguided financial quackery – when we
urgently need the period going forward from 2012 to be defined as an era in which
humanity took charge of its future and ensured planetary survival.
To do so, requires understanding, first, why carbon markets are crashing, then
why CDMs ‘can’t deliver the money’ to Africa using a variety of case studies to
make the case, and finally why an alternative ‘climate justice’ strategy should be
adopted instead. That is the objective of the pages that follow.

1.1.2

Faith in markets dashed by Durban

For those hoping Durban would provide a better global-scale negotiating terrain,
the opportunity has been lost. The balance of forces will not improve in Qatar in
December 2012, given the prevalence of irresponsible major powers – best
represented by Canada’s withdrawal from the Kyoto Protocol just after the COP17
– and the probability that in Washington, Republican Party rightwing climate
deniers will prevent further concessions. There are no prospects that the
European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme will turn around in the near future.
Only the USD100 million World Bank-European Union ‘Partnership for Market
Readiness’ continues the myth that markets are an appropriate strategy, through
grants to gullible officials in Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Indonesia,
Mexico, Thailand, Turkey and Ukraine. As even the pro-trading Point Carbon
news services remarked just after the Durban COP17 ended,
‘such initiatives are essential to ensure new markets get off the drawing
board because a nervous private sector has little appetite to invest in new
6

Payal Parekh, ‘What Durban means for carbon markets’, January 13, 2012, at www.climate-

7

Pablo Solon, Wolpe Lecture at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban, December 2, 2011, at

consulting.org/2012/01/13/what-durban-means-for-carbon-markets/.
http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za.
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programmes without further political guarantees that someone will buy the
resulting credits… while a lot of the focus of the last fortnight of UN
meetings was on supply of carbon credits, not one country deepened its
carbon target, leaving international carbon offset prices languishing at
near record lows – something unlikely to entice investors. ‘8
Reuters news service concurred:
‘Carbon markets are still on life support after [the COP17] put off some big
decisions until next year and failed to deliver any hope for a needed boost
in carbon permit demand… Many traders and analysts said the agreement
will do little for carbon prices which are at record lows, as the two main EU
and UN-backed markets are stricken by flagging investments, an
oversupply of emissions permits and worries about an economic
slowdown. ‘It’s a sedative situation, in which a sick market needs a cure
and instead of deciding which cure to use, the doctors keep using pain
relief to gain more time to make the final prognosis,’ said CO2 carbon
trader Jacopo Visetti. ‘9
The EU system was meant to generate a cap on emissions and a steady 1.74
percent annual reduction, but the speculative character of carbon markets gave
perverse incentives to stockpile credits, since large corporations as well as
governments like Russia (with ‘hot air’ excess emissions capacity subsequent to
their 1990s manufacturing collapse) gambled that the price would increase from
low levels to doubled or trebled prices (as promoters continually predicted).
Instead, now, with the market collapsing, the next perverse incentive is to flood the
market so as to at least get some return rather than none at all when eventually
the markets are decommissioned, as happened to the Chicago climate exchange.
Those who held shares in the Chicago exchange subsequently sued the highprofile founder, Richard Sandor, for misrepresenting the value of their assets – a
strategy that should be repeated across the world given the prolific false claims
associated with carbon markets.
A month after Durban’s denouement, it was evident to the French bank Societé
Generale that ‘European carbon permits may fall close to zero should regulators
fail to set tight enough limits in the market after 2020’ – and without much prospect
of that, the bank lowered its 2012 forecasts by 28 percent.10 The 54 percent crash
for December 2012 carbon futures sent the price to a record low, just over EUR
6.3/tonne.
Worse, an additional oversupply of 879 million tonnes was anticipated for the
period 2008-2020, partly as a result of a huge inflow of UN offsets: an estimated
1.75 billion tonnes. This glutting problem is not only due to the demand deficit
thanks to the COP17 negotiators’ failure to mandate emissions cuts, but is also in
part due to the lax system the UN appears to have adopted. All manner of
inappropriate projects appear to be gaining approval, especially in Africa.

8

Susanna Twidale, ‘Durban deal delays debate on new markets’, Point Carbon, December 13, 2011.

9

Reuters, ‘Carbon markets still on life support after climate deal’, December 13, 2011.

10

Catherine Airlie and Matthew Carr, ‘EU, UN carbon prices could fall ‘close to zero’, SocGen says’,
Bloomberg, January 17, 2012.
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As many as twothirds of registered
carbon emissions
reductions do not
constitute real cuts

According to Professor David Victor, a leading carbon market analyst at Stanford
University, as many as two-thirds of registered carbon emissions reductions do
not constitute real cuts.11 For example, more than 70 percent of accredited CDM
projects CERs were to cut nitrous oxide and trifluoromethane (HFC-23), a
greenhouse gas used as a refrigerant, primarily derived from Indian and Chinese
projects. 12 It was estimated by the CDM Secretariat that a tonne of HFC-23 in the
atmosphere has the same effect as 11,700 tonnes of CO2. 13 Yet according to
Benjamin Sovacool and Marilyn Brown, a great deal of the HFC-23 cuts were
gamed by Asian producers who produced the gas in order to get CERs by
claiming to make cuts. Before it ended in 2011, the value of this scam exceeded
EUR 4.7 billion. Sovacool and Brown’s study also evaluated 93 randomly selected
CDM projects and found that ‘in a majority of cases, the consultants hired to
validate CERs did not possess the requisite knowledge needed to approve
projects, were overworked, did not follow instructions, and spent only a few hours
evaluating each case.’ 14 This problem appears widespread in Africa.
The additional problem, in the wake of Durban, is that many credits issued by
middle-income countries are destined to become ‘junk assets’ with national
governments writing them off by 2013. After assessing UN Data, Bloomberg news
noted both the glut in the market as well as the consequences for ‘phased’ out
stocks: ‘A UN program that encourages reductions in greenhouse gases awarded
almost twice as many credits this year as in 2010 for projects that destroy
industrial gases known as HFC-23 and nitrous oxide… With Europe set to stop
recognizing some credits in little more than a year, investors are ‘racing to beat’
the ban.’ 15 This junk-sale mentality just adds to the underlying glut. Bloomberg
cited investment analyst Geoff Sinclair, head of carbon trading at Standard Bank
Plc, who described it as a future ‘junk market’. But until the ban, both credits had
racked up over 500 million CERs worth more than EUR 2.5 billion. 16
Unlike soft and hard tangible commodities such as corn or gold, the carbon credits
exist purely on the basis of ‘authorisation’ on the part of national governments. If
‘deauthorised’, the entire credit market – and the justification of hundreds of
billions of dollars worth of carbon trades – becomes pure fiction. Chances are that
methane – yet another consistently gamed gas – will also soon become a junk
asset.

11

John Vidal, ‘Billions wasted on UN climate programme,’ The Guardian, May 26, 2008, at
www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2008/may/26/climatechange.greenpolitics.

12

China Daily, ‘China to suffer from fluctuations in EU’s emission trading policy’, December 10, 2010,
at http://europe.chinadaily.com.cn/europe/2010-12/10/content_11682657.htm.

13

ENS Wire, ‘China Threatens Deliberate Release of Potent Greenhouse Gas’, December 9, 2010, at
www.ens-newswire.com/ens/dec2010/2010-12-09-01.html.

14

Benjamin K. Sovacool and Marilyn A. Brown. ‘Scaling the policy response to climate change’, Policy
and Society, 27(4), March 2009, pp. 317-328.

15

Bloomberg, ‘Carbon credits turning ‘Junk’ as Ban shuts door,’ December 7, 2011, at http://climateconnections.org/2011/12/07/carbon-credits-turning-junk-as-ban-shuts-door-energy-markets/

16

Ibid.
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To be sure, the fact that the Kyoto Protocol was nominally extended a few years
means that CDMs will continue to be traded, even though from 2007 to 2010 the
volume of activity fell by 80 percent. Jonathan Grant, director of carbon markets
and climate policy at PricewaterhouseCoopers stated: ‘Thanks to Durban, the
CDM will live to see another day, but demand for credits for these projects is
lackluster. Carbon markets are expected to stay in the doldrums, because of
oversupply in the (European carbon) market as a result of the recession.’17
According to Barclays Capital’s lead carbon researcher, Trevor Sikorski, there are
vast surpluses of credits – at least a billion carbon credits’18 That problem will be
exacerbated by pressure on the voluntary markets from new Reducing Emissions
through Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD) offsets as well as by the
UN Executive Board’s decision to include Carbon Capture and Storage
experimentation in CDMs.
Together, these factors have wrecked the European market for CDMs. In the
words of emissions trading lawyer Rutger de Witt Wijnen in April 2012, ‘We all
know there are too many [carbon] allowances around, too many credits, too few
emissions, too few market players who are willing to make the market.’ And
worse, he continued, ‘People and companies are leaving the markets; companies
are closing their carbon trading desks, the same for law firms and advisors…
You’re losing the infrastructure: people who have the know-how of how
environmental markets work… something we’ve built up together in the past ten
years.’ 19

Box 1

Tracking the World Bank at COP17
20

by Keith Brunner , Global Economic Accountability Research and research associate of the Global Justice Ecology Project
As well as funding massive fossil fuel intensive projects – such as last year’s three and a half billion dollar loan to build one of the
planet’s largest coal-fired power plant complexes in South Africa – the World Bank has been ramping up its portfolio of ‘Climate
Investment Funds’ and is jockeying for leadership roles in most of the aspects of the UN climate change proceedings. So: is the
World Bank really turning over a new clean, green leaf, ready to help the world’s poor contend with the climate chaos caused by the
same fossil fuel-intensive development patterns which the Bank has championed? Hardly. Instead, under the leadership of President
Robert Zoellick, a former head honcho at Goldman Sachs, the Bank is moving at full speed towards laying the groundwork for a
colossal new financial services sector based in environmental products, while using the UN process as a legitimizing cover. This
brilliant scheme (note that all the environmental market initiatives are called ‘schemes’) will simultaneously provide a new investment
frontier for the pools of stagnant capital controlled by the 1 percent in this slumping world-economy, as well as provide an offsetsbased shell game which allows the planet’s biggest polluters to continue with business-as-usual, while giving the appearance that
they’re ‘going green.’ Potentially the most interesting part of tracking the Bank was observing how it functioned in partnership with
the US negotiators, and in fact seemed to be generating the policy language which Todd Stern and Jonathan Pershing (the US reps)
would later echo impeccably. Repeat after me: ‘Private sector engagement…public sector finance as guarantor of private sector
loans…catalyzing investment…markets, markets, markets.’ It was essentially like watching a game of telephone, as other
government delegations would parrot the US/World Bank line, with mainstream NGO’s such as World Wildlife Foundation following
suit like puppies eager to please.
The first event I attended at COP17 was the launching of a new Climate Investment Fund (CIF). As of 2011, the World Bank’s
Carbon Finance Unit hosts 15 of these funds, which taken together are capitalised to the tune of USD 2.3 billion. The Carbon
Initiative for Development, or the ‘Ci-Dev Fund’, was launched in Durban with the goal of helping ‘the least-developed countries
access financing for low-carbon investments and enable them to tap into carbon markets after 2012… [t]he Bank wants to ensure

17

Reuters, ‘Carbon markets still on life support after climate deal’, December 12, 2011, at
www.reuters.com/article/2011/12/12/us-climate-carbon-idUSTRE7BB0QT20111212.

18
19

Ibid.
FS Insight, ‘Global uncertainties denting the carbon market’, April 13, 2012,
http://fsinsight.org/insights/detail/global-uncertainties-denting-the-carbon-market.
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that its suite of financial instruments, including private sources of capital via carbon markets, is accessible to all country clients so
they can invest in their sustainable development.’
The key words here are ‘financial instruments’ and ‘private sources of capital via carbon markets.’ The Ci-Dev fund exists to fasttrack the generation of carbon offset credits from projects such as cook stoves in Africa, and household biogas systems in Nepal.
These offset credits will then be sold on international carbon markets, and can be purchased by polluting firms eager to meet
emissions targets without actually changing their high-polluting behavior. So the claim that Ci-Dev finance will aid in ‘sustainable
development’ is a wee bit of a misnomer- for how can development be ‘sustainable’ if it is de facto allowing for the continued frying of
the planet, with the poorest and most marginalised regions to be hit the hardest?
Another set of World Bank side events which I had the pleasure of attending at COP17 dealt with what the Bank calls ‘Climate Smart
Agriculture.’ As with forest carbon initiatives such as the controversial REDD+ UN program, ‘Climate Smart Agriculture’ is just a
recognition that good agro-ecological practices can actually sequester carbon from the atmosphere, and store it semi-permanently in
the soil. This is precisely what the global federation of peasant farmers La Via Campesina has been saying for years, with their
slogan ‘Small farmers (Campesinos) cool the planet.’ However, while Via Campesina sees in this another reason to protect the land,
food, and other rights of peasant farmers worldwide, the World Bank sees an immense new investment frontier, through the creation
of agriculture-based carbon offsets which can be bought and sold on global markets. The Bank led an all-out push to get agriculture
included under the UNFCCC’s carbon mitigation proceedings, building momentum for the decision by hosting agriculture-focused
panels which featured UN dignitaries, finance and agricultural ministers, and of course, the ubiquitous private sector representatives.
Thanks partly to heavy organising and a letter signed by over 100 civil society organisations from Africa and around the world calling
for the UN to reject efforts to consider agricultural soils within carbon markets, it didn’t happen. At least, not yet. In the Durban
Platform outcome from COP17, agriculture is found not under markets-focused mitigation, but under the Scientific and Technical
body, a relative backwater. We’ll see if this moves forward at COP18
The delay is good news, considering how the inclusion of soil carbon into offset markets has played out so far. During the question
and answer session at the launch of the Bank’s third ‘tranche’ of its BioCarbon Fund (which finances soil and forest-based
initiatives), a young woman spoke up who had worked for a Bank-funded soil carbon project in Kenya. She referenced a report from
her organisation which revealed how the focus on carbon finance and mitigation has posed real dangers for food security and rural
community livelihoods, with most of the finance ending up in the pockets of private companies and project developers. A
representative from CARE International working in Africa piped up and said that they are facing soil carbon projects where the
financial break-even point for the farmers won’t be reached for 10 years.
Celebrating one year in operation for its Partnership for Market Readiness, the World Bank hosted a panel discussion which
included finance ministers from Mexico, Brazil, Denmark, and South Africa. Connie Hedegaard, the European Union’s Commissioner
for Climate Action, opened the panel: ‘[The Partnership for Market Readiness] brings together developed and developing countries
with a shared interest to further the development of the next generation of multilateral carbon market mechanisms…We need to
succeed in developing functioning new market mechanisms at the multilateral level. The alternative will be a world of fragmented
crediting mechanisms and a multitude of carbon currencies that would move us away from a seamless international carbon market
with a single carbon price.’ After reflecting on the new market initiatives announced in the past year by California, China, Denmark,
and Australia, Hedegaard concluded ‘So, the good news is the carbon market family is definitely growing.’
Here’s where the interesting part comes in- the carbon price, in actuality, has collapsed. So is it good news that more countries are
headed down this policy cul de sac? Over the past year, the EU-ETS – the largest carbon market on the planet – has seen its
carbon price lose over half its value, currently trading at about 7 Euros per tonne of CO2. The carbon price in the UNFCCC’s Clean
Development Mechanism, which generates carbon offset credits that are accepted in the EU-ETS, has fallen to under 4 Euros/tonne.
Economically speaking, at this price, there is zero incentive for polluting firms to invest in low-carbon technologies. At this price the
market is useless – a playground for speculators. In fact, this June Andrew Steer, the World Bank’s Special Envoy for Climate
Change, was quoted in the Guardian saying: ‘The [carbon] market is failing us. It has done very good things in the past but is not
delivering what we feel is necessary.’ And in August (when the price was even higher than it is now!), Reuters proclaimed carbon to
be the ‘world’s worst performing commodity.’ This was the elephant in the room at all of these World Bank events. The panelists
danced around it, making references to the ‘too-low carbon price’ (Hedegaard) and fluctuating markets, yadda yadda. But when
confronted with the basic reality that the planet’s future is being handed over to jumpy Wall Street traders and unstable and untested
financial schemes, the room would get silent.
(…) So, Question: How does the neoliberal economic religion approach the climate crisis, which has been dubbed ‘the greatest
market failure the world has seen’ by one prominent economist? The answer, of course, is to create more markets. From the
Emissions Trading Scheme, or ‘Cap and Trade’ approach, which dices up our common atmosphere into a patchwork of invisible
property rights (‘rights to pollute’), then hands them over for bargain deals – although most of the time, for free – to the biggest
polluters on the planet, to the nascent markets in financial securities backed by ‘ecosystem services,’ the priests of the neoliberal
religion are spinning out increasingly desperate ways to maintain business as usual, while building the facade that they’re ‘solving
the climate crisis.’ It would be humorous if it wasn’t all so depressing.
So, by now, one can see what some of the implications of a World Bank-controlled Green Climate Fund could be. I’ve only touched
on one aspect of the ‘green’ investment schemes getting underway, which run the gamut from new and improved GMO trees and
organisms, to geo-engineering, agrofuels and nanotechnology, all the way to money for more good-ol’ massive dams, mega wind
farms, and super-sized solar arrays. And, of course, we’ll be sending Haliburton to rebuild infrastructure after that next supertyphoon, financed though the GCF’s Private Sector Facility using ‘adaptation’ finance. Luckily, there’s a growing movement against
the Bank’s involvement in global ecological finance and policy, information around which can be found here:
www.worldbankoutofclimate.org. As we move towards Rio+20, this issue will certainly gain more traction and energy. Occupy the
World Bank?

20

Full text available at the webpage of the Gears of Change Youth Media Project at
http://gearsofchange.org/category/world-bank/.
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1.1.3

The critique from the Durban Group for Climate Justice

These concerns have been expressed for many years by civil society opponents
of carbon trading. Frustration with CDMs in Africa reached a critical mass as early
as 2004 when the Durban Group for Climate Justice gathered for an historic
meeting.
A
global
civil
society
network,
the
Durban
Group
(www.durbanclimatejustice.org) was formed to oppose carbon trading’s
‘privatization of the air’. From the vantage point of an austere Catholic mission on
Durban’s highest central hill, the Glenmore Pastoral Centre, a score of the world’s
critical thinkers and activists for environmental justice convened by the Swedish
Dag Hammarskjold Foundation, deliberated over the neoliberal climate fix for
several days. We worried that the main test case, the EU’s Emissions Trading
Scheme, not only failed to reduce net greenhouse gases there, but suffered
extreme volatility, an inadequate price, the potential for fraud and corruption, and
the likelihood of the market crowding out other, more appropriate strategies for
addressing the climate crisis. The critique can be summed up in eight points:
•

the idea of inventing a property right to pollute is effectively the ‘privatization
of the air’, a moral problem given vast, growing differentials in wealth
inequalities;

•

greenhouse gases are complex and their rising production creates a nonlinear impact which cannot be reduced to a commodity exchange
relationship (a tonne of CO2 produced in one place is accommodated by
reducing a tonne in another, as is the premise of the emissions trade);

•

the corporations most guilty of pollution and the World Bank – which is most
responsible for fossil fuel financing – are the driving forces behind the
market, and can be expected to engage in systemic corruption to attract
money into the market even if this prevents genuine emissions reductions;

•

many of the offsetting projects – such as mono-cultural timber plantations,
forest ‘protection’ and landfill methane-electricity projects – have devastating
impacts on local communities and ecologies, and have been hotly contested
in part because the carbon sequestered is far more temporary (since trees
die) than the carbon emitted;

•

the price of carbon determined in these markets is haywire, having crashed
by half in a short period in April 2006 and by two-thirds in 2008, by another
50 percent during 2011, thus making mockery of the idea that there will be
an effective market mechanism to make renewable energy a cost-effective
investment;

•

there is serious potential for carbon markets to become an out-of-control,
multi-trillion dollar speculative bubble, similar to exotic financial instruments
associated with Enron’s 2002 collapse (indeed, many former Enron
employees populate the carbon markets);

•

as a ‘false solution’ to climate change, carbon trading encourages merely
small, incremental shifts, and thus distracts us from a wide range of radical

The idea of inventing
a property right to
pollute is effectively
the ‘privatization of
the air’, a moral
problem given the
vast and growing
differentials in wealth
inequalities.
Greenhouse gases
are complex and
cannot be reduced to
a commodity
exchange relationship
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changes we need to make in materials extraction, production, distribution,
consumption and disposal; and
•

the idea of market solutions to market failure (‘externalities’) is an ideology
that rarely makes sense, and especially not following the world’s worst-ever
financial market failure, and especially not when the very idea of derivatives
– a financial asset whose underlying value is several degrees removed and
also subject to extreme variability – was thrown into question. 21

With Europe as the base, world emissions trade grew to around USD 140 billion in
2008 and although markets then went flat due to economic meltdown, increasing
corruption investigations and Copenhagen-induced despondency, the trade in air
pollution was at one point projected to expand to USD 3 trillion/year by 2020 if the
US were to sign on. The USD 3 trillion estimate didn’t even include the danger of a
bubbling derivatives market, which might have boosted the figure by a factor of
five or more.22
In November 2010, a new estimate of up to USD 50 billion/year by 2020 in NorthSouth market-related transfers and offsets emerged from a United Nations HighLevel Advisory Group on Financing for climate mitigation and adaption, including
South African planning minister Trevor Manuel, later a co-chair of the Green
Climate Fund.23 World climate managers evidently hope to skimp on grants and
instead beg business to push vast monies into CDMs instead. Figs. 3 and 4 show
the concentration of CDM projects in a few countries, a problem further analysed
in Chapter 2.

21

The analyses of emission market contradictions authored by Larry Lohmann are probably the best,
Lohmann, L. 2006. Carbon Trading: A critical conversation on climate change, privatisation and
power, Development Dialogue, 48, September, at
www.dhf.uu.se/pdffiler/DD2006_48_carbon_trading/carbon_trading_web_HQ.pdf; Lohmann, L.
(2009), ‘Climate as investment’, at www.thecornerhouse.org.uk/pdf/document/Climate percent20as
percent20Investment.pdf; Lohmann, L. (2009), ‘Neoliberalism and the calculable world: The rise of
carbon trading’, in K. Birch, Mykhnenko, V. and Trebeck, K. (eds.), The Rise and Fall of
Neoliberalism: The Collapse of an Economic Order?, London: Zed Books; Lohmann, L. (2009),
‘Regulatory challenges for financial and carbon markets,’ in Carbon & Climate Law Review, 3(2);
Lohmann, L. (2009), ‘Toward a different debate in environmental accounting: The cases of carbon
and cost-benefit’, in Accounting, Organisations and Society, 34(3-4): 499-534; and Lohmann, L.
(2010), ‘Uncertainty markets and carbon markets: Variations on Polanyian themes’, at
www.thecornerhouse.org.uk/pdf/document/NPE2high.pdf

22

See Nina Chestney and Michael Szabo, ‘Emissions traders expect US carbon market soon,’
Reuters, May 28, 2009, at www.reuters.com/article/GCAGreenBusiness/idUSTRE54R4YP20090528, last accessed 11 October 2009.

23

United Nations, Report of the Secretary-General’s High-level Advisory Group on Climate Change
Financing, New York, November 5, 2010, at
www.un.org/wcm/webdav/site/climatechange/shared/Documents/AGF_reports/AGF_Final_Report.pdf.
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Fig. 3
Concentration of CDM projects
Source: http://cdmpipeline.org/cdm-projectsregion.htm

Fig. 4
Four countries get most funds:
(top-to-bottom) Mexico, Brazil, China, India
Source: http://cdmpipeline.org/cdm-projectsregion.htm

As discussed in Chapter 3, Durban is an important guinea pig, not only for hosting
the COP17, but for initiating SA’s lead CDM pilot, the Bisasar Road landfill. There,
methane from rotting rubbish is converted to electricity and fed back into the
municipal grid. As argued by Khadija Sharife, the CDM was set up illegally
because it fails the crucial test of its validity for raising international funding,
‘additionality’. It was always assumed that the ZAR 100 million estimated cost of
the project would not be justified by the small amount of electricity fed into
Durban’s municipal supply, and hence that the ZAR 100 million would have to
come from external sources. But as noted by journalists who visited Bisasar
during the C0P17, at least one relevant Durban official now concede that the
Bisasar Road methane-electricity project would have gone ahead without the
external credits. This is scandalous.
After helping set it up, the World Bank refused in August 2005 to take part in
marketing or purchasing Bisasar Road emissions credits. The reason was growing
awareness of Durban’s notorious environmental racism, via activism and an
environmental impact assessment challenge. In March 2005, just as the Kyoto
Protocol came into force, a Washington Post front-page story revealed how
community organiser Sajida Khan suffered cancer from Bisasar Road’s toxic
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legacy.24 Back in 1980, the landfill – Africa’s largest – was plopped in the middle of
Durban’s Clare Estate suburb, across the road from Khan’s house, thanks to
apartheid insensitivity. Instead of honouring African National Congress politicians’
promises to close the dump in 1994, the municipality kept it open when USD 15
million in emissions financing was dangled. After Khan died in mid-2007 after her
second bout with cancer – which she believed was landfill-induced – Clare Estate
civic pressure to close Bisasar subsided and Durban began raising EUR 14/tonne
for the project from private investors.25
Similar controversy surrounds the Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and
forest Degradation programme. In theory, REDD sells investors forest protection.
But at Cancún, notwithstanding disagreements in civil society, it was seen as a
boon to voracious commercial forestry and a danger to indigenous peoples, given
that proper safeguards were not adopted. And everyone from EU climate
commissioner Connie Hedegaard (a Danish conservative who hosted the 2009
Copenhagen summit) to Greenpeace warned that REDD could wreck fragile
carbon markets, not only due to socio-ecological forest controversies but because
a fresh glut of credits would again crash the price.26 As Hedegaard put it, REDD
‘could undermine the entire carbon market.’27 Likewise, an emerging idea (mainly
promoted by the World Bank) that soil-related carbon sequestration should be
rewarded with carbon credits (see Chapter 8) would also flood world markets at a
time of oversupply and receding demand.

1.2

Zooming out: emission trading in international
perspective

1.2.1

Never-ending market failures

In short, the return of market mania to climate negotiations is a dangerous
diversion from a daunting reality: the US, China, South Africa and most other big
emitters want to avoid making the binding commitments required to limit the
planet’s temperature rise, ideally below the 1.5°C that scientists insist upon.
Naturally the (binding) Kyoto Protocol is a threat to the main emitting countries,
which have been working hard since early 2010 to replace it with the voluntary,
loophole-ridden Copenhagen Accord. This is the easiest way to understand the
procrastination and lack of ambition in the December 2011 Durban deal.

24

Shankar Vedantam, ‘Kyoto credits system aids the rich, some say,’ The Washington Post, March
12, 2005.

25
26

Patrick Bond, ‘True cost of Durban’s waste strategy’, The Mercury, February 2, 2010.
Chris Lang, ‘New Greenpeace report: Trading in forest carbon would crash carbon markets’,
REDD-Monitor, April 1, 2009, at www.redd-monitor.org/2009/04/01/new-greenpeace-report-tradingin-forest-carbon-would-crash-carbon-markets/.

27

Jessica Cheam, ‘Ministers expected to speed UN climate talks, forest deal could be delayed’,
Ecobusiness.com, December 7, 2010, at www.eco-business.com/news/ministers-expected-speedun-climate-talks-forest-d/.
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And naturally, the North’s failure to account for its vast ‘climate debt’ continues.
The total on offer from the North to the whole world was just USD 30 billion for
2010-12, according to promises made in Copenhagen. By the time of the Durban
COP17, there was no realistic chance that USD 30 billion in North-South flows
would actually be delivered.
Climate negotiators should have known that carbon trading was a charade that
would do nothing to reduce global warming. What was an incentive scheme meant
to provide stability and security to clean energy investors had become the
opposite (Fig. 5). A low and indeed collapsing carbon price – futures at around
EUR 4/tonne in mid-December 2011, down from a peak seven times higher six
years earlier – was useless for stimulating the kind of investment in alternatives
needed.
Fig. 5
Carbon price crash, from Bali
(2007) to Durban (2011)
European Union Allowances and
CDM Certified Emissions
Reductions in Phase Two
With permission of authors

For example, an estimated EUR 50/tonne is required to activate private sector
investments in ‘carbon capture and storage’, the as-yet-non-existent (and
dangerous) technology by which coal-fired power stations could, theoretically,
bury carbon dioxide emitted during power generation. Substantial solar, tidal and
wind investments would cost more yet. The extreme volatility associated with
emissions trading so far makes it abundantly clear that market forces cannot be
expected to discipline polluters, given how long it will take to drive the European
price up that high.
The only real winners in emissions markets have been speculators, financiers,
consultants (including some in the NGO scene) and energy sector hucksters who
made billions of dollars in profits on the sale of notional emissions reduction
credits. As the air itself became privatised and commoditised, poor communities
across the world suffered and resources and energy were diverted away from real
solutions. But one of the most powerful set of critiques came from the inside:
internal contradictions which created a tendency to repeatedly crash the market
and prevent it from carrying out actual emissions reductions.
These problems were sensed, to some extent, by the very founders of the notion
of environmental markets. Canadian economist John Dales (who died in 2007)
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first justified trading in emissions rights by applying market logic to water pollution
in a seminal 1968 essay, ‘Pollution, Property, and Prices.’ Waste quotas were to
be imposed along with a market in ‘transferable property rights... for the disposal
of wastes’, interchangeable amongst firms.28 Thirty-three years later, he
expressed doubts about carbon markets in a Wall Street Journal interview: ‘It isn’t
a cure-all for everything. There are lots of situations that don’t apply. It is not clear
to me how you would enforce a permit system internationally. There are no
institutions right now that have that power.’29 29
Also in the late 1960s, in the US, graduate economics student Thomas Crocker
had famously advocated emissions trading for discrete problems, but in 2009 told
The Wall Street Journal, ‘I’m skeptical that cap-and-trade is the most effective way
to go about regulating carbon.’30 And a leading financier with intimate knowledge
of financial fraud and market failure, George Soros, argued in 2007 that carbon
trading would be ineffective: ‘The cap and trade system of emissions trading is
very difficult to control and its effects are diluted… It is precisely because I am a
market practitioner that I know the flaws in the system.’ 31
On the other hand, market advocates claimed a degree of success, especially in a
US pilot aimed at tackling acid rain. A 1990 amendment to the Clean Air Act
legalised trade in sulphur dioxide. A cap was imposed and polluters gradually
reduced to the levels required to mitigate emissions so as to avoid acid rain. They
traded their permits. However, on closer examination, this approach was less
successful than the parallel European ‘command-and-control’ environmental
policy on SO2 based on agreed periodic reductions on ‘critical loads’ allowed in
different territories.
Critics of emissions trading insist that, had governments instead applied command
and control strategies – such as the 1999 EPA’s ‘New Source Review’ imposition
of scrubbers on older plants (with a 95 percent SO2 removal record) –the results in
the United States would have been far more impressive. Technical changes (use
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J. Dales, ‘Pollution, Property and Prices: An essay in policy-making and economics’, Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1968, p.85.
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J. Hilsenrath, ‘Cap-and-trade’s unlikely critics: Its creators – economists behind original concept
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Street Journal, August 13, 2009.
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Hugh Wheelan, ‘Soros slams emissions trading systems: Market solution is ‘ineffective’ in fighting
climate change’, Responsible Investor, October 18, 2007, at www.responsibleinvestor.com/home/article/soros_slams_emissions_cap_and_trading_systems/ In early 2010, Soros
U-turned and supported carbon trading in the US Senate out of desperation to see some kind of
climate legislation pass – but was not reported to have retracted his earlier skepticism about
regulation. Instead, he was cited as merely desiring ‘a price on carbon’: Business Green, ‘Soros
calls for US cap-and-trade scheme: Billionaire promises to get ‘more engaged’ with efforts to tackle
climate change’, New York, 15 January 2010, at www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/1801852/soroscalls-us-cap-trade-scheme. In late 2010, he enthusiastically supported forest-related carbon trading
in Indonesia.
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of more natural gas and less lignite for electricity production) also helped to
reduce SO2 emissions. Command-and-control strategies in Europe had faster and
more decisive results.
Moreover, in the US by addressing only a part of the SO2 from high-emissions
sources (about 43 percent emissions reduction from 1990-2007), there were
ongoing adverse local impacts of co-pollutants (e.g. mercury, lead, dioxin, nitrous
oxide), especially in geographical areas with high concentrations of people of
colour. 32 For this reason, the charge of ‘environmental racism’ has been levelled
(in the courts) at carbon trading and offsets that permit plants in low-income areas
to remain open, especially in Southern California, a factor that delayed
implementation of California’s carbon trading scheme in 2010-11.
In spite of the calls for carbon taxes or for the more effective command-andcontrol alternative, in 1997, the Kyoto Protocol was negotiated to include carbon
trading as a core strategy. This was because then US Vice-President Al Gore
threatened that his Congress would only sign up if corporations gained the ability
to continue emitting above set limits by paying to buy someone else’s right to
pollute. After co-opting critics in Kyoto, the Clinton-Gore Administration and
Congress did not keep their word and, later George W. Bush pulled out of Kyoto.
But the idea of carbon trading stuck and the EU-ETS was launched in January
2005.

1.2.2

Emissions trading’s flawed friends

One reason for carbon trading’s acceptance was the extraordinary support found
in the world’s most powerful circuits of capital: finance. As Goldman Sachs critic
Matt Taibbi warned in a Rolling Stone article six months before Copenhagen,
‘Instead of credit derivatives or oil futures or mortgage-backed CDOs, the
new game in town, the next bubble, is in carbon credits – a booming
trillion dollar market that barely even exists yet…The new carbon-credit
market is a virtual repeat of the commodities-market casino that’s been
kind to Goldman, except it has one delicious new wrinkle: If the plan goes
forward as expected, the rise in prices will be government-mandated.
Goldman won’t even have to rig the game. It will be rigged in advance…
Goldman wants this bill…Goldman started pushing hard for cap-and-trade
long ago, but things really ramped up last year when the firm spent USD
3.5 million to lobby climate issues. (One of their lobbyists at the time was
none other than [Mark] Patterson, now Treasury chief of staff.)… The bank
owns a 10 percent stake in the Chicago Climate Exchange, where the
carbon credits will be traded. Moreover, Goldman owns a minority stake in
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Blue Source LLC, a Utah-based firm that sells carbon credits of the type
that will be in great demand if the bill passes…
Goldman is ahead of the headlines again, just waiting for someone to
make it rain in the right spot. Will this market be bigger than the energyfutures market? ‘Oh, it’ll dwarf it,’ says a former staffer on the House
Energy Committee. Well, you might say, who cares? If cap-and-trade
succeeds, won’t we all be saved from the catastrophe of global warming?
Maybe – but cap-and-trade, as envisioned by Goldman, is really just a
carbon tax structured so that private interests collect the revenues.
Instead of simply imposing a fixed government levy on carbon pollution
and forcing unclean energy producers to pay for the mess they make, capand-trade will allow a small tribe of greedy-as-hell Wall Street swine to turn
yet another commodities market into a private tax-collection scheme. This
is worse than the bailout: It allows the bank to seize taxpayer money
33
before it’s even collected. ‘
In an August 2009 report about Enron alumni in the carbon markets, the Financial
Times offers not a hint of irony:
‘People who were attracted to Enron and its desire to open new and
cutting-edge businesses are also likely to be attracted to the carbon
market,’ says Lynda Clemmons, who started the emissions trading desk at
Enron in 1994. It also innovated in the electricity, gas and coal markets, to
which carbon is highly correlated, which makes former Enron traders
particularly suited to trading carbon. ‘They bring a breadth of crossproduct coverage that makes them natural candidates to look at
emissions,’ according to one industry insider. 34

1.2.3

Europe’s bad example

Mirroring Enron’s 2001 crash, by the end of 2009, with Copenhagen hosting the
COP15, it was clear that the EU-ETS had failed in its main objectives. Severe
price swings showed how erratic and unreliable these markets can be. Each of at
least five major spikes up and down from 2006-09 can be explained by specific
factors, such as the extreme 2006 crash when it was revealed that the EU-ETS
had over-allocated free permits, or the 2008 onset of both generalised financial
chaos and economic recession (hence lower-than-normal emissions to offset), or
the 2009 post-Copenhagen decline.
But even discounting the EU-ETS’s extreme volatility, the more general data
began to show a trend towards increased traded emissions. In mid-2009, Grist
columnist Gar Lipow explained,
‘During the three year period where we have verified emissions, emissions
among traded entities rose by 1.8 percent. During that same period
emissions for the EU as a whole fell… The overwhelming evidence is that
33
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the European Trading Scheme is retarding rather than driving emission
drops.’35
Prospects for the EU-ETS were bad because of economic decline and
deindustrialization in Europe. The continent’s 2008-09 year-on-year GDP fall was
4.1 percent and industrial output was down 12 percent. The carbon-intensive
construction sector was also adversely affected by the real estate bubble’s burst.
Given these economic trends, the medium term outlook for the EU-ETS was grim,
with even Lord Adair Turner – chair of the UK Climate Change Committee –
admitting, ‘the existing particular form of liberalised market structure has reached
the end of its road... Prices [will] struggle to reach EUR 20-30/tonne of CO2e by
2020.’ Just a year earlier, Turner’s committee had optimistically assumed a price
of EUR 50 by 2020, high enough to support many alternative energy projects.36

By 2007, the
European
Commissioner for
Energy had admitted
the ETS was ‘a
failure.’
Peter Atherton of
Citigroup conceded:
‘ETS has done nothing

to curb emissions’

But faith in the EU-ETS was shaken again and again by more than these
economic factors. Unending tales of scandals and market mishaps emerged from
dismayed financiers and business journalists. The intrinsic problem in setting an
artificially generated market price for carbon was revealed with the April 2006 EUETS crash, thanks to the over-allocation of pollution rights. The EU had
miscalculated how to set up the market and granted electricity generation firms far
too many credits. Carbon lost over half its value in a single day, destroying many
carbon offset projects earlier considered viable.
By 2007, the European Commissioner for Energy had admitted the EU-ETS was
‘a failure’. Peter Atherton of Citigroup conceded: ‘ETS has done nothing to curb
emissions…[and] is a highly regressive tax, falling mostly on poor people.’ Had it
achieved its aims? ‘Prices up, emissions up, profits up… so, not really.’ Who wins,
who loses? ‘All generation-based utilities – winners. Coal and nuclear-based
generators – biggest winners. Hedge funds and energy traders – even bigger
winners. Losers…ahem…consumers!’37 The Wall Street Journal confirmed in
March 2007 that emissions trading ‘would make money for some very large
corporations, but don’t believe for a minute that this charade would do much about
global warming.’ 38 In October 2008, with the market crashing, Carl Mortished
wrote in The Times of London: ‘The ETS is making a mockery of Europe’s
stumbling attempts to lead the world in a market-based carbon strategy. It is
causing irritation and frustration to the armies of advisers and investors who seek
to cajole utilities into big investments in carbon reduction.’ 39
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Specific carbon offsets and CDMs fared no better in these investigations. The
Economist hosted a debate on carbon offsets in December 2008, in which Michael
Wara of Stanford and Kevin Smith of Carbon Trade Watch argued the proposition
that they ‘undermine the effort to tackle climate change’ – and by a readers’ vote
of 55-45, defeated Henry Derwent of the International Emissions Trading
Association and carbon trader Mark Trexler. 40 Not only were voluntary offsets
increasingly dubious, but verified CDM projects in the Third World were also
considered counterproductive. According to a Newsweek investigation in March
2007, ‘it isn’t working... [and represents] a grossly inefficient way of cutting
emissions in the developing world.’
Notorious projects like the Plantar timber monoculture in Brazil secured vast
funds, with dreadful consequences for local communities and ecosystems.
Newsweek called the trade ‘a shell game’ which has already transferred ‘USD 3
billion to some of the worst carbon polluters in the developing world.’ 41 In early
2009, the London Times uncovered problems in Mozambican tree planting
investments supported by celebrities (including Ronnie Wood of The Rolling
Stones and actor Brad Pitt): ‘it is almost impossible to guarantee that the trees will
survive the length of time needed to offset any significant carbon emissions.’ 42
Remarked the TransNational Institute’s Carbon Trade Watch,
‘These failings are not caused by teething problems, but are symptomatic of
the extreme difficulties of assessing the value of ‘carbon,’ which is a
commodity that bears little relation to any single real world object. More
generally, the scheme over-estimates the capacity of price to achieving
structural change in energy production and industrial practice.’ 43
The EU-ETS was delegitimised further in September 2009 when the UN’s main
verification contractor was disqualified for repeated procedural violations, and in
December 2009 when Europol discovered that up to 90 percent of trades in some
EU countries were flagrant tax scams. 44 The tide turned further and faster against
carbon trading after the Copenhagen fiasco. The failure of the Copenhagen
Accord to confirm financing was a major blow to the market, which crashed by 10
percent from December 17-21 2009 as it appeared there would be a serious
legitimacy deficit. As The Guardian reported in January 2010, ‘Banks are pulling
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out of the carbon-offsetting market after Copenhagen failed to reach agreement
on emissions targets.’45
Moreover, due to over-allocation of permits and the ongoing economic slump, the
EU-ETS would face further declines in price and so, as Anthony Hobley of the law
firm Norton Rose reported, ‘We are seeing a freeze in banks’ recruitment plans for
the carbon market. It’s not clear at what point this will turn into a cull or a rout.’ 46
By March 2010, the New York Times observed of carbon trading:
‘The concept is in wide disrepute. Obama dropped all mention of cap and
trade from his current budget. And the sponsors of a Senate climate bill likely
to be introduced in April, now that Congress is moving past health care, dare
not speak its name… It was done in by the weak economy, the Wall Street
meltdown, determined industry opposition and its own complexity.‘47
According to US Senator Maria Cantwell (a Democrat from Washington State who
fruitlessly offered her own non-trading alternative bill to Congress), cap and trade
was ‘discredited by the Wall Street crisis, the Enron scandal and the rocky start to
a carbon credits trading system in Europe that has been subject to dizzying price
fluctuations and widespread fraud.’ 48
Shortly afterwards, yet another example of corruption was the Hungarian
government’s resale of carbon credits, which when exposed, drove the price of a
tonne down from EUR 12 to EUR 1 and crashed two emissions exchanges.49 In
December 2010, even the ordinarily pro-trading World Wide Fund for Nature and
Öko-Institut attacked steel producers ThyssenKrupp and Salzgitter as fraudulent
carbon profiteers, demanding that ‘the EU put a halt to the use of fake offsets.’50
In late January 2011, the EU-ETS was suspended for more than two weeks due to
theft of emissions reductions credits from the Austrian and Czech governments.
Some of the better-functioning market regulators – e.g. Finland and Sweden –
required a full two months before resuming operations. 51
To underline the market’s fragility and vulnerability to fraud, the country that has
been the biggest supplier of emissions reductions credits, Ukraine, was
suspended by the United Nations from carbon trading in August 2011. The move
blocked delivery of more than 78 million units from carbon-reduction projects
through 2011, because according to the ICIS Heron consultancy, Ukraine’s
45
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government ‘under-reported its greenhouse gas emissions. Experts advising the
enforcement branch said Ukraine had failed to act on earlier warnings and it was
in non-compliance. 52 The Ukraine argues that many of its actions have stalled due
to lack of funding since the recession.’
By that time, it was obvious that emissions markets were in crisis and many
credits now represented ‘zombie carbon’, as Carbon Trade Watch’s Oscar Reyes
put it:
‘Proposed emissions trading schemes in the USA, Japan, and Canada have
stalled indefinitely; new markets in Australia and South Korea face significant
delays; and climate justice activists have successfully blocked the start of a
planned scheme in California. Trading has become ever more concentrated
around the EU ETS, which could well see carbon permit prices drop to zero if
the 27-country bloc adopts stricter guidelines on energy efficiency. Overall
carbon trading volumes were lower in 2010 than in the previous year. The
CDM, the carbon offsetting scheme at the heart of the Kyoto Protocol, has
declined for four years running, with fewer credits purchased from new
projects than at any time since the Protocol came into force in 2005. The
price of CDM credits continues to fall, and they are now ‘the world’s worst
performing commodity.’ 53
The 2012 crash of another 20 percent, to a record low of EUR 6.14/tonne in early
April, was sufficiently serious that panic set in. On April 18, EU environment
ministers discussed a new set of subsidies and techniques such as removing 1.4
billion emissions credits from the market (a ‘set aside’) in order to boost the price.
They did so in a closed meeting with leaders of Enel and Eon (representing EU
electricity association Eurelectric); Alstom on behalf of the EU Corporate Leaders
Group on Climate Change; Shell; Deutsche Bank; and BusinessEurope. 54 We
take up the EU-ETS crisis in the concluding chapter.
These sorts of flaws did not prevent the new ‘sectoral markets’ from being
proposed for Durban. For governments from the EU, Japan, Australia and Canada
– those advanced economies meant to reduce emissions most under Kyoto but
which largely failed to do so – the ideal outcome of Durban would be retention of
the Kyoto Protocol’s carbon trading mechanism without its emissions-reduction
targets. But without the US taking a lead on promoting carbon trading in its vast
financial markets, the other major emitters would not do so.
With the resurgence of Congressional climate deniers in 2010, the US elite debate
over the optimal technical fix to climate change ended, apart from California where
it was delayed by community activists who argued the state’s Air Resources Board
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had not considered other (non-trading) options to comply with state climate
legislation. But before the debate had died, even pro-trading economists
conceded that the US could well repeat Europe’s market and state failures. Denny
Ellerman and Paul L. Joskow observed how the EU-ETS’s disastrous mismatches
of money, permits and polluters logically follow the EU’s uneven regulations
between countries, and ‘the differing effects of allocation and auctioning decisions
on a partially liberalised electricity sector are likely to be at least as contentious
and complicated in the US as they have been in Europe.’55 (The Value-Added
Tax fraud was made possible through the buying and selling of permits between
jurisdictions and making fake claims.)
In several other areas where the EU-ETS remains flawed – political lobbying,
inadequate revenue generation, ‘rent-seeking activity’ and high administrative
costs – the danger remained that these would be repeated in the US, according to
MIT economists Sergey Paltsev, John Reilly, Henry Jacoby and Jennifer F. Holak.
For example, some inefficient coal-fired facilities should urgently be closed, but
won’t be thanks to EU-ETS rules:
‘The cheapest abatement option may be to simply shut down some of the
highest emitting facilities, but this rule [trading rights for grandfathered
permits] in the ETS creates an incentive to keep them operating at a low
level, or to install more expensive abatement technology so that they do not
have turn back in valuable allowances.‘56
As for dangers associated with the EU-ETS’s Cap and Giveaway of free permits to
pollute, the MIT authors warned, ‘If the allocations are distributed on some
‘grandfathering’ principle to firms at the point of regulation [which was the case in
the main 2009 US congressional legislation], then these firms receive the asset
value or scarcity rent.’ This would mean that the US follows the disastrous EU
lead in ‘paying the polluter for past pollution.’57 Tragically, US legislators and
policy-makers knew of such problems in the EU-ETS case and yet still promoted a
similar scheme, rather than finding an urgent route to cutting emissions directly.
The tragedy is even deeper when one moves to Africa for evidence of faith-based
not evidence-based assessment of carbon commodification.
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1.3

Africans ‘build faith in the carbon market’

Notwithstanding the chaos and corruption, the frauds and frequent market failures,
there are prominent African supporters of the emissions trade. For some, this
follows the endorsement of carbon trading by international luminaries seen to be
friendly to the continent’s interests, of whom the highest profile may well be former
Irish president Mary Robinson, who was also the United Nations Human Rights
Commissioner and now heads up the Trinity University ‘Mary Robinson
Foundation – Climate Justice’. In March 2011, Robinson argued in a London
School of Economics lecture that carbon trading is ‘finally starting to reap
dividends for Africa and least developed countries...’ and that ‘The experience
gained through the design and implementation of successful regional cap-andtrade programs is hugely valuable if shared with developing country regional
groups.’58 She provided no justification for these claims, and several efforts made
in 2011 to discern what evidence lies behind her optimism came to naught.

Fig. 6
African CDMs, 2003-11
Source: UNEP (at http://cdmpipeline.org)

For other African carbon trading proponents, their support can also be attributed to
substantial conflicts of interest, which arise due to actors with joint roles as climate
cooling advocates and carbon traders. As Michael Dorsey wrote:
‘After more than a decade of failed politicking [on behalf of carbon trading],
many NGO types... are only partially jumping off the sinking ship – so as to
work for industries driving the problem. Unfortunately, many continue to
influence NGO policy from their current positions, while failing to admit to or
even understand obvious conflicts of interest.’ 59
For example, there were certainly self-interested reasons for Valli Moosa, South
Africa’s former environment minister (1999-2004), to promote carbon trading as
minister at the critical 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development. In the
latter half of the 2000s, Moosa went on to preside over the International Union for
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the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), headed the South African branch of the World
Wildlife Fund, and chaired the board of the continent’s largest energy company
and CO2 emitter, Eskom. In that capacity in 2007-08, he was implicated, as a
member of the African National Congress (ANC) financing committee, in
unethically channeling tens of millions of rands in earnings to the ruling party by
signing Eskom purchase orders for Medupi’s new boilers in a way that directly
benefited the ANC, which in turn was financed by the controversial World Bank
loan. The SA government’s Public Protector acknowledged that his role was
‘improper.’ 60
Moosa’s successor as South Africa’s minister of environment and tourism,
Marthinus van Schalkwyk, a youth spy for the white apartheid regime during the
1980s, took control of the National Party in the late 1990s and then dissolved it
into the ANC in exchange for the ministerial position. In 2009, he was demoted to
tourism minister. An enthusiastic proponent of the carbon trade, Van Schalkwyk
argued in 2006 that ‘The 17 CDM projects in the pipeline in Sub-Sahara Africa
account for only 1.7 percent of the total of 990 projects worldwide. To build faith in
the carbon market and to ensure that everyone shares in its benefits, we must
address the obstacles that African countries face.’ 61
At the International Emissions Trading Association Forum in Washington a year
later, he insisted, ‘An all-encompassing global carbon market regime which
includes all developed countries is the first and ultimate aim.’62 Van Schalkwyk
was nominated by South Africa to replace Yvo de Boer as UN climate negotiations
director in early 2010, but his candidacy failed at the last moment, as Costa Rican
carbon trader Christiana Figueres got the position.

Total in the CDM
Pipeline

For all projects

Number of
small-scale

Number of full
scale

Number of all
projects

No.

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

kCERs

Population
(millions)

2012 kCERs
No.

%

2012
CER /
cap

Latin America

431

13.0

663

15.2

1094

14.2

114898

373727

13.8

449

0.86

Asia & Pacific

2743

82.6

3469

79.3

6212

80.8

826166

2151146

79.3

3418

0.63

Europe and Central Asia

29

0.9

55

1.3

84

1.1

21096

41394

1.5

149

0.28

Africa

85

2.6

132

3.0

217

2.8

60243

106928

3.9

891

0.12

Middle-East
Less developed Word

32

1.0

53

1.2

85

1.1

14946

39539

1.5

186

0.21

3320

100

4372

100

7692

100

103749

2712734

100

5093

0.53

Table 1 Africa’s CDM relative share is 1/6th Latin America’s and 1/5th Asia’s
Source: UNEP (at http://cdmpipeline.org/cdm-projects-region.htm)
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In the highest-profile African case of NGO support for carbon markets, the late
Wangari Maathai, the former Kenyan deputy environment minister and Nobel
Peace Prize laureate, such conflicts were not a factor. Prior to her death in 2011,
Maathai, also promoted carbon trading through her own Greenbelt Movement in
the expectation that CDMs and emerging proposals for REDD would reward treeplanting in both her indigenous strategy as well as mono-cultural timber
plantations. She was also the leading proponent of the document ‘Africa speaks
up on Climate Change’, which fed into the ‘African Climate Appeal’, a statement
which insists upon more CDM finance with fewer strings attached, especially for
afforestation:
‘African governments should ensure that there is equity in geographical
distribution of CDM projects and that this is entrenched in the international
policy process. They should negotiate for the requirement of upfront funding
of CDM projects to be waived for many African countries who cannot afford
it. The appeal calls upon African countries to embark on the development of
CDM capacities and projects including capacity building and development of
centers of incubation for CDM projects. African governments should explore
possibilities of accessing grants to provide upfront funding for CDM projects
and also project development and financing through bilateral arrangements.’
63

Maathai criticised three existing funds – the Special Climate Change Fund, the
Least Developed Countries Fund and the Bali Adaptation Fund – because these
funds have not been able to address concerns of African countries on adaptation,
namely:
‘Access, adequacy and equitable geographical distribution. The funds are
largely inadequate and inappropriately structured; currently relying on a 2
percent levy on CDM projects. Access to the funds has been made difficult,
among others, by bureaucratic bottlenecks of the Global Environmental Fund
and the World Bank.’ 64
Maathai’s appeals for a more generous and efficient system for Africa were never
properly satisfied, for the Bank continues to play the most critical role in carbon
market stimulation (see Box), despite the small relative share of the continent in
the CDM pipeline (Table 1) . A proliferation of new Bank funds (Fig. 6) has not
changed the basic calculus: CDMs ‘can’t deliver the money’ to Africa. This report
shows, in sum, that the emissions markets were the wrong idea (a neoliberal
strategy) in the wrong place (financial markets) at the wrong time (the 2000s era
of repeated bubbles and bursts).
After a review of market players in Chapter 2, the following pages spell out these
problems in great detail using case studies from across the continent.
We begin in Chapter 3 with South Africa’s pilot CDM fraud and environmental
racism in Durban’s Bisasar Road landfill methane-electricity project, alongside
similar trends in Egypt (where wastepickers, the zabbaleen, have learnt to claim
with reason that their recycling activities ‘cool down the earth’). Chapter 4
63
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explains the case of Nigerian CDM corruption of local governance, especially
where oil companies are receiving subsidies for reducing their Niger Delta gas
flaring – an act which by law they are prohibited from doing in the first place.
Chapter 5 addresses the emergence of tree plantations and forests within CDM
financing debates, with cases from Uganda, Mozambique, the DRC, Tanzania and
Kenya. Chapter 6 is about two failed CDM proposals both involving exploitation of
Mozambique’s gas reserves. Chapter 7 discusses the way mega-dams are being
lined up for CDM status, with case studies from Ethiopia and the DRC. Chapter 8
considers the rise of the Kenyan and Mozambican Jatropha biofuel industries
which are supposed to decrease carbon dioxide emissions. It also mentions the
new ‘soil carbon’ scams considered in Box 1.
Chapter 9 concludes. An Appendix shows how lack of or biased information –
especially coverage of CDMs in South Africa’s pro-business media – helps to
achieve extremely distorted, adverse outcomes.
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2
A critical
geography of the
global CDM
This chapter considers the main carbon market players and their geographical
constellations: host countries, buyers, consultants, validators and verifiers. With a
mapping of these actors, we can more critically examine emerging carbon
markets, especially the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and the European
Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU-ETS). These are the forces that draw
Africa into the market, and simultaneously into the myth that emissions trading can
appropriately address the present and future crises of global warming, extreme
weather events, and rising socio-economic and political repression from North to
South.
This is a crucial moment for Africa. After a decade of catastrophic market failures
and the recent collapse of the multilateral climate talks, the EU-ETS is a zombie of
its once beleaguered self. As the Financial Times reported in February 2012, ‘The
[EU-ETS] market has suffered other indignities in its brief history, from value
added tax frauds worth billions of euros to the cyber theft of millions of permits
from companies’ electronic accounts. But, because it calls into question the
fundamental workings of the market itself, the price slide may be its most serious
affliction.’ 65
The aim of this chapter is to present a critical analysis of the structure of the EUETS carbon market by drawing on the work of economic geography theories on
space and finance capital66, and most significantly, by examining the actors
involved in the International Emissions Trading Association (IETA)67 gatherings
65
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Chichester, NY, John Wiley; Harvey, D. (2006). The limits to capital. London, Verso; Lee, R., A.
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from Poznan, Copenhagen and Cancun. Specifically, we use the work of
MacKenzie68 on the creation of the emissions markets and we seek to advance to
his insightful work on the creation of these markets by adding a few critical
elements that contribute to the understanding of how the structure of the market
has developed since its inception in 2005. Moreover, MacKenzie’s work is
important as a decoder of the myth of the success claimed by economists of the
sulphur market in the US 69. For MacKenzie, the sulphur market implemented by
the EPA was not a success because it reduced emissions, but rather because it
dealt with the political conditions which heavily subsidised those industries and
enforced strict emission standards before entering the trading market.

Nine actors from a
space of more than
5000 control 50
percent of EU
Certified Emission
Reduction Credits
(CERs)

This chapter disentangles the web of firms and states involved in one portion of
the world’s largest formal, state-mandated carbon marketplace, by deploying an
extended set of multi-methods research techniques. These findings include the
results of more than three field seasons of ethnographic data collection at United
Nations Framework Conventions on Climate Change (UNFCCC) conference of
the parties (COPs) meetings and related satellite events (i.e., annual IETA
meetings, myriad NGO side-events, inter alia). The ethnographic data gives
nuance and context to the competitive intelligence-driven analysis of publicly
available data focused on CDM projects, disaggregated by type, carbon credits
obtained, geographical location of firms, projects and various participants
involved. We purposely restrict the analysis to ‘very basic’ structural and nonstatistical assessments, to underscore an ‘any-one-can-do-this’ mandate. Such
‘simple’ analyses also fortify and legitimate our arguments for basic changes in the
collection of data to better enable subsequent analysts to innovate on our pathbreaking. Network Analysis theories inspire the methods and approach herein.
We believe this to be the first multi-method, actor-network assessment of the
formal carbon market industrial complex. The findings are disturbing. For example,
in one data snap-shot, we learn nine actors from a space of more than 5000
control 50 percent of EU Certified Emission Reduction Credits (CERs) (see the
Appendix at the end of the chapter). The world’s largest ‘free-market’ experiment
to manage the atmosphere by creating a new commodity for trade is emerging as
an ‘oligonomy’, a combination of an oligopoly in which there are only a few sellers,
and an oligopsony in which there are only a few buyers.
In this context, prospects for Africans to negotiate are terribly adverse, which is
one reason why Africa has recorded so few CERs compared to other regions.
Numerous other challenges and problems abound and are considered.

representative of emission trading interests across the globe. For more information please see:
www.ieta.org.
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2.1

Setting the stage

As early as 2000 European Union watchdog organisations cautioned against the
utilising the ‘the three market based ‘solutions’ enshrined in the [Kyoto] Protocol –
emissions trading, joint implementation (JI) and the Clean Development
Mechanism’. Referencing the troubles of offsetting, enshrined in the Clean
Development Mechanism, over a decade ago, critics added: ‘The hypothesis that
such a scheme will be efficient on the international level is also flawed. One must
not forget the absolute impossibility of monitoring emissions from millions of
sources spread all over the world, not to mention the lack of a binding regulatory
system to enforce emissions limits.’70 Unsurprising, an emergent late 20th century
class of: scholar-investors, offered the contrary two years earlier, ‘implementation
of activities aimed to mitigate global greenhouse gas emissions is more costefficient in developing countries than in most of the industrialised world.’ 71
Proponents of the establishment of a global carbon market argue such a market
can and should play a role in reducing carbon emissions to the degree necessary
to stave off the harmful effects those emissions are having on the global climate
and vulnerable communities across the globe. 72 Complicating matters further,
global carbon market proponents also expect the carbon market to be a key
70
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aspects of the UNFCCC outcomes – including the Clean Development Mechanism. This is true of
Michael Dutschke and Axel Michaelowa, cited above. Prior to serving as an IPCCC, Working Group
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Clean Development Mechanism Projects. Similarly Michaelowa, between 1997-2000, served on the
advisory board of the World Bank’s AIJ-Programme – the pilot programme for CDM/JI investments.
What is notably missing from many of the ‘scholarly’ contribution of these authors (and others) are
disclosures of their affiliations, especially where they have financial interest or stand to gain
financially. To be clear, the authors herein, do not, for one second believe in the empty rants or
claims of those denying the existence of climate change. On the contrary we believe climate
change is indeed upon us, and for a variety of scientific reasons, maybe be unfolding in ways that
are heretofore unstoppable. We do believe that ‘scientists’ with investment (or professional)
interests in the outcomes must disclose such ties.
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instrument capable of addressing and solving complex environmental and
economic problems.73 In effect the carbon market is charged (or burdened) with
the dual mission of assisting developing nations to establish sustainable
economies while simultaneously reducing carbon emissions globally.
In an idealised neoliberal capitalist form, the global carbon market that some
interlocutors desire exists at a transcendental level, and operates without workers
and without geographic location. As Jos Delbeke, the European Commission,
Director General for Climate Action, describes the role of the state: ‘Our role is to
keep the regulatory structure as simple as possible and let the market play.’ Such
desires-as-edicts ignore the realities that define markets at various local to global
scales. Carbon market advocates variously seek to create a global market system
that is structured to maximise investment returns, while minimising risk, and have
it be subject to minimal, if any, governmental regulation of labour, finance, and
trade. 74
Nascent research to date, however, on both trading schemes and offset projects
reveal a significant gap between the desires of traders and what is currently
happening with regard to the development of policies to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. As economist Michael Grubb of the University of Cambridge observes:
‘Having created a market-based mechanism to cut carbon a lot of people
seem to expect it to behave in a non-market way and deliver poverty
alleviation, deliver sustainable development co-benefits. But fundamentally,
you create a market, it’s behaving the way markets do, it chases where are
the most cost effective things, where can they make the most profits and I
think that anyone who didn’t expect a market instrument to behave in that
way didn’t understand what they were doing.’75
As research on carbon markets and the commodification of nature shows, the
global reality is that the emissions market and its investors across the globe are
finding that countries are developing a mismatch of policy proposals to address
climate change and (energy consumption) that attempt to serve their national
interest against the interest of global investors. 76 This is felt strongly at the local
level where communities are resisting national reforms imposed by government
73
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Validators and
verifiers:
Most of the listed
companies have the
unfortunate habit of
acting on both sides
of the equation, as
both verifier and
validator

elites and global institutions such as the World Bank. And some of those local
solutions, as in the case of China, may not be ideal for those who wish to develop
a global carbon market and its investors.77 The risk level is tremendous and the
possibility exists that financial returns are held to a minimum.
Beyond hegemonic ideals, proponents of a global carbon market have turned time
and again to the structure and (dys)function of the EU-ETS, which has been
pedestalised by the global market proponents, inter alia. In this chapter we
analyze that market. The data we collected help us shed light on how the EU-ETS
market is structured both geographically and by sector, among participating
private firms and states. The data also elaborate how the market is funded, how
financing is accomplished, the sources of this financing, and where the financing
is directed (i.e., the types of projects funded). Moreover, studying the financing
structure of the market help us identify and understand the relationships among
the various scales in this market, which include corporations, private investors,
international firms, local firms, labour/workforce, the United Nations, and
supranational, national and regional entities and organisations.
In the twenty years since the UNFCCC was established and the nations of the
world agreed that there was a need to stabilise greenhouse gas concentrations in
the atmosphere at a level that will avoid dangerous rates of climate change, the
understanding that something must be done about climate change has become
widely accepted globally.78 In fact, the agreement that something needed to be
done about carbon emissions unleashed a tidal wave of actors of every
conceivable stripe into the arena of climate change management. From
governance to market forces, activists and scholars, from scientists, to
environmentalists, to private sector actors, to NGO’s, an entire industry was
created to manage climate change. 79
Although controlling carbon emissions was identified as the goal in the UN’s
findings in 1992, all environmental fields impacting some element of nature
including water, air and land saw a surge in advocacy and became industries in
their own right. Thus the end of the 20th century was characterised by the rise of
the terra-markets – environmental or eco-markets that seek to commodify and
control formerly common property matter: water, ecosystems, the atmosphere, by
the rules, confines and diktats of a neoliberal market ethos.80 The outcome of
77
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these efforts have their genesis in the debt-for-nature swaps of the 1980s and
manifest today not just in carbon markets, but also in programs like payment for
ecosystem services, to the latest instantiations of REDD and REDD+, as well as
more complex forward markets in emissions trading credits to biodiversity
derivatives, habitat trading and beyond.81 Despite the fact that traditionally
governments have regulated air, water and ground pollution, neoliberal forces and
advocates have had a strong influence on the management of environmental
problems on a global scale resulting in the privatization of environmental
management. 82
In sum, the private sector has swept in and, in many cases, governments have
given control over these areas to the private sector and market-based solutions.
However, in spite of the recognition that the need to address carbon emissions
was dire in 1992 and despite the significant international interest in addressing the
issue, little of significance has been accomplished and carbon emissions have not
been reduced. To the contrary, only economic stagnation or crises have been
show to be effective against the growth of emissions.
Despite that, the appetite for a market approach to environmental problems is
stronger than ever and has grown out of several international agreements that can
trace their origin to the UN 3rd Conference of Parties (COP 3) in Kyoto, Japan in
1997. In the early 2000s, the seeds of a carbon market blueprint were planted
across several European nations, which in conjunction with private industries and
utilities, established pilot programs to test the idea of the establishment of a
carbon market to address environmental concerns83 (the UK and Denmark – EU
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adopted it as a result of the US rejecting it). The creation of the emission reduction
scheme as a market place has since been the axis upon which all international
agreements on climate change and emission reduction turn. It should not then be
surprising that the IETA would spearhead global efforts to create a global market
and that it would host dignitaries, investors and bankers to have these discussions
at multiple COPs and other international venues.
After the collapse of the global financial markets in the last few years, the reality
that decisions made by investment bankers on Wall Street can have a devastating
effect on a pensioner’s ability to survive not only in Michigan but also in Ireland, for
instance, has led many economists and others to study how reality fails to meet
those expectations of continuous growth. Driven by a growing global economy,
two key markets experienced incredible booms followed by devastating busts that
were felt internationally because of the ever growing interconnectivity of markets
due to globalization.
The first recent instance of the boom-bust cycle we speak of resulted from the
‘new economy’ of the 1980s which gave birth to the ‘dot.com’ economy that made
the US’ Silicon Valley rich for the first time, followed by a collapse that left papermillionaires paupers overnight. Venture capitalists lost the capital they invested in
the dot.com market depleting the funding available to help start-up companies find
the capital needed either to become established or to expand and grow. 84
The effect of the collapse of the dot.com economy was also somewhat softened
by the emergence of what former President George W. Bush characterised as ‘the
economy of responsibility’ through which the global real estate market
experienced a historic boom as investors from around the globe rushed to loan
anyone and everyone money to buy real estate and build houses that were
overpriced and that they could not afford. The result of this irresponsible growth
was a collapse in 2008. The effects of this recent collapse are still unfolding as the
world struggles to find its bottom. What has made the effects of the housing
market collapse so devastating is the nature of the investors. Many of those who
poured money into the mortgage market were institutional investors investing
public pension fund assets into the market. Thus, the debacle of the housing
market has impacted not only home owners and banks, but municipalities, states
and other public investors who now have to make up the losses experienced as a
result of the housing market’s collapse.
In both instances described above, the structure of each market was
characterised by the geographic location of the institutions involved and by the farreaching impacts of each market on the financial sector and on the global
economy, particularly the case of the housing market. In attempting to understand
how the global financial crises developed, economists and others who study
markets have spent a considerable amount of time examining those markets and
comparing them to the economic models that were developed to predict outcomes
84
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in an attempt to identify where the market failed to comply with the economic
model.
Citing the work of Garcia-Parper and the argument she presents in her study of a
strawberry auction market established in France, MacKenzie, Muniesa and Siu85
observe in the introduction to their book Do Economists Make Markets?, that
economic sociology and anthropology should focus on how markets are
constructed and maintained (and on the role of economic theory, material devices,
procedures, physical architectures, linguistic codes, and so on, in the construction
and functioning of markets), rather than focusing simply on demonstrating ways in
which concrete marketplaces differ from economists’ ‘abstract’ markets.’ We
interpret MacKenzie, et al. to mean that how market’s work (or not) in the real
world is often not the same as how the models that economists create ‘predict’
they should work.

2.2

Carbon market oligopoly and oligopsony

Over the past two decades, concern over anthropogenic carbon emissions and
their impact on the environment and the world population, has given rise to a
global effort to mobilise emission abatement measures under the auspices of the
United Nations to counter the climate crises in accordance with United Nations’
own scientific body, the IPCC’s recommendations. The analysts’ focus has been
primarily on three main fronts. The first being globalization of finance capital,
focusing specifically on the development and/or the credit boom of the past
decade. Second, researchers have emphasised the commodification of nature as
part of the neoliberal mantra86. While their knowledge has contributed to our
understanding of the process of neoliberalization of capital and nature, we have
yet to understand a separate aspect of the engine of social relations and
accumulation, namely specifically, how these actors and institutions involved in
the carbon market are transforming the economic and social geographies across
the globe. The third front of analysis is the global environmental justice
movements formed by the conjunction of academics and activists.
The invisible hand is often rather visible. We seek to show the nuts and bolts of
the entire carbon market, the social interactions and connections that influence the
formation and functioning of those markets. Jasper, Spash, Callon, and
MacKenzie et. al., to some extent, examine social and political relationships in the
development and operation of the sulfur and carbon markets. However, the social
relationships as they elaborate them are still looked at on at a global level without
a close examination of the actors in the market and their connections and
relationships at lesser scales. At the end of their analysis we still do not know who
85
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the players in the market are, how they relate to one another, how the actors
relate to the other complex governance processes, nor do we understand the
geographical impact of the market, i.e., the tensions and contradictions that
emerge from the global markets.
The research question is: How does one move beyond the abstract discussion
about markets, specifically the EU-ETS, to better understand market (dys)function
in a political economic context? As such, we developed a series of questions and
methodologies designed to understand how this market has developed across
time and space and how emission reductions and sustainable development, the
twin objectives of the CDM, fit into the scheme of international policies drafted at
various scales and global investors. As such we wanted to reveal and expose
bare the structure of the market into its most elementary components: the players
involved in project development, investment, trading, verification and certification
of emission reduction/offsets.
One of the most revealing findings of our research is that this market is a series of
markets operating in various geographical and economic scales. It is remarkably
small and is controlled by a small number of players with little competition among
them to be found. A very small number of market actors control very large portions
of overall market activity, in dollar terms and/or in terms credit allocation. We
suspect this may have a deleterious effect on overall competition in the market.
Moreover, despite an expectation that the market would be organised and
interconnected with the actors working in concert to assure market efficiencies,
what we found is that the actors involved tend to be working in completely different
spheres and scales with some projects being funded through private financing,
some being funded through state support and some finding their financial support
through institutional investors, with all of the market working across a landscape of
different national rules and uneven and differential state rules (e.g. China).
Moreover, we found that the most ardent supporters of emissions trading are the
ones controlling the largest share of the market.

2.3

Market abstractions from market power

The market serves its purpose by allowing economic theorists to understand
economic transactions in a purely abstract way. The institutions and individuals
and the relationship of the actors that make up the market are not studied in
neoliberal economic theory. The only thing that is analyzed is the transaction 87.
Because the constitution of a market itself is not studied, there are chasms
between markets in the abstract and the actual markets.88 The economic
approach ignores race, class, ethnicity, gender and other sociological factors that
affect markets. This lack of understanding of the various actors that constitute a
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market and how that market works, particularly in the context of the carbon market
is the void we seek to fill with our research.
Noel Castree notes the need to analyze the constitution of a market governing an
economic transaction. Neoliberalism cannot be properly applied nor understood if
it is assumed that it is a single principle or policy. Instead, actors ‘are operative at
different geographical scales – all the while attending to the myriad connections
between markets, states, quasi-state actors, civil society, workers, the natural
environment and other things besides.’ 89 We agree with Castree that adequate
analysis requires a more complex view, not glossing over geography, scales of
governance, and firm/project locations. Thus, building upon studies of the carbon
markets by MacKenzie90 and the sociological studies of the market by John Lie91,
as well as David Harvey’s92 economic geography, our understanding of the carbon
market structure comes not from looking at the structure of the markets itself but
rather at the players across space and time.
What we find should be a warning to anyone at the April 2012 Africa Carbon
Forum in Ethiopia, which is just the place where some European investors are
searching for African counterparts to invest their dimes and participate in a space
many have firmly pronounced dead. These are the crude political economic forces
of multilateral climate policy run wild that draw African institutions, civil servants
and even civil society sympathisers into ‘dead’ markets – after the fact, and
simultaneously into the myths that emissions trading can address the present and
future crises of global warming, extreme weather events, and rising socioeconomic and political repression.
What we conclude from considering the broader terrain in these pages, is that the
domain of clean development governance is uncoordinated, incoherent, uneven,
full of blind-spots, networked and weak on process. 93 The question for remains is:
For whom and against whom is clean development governance uncoordinated,
incoherent, uneven, full of blind-spots, networked and weak on process? Our
analysis reveals that Africa has been left out of clean development. In the end of
the day this structural oversight might not be such a bad thing, since a growing
number of studies reveal that the CDM contribution to sustainable development
has been exceptionally meager, in the best cases and antithetical to it in the worst
cases. The only comment to African institutions, civil servants and civil society
sympathisers regarding the CDM is: caveat emptor.
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APPENDIX: The data
In Fig. 6 and Table 2, we provide representations of the top piece of the CDM
market. The roles the entities play in the market are denoted by colour: host
countries are darkest (dark green), buyers are next darkest (light green),
validators are red and verifiers are white. The size of the circles is proportional to
the percent of the credits that the entity is party to. The precise percentages are
shown in Table 2.
The central graph shows all possible connections. The eight pictures surrounding
the central one show the connections of each one of the carbon market entities.

Fig. 7
Carbon market entities
which control more than
20% of credits
Note: Colour code:
White – verifiers
Dark green – host
Light green – buyers
Red – validators
White - verifiers
Source: Dartmouth College
Climate Justice Project
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Consultant

%

%

Host

%

SEPA FECO

18,08

Switzerland

37,15

China

48,95

SGS

45,71

DNV

53,0

Tsinghua University

16,00

Enel

23,62

India

17,23

DNV

28,51

JQA

21,1

WB-CF

12,72

Mitsubishi

19,63

Brazil

11,74

TÜV-SÜD

20,19

TÜV-SÜD

12,7

Perspectives

11,51

Noble Carbon

18,24

South Korea

10,30

TÜV-Nord

2,70

SGS

10,5

Rhodia

11,50

Netherlands

15,33

Mexico

2,30

BV Cert

2,00

BV Cert

0,8

PricewaterhouseCoopers

10,56

Mitsui & Co

14,57

Argentina

2,18

AENOR

0,30

TÜV-Nord

0,5

Mitsubishi

6,42

Natixis

13,78

Chile

1,63

JACO

0,24

TÜV-Rhein

0,5

CAMCO

3,84

Chugoku Electric

13,06

Vietnam

0,99

ICONTEC

0,10

KPMG

0,4

climate Experts

3,50

Endesa

12,97

Egypt

0,74

ERM CVS

0,07

AENOR

0,3

EcoSecurities

2,86

Orbeo

12,51

Pakistan

0,56

KFQ

0,06

JCI

0,2

PetroChina

2,50

Vrom

12,47

Thailand

0,37

TÜV-Rhein

0,03

LRQA

0,1

Econergy

2,36

Chubu Electric

12,43

Nicaragua

0,35

RINA

0,01

KEMCO

0,1

AgCert

1,98

Trading Emissions

12,40

Malaysia

0,31

KEMCO

0,00

KFQ

0,0

CARBON Projektentwicklung

1,75

Gov. of Canada

12,34

South Africa

0,29

Deloitte-TECO

0,00

PwC

0,0

MGM

1,63

Tohoku Electric

12,33

Colombia

0,26

Deloitte-TECO

0,0

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu India

1,58

Jbic

12,33

Guatemala

0,21

JACO

0,0

Ecoinvest

1,55

Kyushu Electric

12,33

Bolivia

0,21

Urs Productively

1,07

Shikoku Electric

12,33

Israel

0,21

China Green Enterprise

1,01

Fortum

12,30

Ecuador

0,20

Japan Vietnam Petroleum

0,99

Statkraft

12,17

Indonesia

0,17

Conestoga-Rovers

0,77

Gas Natural Sdg

11,92

Peru

0,15

Carbon Resource Mgmt

0,73

Danish Ministry Climate&Energy

11,90

El Salvador

0,14

BGP Engineers

0,61

Dong

11,87

Papua New Guinea

0,09

Van der Wiel Stortgas

0,61

Maersk

11,87

Honduras

0,09

Frio Industrias Argentinas

0,61

Nordjysk Elhandel

11,87

Sri Lanka

0,08

Agrosuper

0,51

Fortis

11,84

Jamaica

0,07

POCH Ambiental

0,51

Iberdrola

11,84

Cuba

0,06

CREIA

0,48

Italian Ministry Envir.

11,82

Philippines

0,06

Millennium Capital Services

0,47

Azuliber 1

11,81

Jordan

0,03

Ningxia CDM Service Centre
Hebei CDM Project Office
First Climate

0,47
0,41
0,41

Cementos Portland Valderrivas
Cepsa
Erg

11,81
11,81
11,81

Uruguay
Fiji
Costa Rica

0,01
0,01
0,01

CantorCO2e

0,39

Iride Mercato

11,81

Morocco

0,01

Emergent Ventures

0,38

Italcementi

11,81

Mongolia

0,00

Caspervandertak

0,33

Repsol

11,81

Bhutan

0,00

Henan Shenma Nylon Chemical

0,29

Rhodia Energy

11,50

Beijing Ruichi Electric Power
Information Technology

0,28

Japan

11,47

CWEME

0,28

Climate Change Capital

9,40

Hunan CDM Project Service Center

0,27

Natsource

9,24

Easy Carbon

0,27

Edf Trading

8,31

Agrinergy

0,27

Rwe

7,72

Enecore Carbon

0,23

Goldman Sachs

7,06

Green Investment LTDA

0,21

Ineos Fluor

6,92

Arauco

0,21

Gov. of Sweden

6,83

Altran TCBR

0,20

Kfw

6,68

Asja Ambiente Italia

0,19

Hidroelectrica Del Cantabrico

6,61

Chubu Electric

0,18

Union Fenosa

6,60

Ecofys

0,18

Incorporated Mit Carbon Fund

6,55

Alex Westlake

0,18

United K.

6,39

Ecoeye

0,18

Deutsche Bank

5,47

Tuttle International

0,17

Ibrd

5,31

Trow International
China Power Complete Equipment
Company
Senergy Global

0,16

Hc

5,26

0,16

Other (n=159)

<5

ICF

Verifier

%

Validator

%

0,15

0,16

Zenith Energy Services

0,15

Other (n= 193)

<0.15

Table 2

Buyer

Players in the carbon market, by percentage share

Note: The darker colour indicates a share higher than ten percent
Source: Dartmouth College Climate Justice Project
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3
South Africa’s
landfill, fraud,
division and
racism

The most
controversial CDM
project in South
Africa is the country’s
leading pilot:
a methane-electricity
conversion at Bisasar
Road dump in
Durban’s Clare Estate
residential
neighborhood

South African corporations and government agencies have had a recent history of
attempted – and in the case of the Bisasar Road landfill, successful – abuse of the
Clean Development Mechanism. In April 2010, after a long debate about the
merits of constructing the world’s fourth-largest coal-fired energy facility, the
Medupi power plant was proposed by Eskom officials as a potential CDM project,
but by early 2012 had not been taken to formal application stage.94 In the same
spirit, in 2009, an attempt by Sasol to claim that a gas pipeline investment was
‘additional’ to pre-existing plans (hence deserving emissions reductions credits)
was ridiculed by the Johannesburg activist group Earthlife Africa based on an
admission by a company official, and did not pass muster in the UN vetting
process.95
But the most controversial CDM project is the country’s leading pilot: a methaneelectricity conversion at Bisasar Road dump in Durban’s Clare Estate residential
neighborhood, celebrated by everyone in power from the municipality to the
UNFCCC. Methane is a potent greenhouse gas. It escapes from landfills. Through
burning, it turns to carbon dioxide whose potential as greenhouse gas is lower
than that of methane. Following introductory information, the subsequent pages
detail environmental racism, intra-community conflict, municipal fraud, United
Nations incompetence, and a failure of the methane extraction system even on its
own terms.

94
95

Jocelyn Newmarch, ‘Eskom seeks Medupi carbon credits,’ Business Day, April 28, 2010.
Earthlife Africa, ‘Press Release: South Africa’s emissions offer,’ Johannesburg, December 10,
2009.
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3.1

The Bisasar Road CDM project

For John Parkin, deputy head of engineering at the municipal agency Durban
Solid Waste, ‘What makes [the Bisasar Road CDM project] worthwhile is the
revenue that can be earned from carbon credits, estimated at 3.1 million certified
emissions reduction credits, worth about USD 15 million, along with some 6-8
megaWatts of electricity over a 20 year lifespan.’96 In late 2006, the French
Development Agency pledged long-term loans of USD 8 million to Durban’s landfill
gas projects (Bisasar is by far the largest of three), alongside USD 1.3 million
extended by South Africa’s Department of Trade and Industry.
The landfill is Africa’s largest. One of three fully permitted landfill sites in Durban,
Bisasar was opened for business in 1980 by the apartheid regime. The Group
Areas Act, a crucial pillar of the apartheid government’s segregation agenda,
meant that Bisasar Road would ‘import’ waste from privileged white areas to
impoverished and working-class black areas deprived of basic human rights.
Bisasar was emblematic of 4000 disposal dumps created across the country (of
which, the government acknowledged, only 200 met minimum environmental
standards). Clare Estate – classified as an ‘Indian’ and ‘coloured’ area but with a
large African shack settlement from the mid-1980s – lacked access to political,
economic and legal recourse. Residents’ attempts at mobilising dissent were
ignored, although the African National Congress pledged in 1994 that the new
democratic municipal government would close the racist dump.

Bisasar was opened
for business in May
1980 by South
Africa’s apartheid
regime.
The Group Areas
Act meant that
Bisasar Road would
‘import’ waste from
privileged white
areas to
impoverished and
working-class black
areas deprived of
basic human rights

Despite ongoing opposition to the dump from residents, and promises by the
government to close and rehabilitate the dump, Durban Solid Waste supported the
continued use of the dump, as two other sites – in wealthy Umhlanga and
impoverished Umlazi township – were shut instead.
Fig. 8
Bisasar Road seen
from above
With permission of
authors

96

Interview with Khadija Sharife, October 10, 2009.
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The dump
processes 3000 to
5000 tonnes of
waste daily,
including hazardous
waste such as
sewage sludge and
medical waste

Described by the municipality as ‘favourably placed with respect to central
Durban, close to a major artery connecting the city to the West, North and
South,’97 the dump processes 3000 to 5000 tonnes of waste daily, including
hazardous waste such as sewage sludge and medical waste. In spite of vehement
calls for closure, of the dump’s significant leachate and of respiratory problems in
the community, the national Department of Water Affairs and Forestry extended
the landfill’s life cycle in 1996.
Although the permit issued was for general waste only, a meeting between the
municipality and national water officials in 1995 resulted in the site’s operators
being ‘granted a permit without a buffer zone’ even though (as Condition 5.7 of the
permit put it), ‘the permit holder shall accept obnoxious sewage sludge.’ Hosting
19 million cubic metres of waste, the dump was described by Carl Albrecht,
research director of the Cancer Association of South Africa, as a toxic ‘cancer
hotspot’ where residents ‘are like animals involved in a biological experiment.’ 98
Bisasar holds a further four million ‘available’ cubic metres of fully permitted landfill
space before critical mass is reached, hence there is potentially another decade
more of potential dumping.

Fig. 9
Bisasar Road CDM turbines
Photo credit: Jason Hickle

97

Durban Municipality, ‘Landfill Disposal’ at
www.durban.gov.za/durban/services/cleansing/gastoelec/disposal Page since removed: See
cached version:
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:kzulAppFhl0J:www.durban.gov.za/durban
/services/cleansing/gastoelec/disposal+favourably+placed+with+respect+to+central+Durban,+close
+to+a+major+artery+connecting+the+city+to+the+west,+north+and+south percentE2 percent80
percent99&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=za.
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Patrick Bond and Rehana Dada, ‘Putting a price on fresh air,’ January 17, 2005, at
www.mg.co.za/article/2005-01-17-putting-a-price-on-fresh-air.
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3.2

Municipal racism and community conflict
cemented by climate finance

Bisasar was opened for business in May 1980 by South Africa’s apartheid regime.
The primary factor informing the site’s selection process, situated in Clare Estate’s
nature valley, was the Group Areas Act, a crucial pillar of the apartheid
government’s agenda to legally segregate races through the specific allocation of
residential areas determined by race. The systematic exclusion and
dehumanization of the majority included gross environmental racism. The politics
of waste was taken up by the African National Congress (ANC), the liberation
movement that would later come into state power, following the country’s first nonracial democratic elections in 1994. But their well-advertised promise to close the
landfill after liberation was broken.
Fig. 10
Bisasar Road CDM
entrance
Photo credit: Jason Hickle

The struggle against this project was mainly led by Sajida Khan (1952-2007), a
self-taught ecologist. Attempting to shut the dump that ultimately killed her, Khan
dedicated half her life to a contest with municipal bureaucrats and the World
Bank.996 Khan was raised in what was the traditionally Indian neighbourhood
within Clare Estate, astride a nature reserve that spanned a small valley. In 1980,
when Khan was 28, her surroundings were suddenly destroyed by apartheid
officials. The peaceful reserve became an unending, stinking heap of rubbish,
which until the late 1990s also included a medical waste incinerator. Khan
believed that the neighborhood’s involuntary receipt of wealthy white Durbanites’
droppings was the root cause of her two cancer cases, the latter of which was
fatal. The reason that Bisasar Road dump was not closed in the early 2000s
notwithstanding a very substantial pressure campaign by Khan and 6000

99

Patrick Bond, ‘Privatization of the air turns lethal,’ Capitalism Nature Socialism, 18 (4), 2007.
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residents, was a commitment by the World Bank to invest a potential USD 14.4
million grant to convert landfill methane emissions into electricity.100

Fig. 11
Sajida Khan, 1952-2007
With permission of authors

Community opposition to the Bank’s CDM and demands for Bisasar Road’s
closure were not universal. The Khan family built their middle-class house in the
1950s on Clare Road. Some members of the family still reside in the house
overlooking (to the west) the dump, directly in the path of prevailing winds which
continually coat the area with light landfill dust and disease-carrying flies. As
logical as her closure demand was, given the history of environmental racism,
there were nevertheless conflicting opinions about how to handle this menacing
neighbor.
Starting in early 2005, the Abahlali baseMjondolo shackdwellers’ movement of
Kennedy Road – also directly adjoining the landfill, to the north – did an
extraordinary job struggling against adverse conditions and police repression (until
in September 2009 many of the leaders were driven away after violent attacks).
But throughout the 2000s, the Kennedy Road shackdwellers welcomed the
opportunity to have several dozen of their members pick rubbish and informally
recycle it while on the dump. Scores more shackdwellers once informally picked
materials from the dump, until the municipality’s Durban Solid Waste (DSW)
limited access due to safety and health dangers.
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Khadija Sharife and Patrick Bond, ‘False solutions to climate crisis amplify eco-injustices,’ Women
in Action, 2009, 2.
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Kennedy Road leaders accused Khan of threatening livelihoods and sabotaging
the city’s offer of a handful of jobs and bursaries in the event the CDM project got
off the ground.101 Khan had used the word ‘informals’ to describe the shack
settlement residents and once advocated that they be compensated and moved to
areas nearby (as she herself desired for her family), sufficiently far from the dump
(she recommended a buffer for all residents of 800 meters) to be safe from the
windswept dust. At the nearby clinic, health workers confirmed that Kennedy Road
residents suffer severely from asthma, sinusitis, pneumonia and even
tuberculosis. The toxic body load is unknown, but heavy metals and other
dangerous substances penetrate the water, air and shifting soils. Khan had a
profound empathy for people in the same proximity as cancer-causing and
respiratory disease particulates, as she noted in an interview: ‘Recently a woman
was buried alive. She died on the site [picking rubbish, killed by a dump truck
offloading]. I could have saved her life.’102

Durban municipal
officials manipulated
socio-racial divisions:
‘We were used. They
even oﬀered us free
busses to protest in
favour of this project
[…] to damage those
who oppose this
project’
S’bu Zikode
Leader of Abahlali
baseMjondolo,

The leader of Abahlali baseMjondolo, S’bu Zikode, later argued that Durban
municipal officials manipulated these socio-racial divisions: ‘We were used. They
even oﬀered us free busses to protest in favour of this project … to damage those
who oppose this project.’103 The promised jobs and bursaries that justified the
group’s earlier support for the CDM never materialised. The leading KwaZuluNatal based environmental NGO, GroundWork, argued against the municipality’s
divide-and-conquer politics in a 2008 report, Wasting the Nation: Making trash of
People and Nations:
‘Closing down illegal picking was not possible without their cooperation. But
in return for that cooperation they wanted to secure the recycling and site
cleaning jobs exclusively for people from Kennedy Road and take over the
labour-broking contract with DSW for site cleaners. There are not, in fact,
many of these jobs left at Bisasar Road. The commercial recyclers employ
15 people on piece rates at the recycling pad established by DSW, while
there are 25 people employed as site cleaners.’ 104
In spite of the project’s environmentally racist past and present, Ken Newcombe
declared Bisasar to be ‘operated and maintained on a world-class level.’105
Replied Sajida Khan, ‘Unlike me, he does not live across the road from Bisasar.’
As Khan argued, ‘The community would not have marched and demonstrated;
blocked the entrance to the site; handed a petition with 600 signatures to the
mayor; written press articles and voiced our dismay on national television if we
had accepted the Bisasar dumpsite.’ The World Bank was apparently intimidated,
and it pulled out of the Bisasar Road project, although two other much smaller
methane-electricity CDM projects were funded at the same time. But by July 2007,
having been twice struck by the cancer she believed came from particulates that
floated across the road into her life-long home, Khan had died.
101

Aiobheann O’Sullivan, ‘Carbon Credits’, Centre for Civil Society CCS Wired #1 video, Durban, 2005.
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Interview with Rehana Dada, September 25, 2005.
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groundWork, Wasting the nation, 2008, at www.groundwork.org.za/Publications/gWReport2008.pdf.
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3.3
For John Parkin,
deputy head of
engineering at the
municipal agency
Durban Solid Waste,
‘What makes [the

Bisasar Road CDM
project] worthwhile is
the revenue that can
be earned from
carbon credits’

CDM as necessary ‘additional’ finance –
or part of a multifaceted fraud?

With Khan gone and her personal lawsuit against the city null and void, the
municipality then went to the markets, without the World Bank. The French
Development Bank assisted with a USD 8 million loan, and municipal officials
soon constructed the full system of extracting methane, burning and flaring it (with
associated incineration hazards given the greenhouse gases (GHGs) and heavy
metals that coexist with the methane, including nitrogen oxide, lead, cadmium and
other toxics), powering the turbines, and connecting the generated electricity back
into the municipal grid. According to Parkin, ‘What makes it worthwhile is the
revenue that can be earned from carbon credits.’ 106
The World Bank had backed off in 2005 when Khan’s fame was at her height –
e.g. the lead paragraph in the Washington Post’s analysis of the Kyoto Protocol
when it came into effect that year: ‘[Sajida] Khan who has fought for years to close
an apartheid-era dumpsite that she says has sickened many people in her
predominantly brown and black community outside Durban, South Africa, was
dismayed to learn recently that she faces a surprising new obstacle: the Kyoto
global warming treaty.’ 107 In 2008, the Bank was replaced by an investment
company, Tradings Emissions, which acquired the right to purchase one million
emissions reduction credits. The firm’s investment advisor Simon Shaw termed
Bisasar and the other two landfills ‘an important project, it is operational, it has a
long-term future and we anticipate registration shortly. These credits will be a
useful addition to our portfolio.’ 108
In March 2009, the municipality registered it on the United Nations list of CDM
projects, as active through at least 2014. The four million cubic meters of potential
Bisasar Road rubbish that is today’s remaining capacity – on top of 19 million
cubic meters in the dump that are already exuding methane – will allow extraction
of methane and damaging on-site conversion of electricity for many years to
come. Khan believed that the gas should indeed be removed, but through nearby
gas pipes, not burned and flared on site. Khan’s goal of Bisasar Road’s immediate
closure with conversion of the gas for industrial use a long way from residential
areas could have been achieved were there better financing systems available
than the unstable carbon market.
In contrast, Christiana Figueres, a leading carbon trading expert who in mid-2011
was named Executive Secretary of the United Nations Climate Change
106

Financial Mail, ‘Hope for recovery process’, October 17, 2008, at
http://free.financialmail.co.za/report08/green08/qgreen.htm.
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Shantar Vedantam, ‘Kyoto credits system aids the rich, some say,’ Washington Post, March 12,
2005.
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See reports at: www.engineeringnews.co.za/article/ethekwini-cdm-project-sells-cers-to-uks-tradingemissions-2008-11-21; http://free.financialmail.co.za/report08/green08/qgreen.htm;
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Conference, gave Durban’s electricity-from-landfill gas project accolades during
the COP17.109 She declared that the United Nations had selected the initiative as
one of the world’s ‘top ten renewable energy projects’. Likewise, a World Bank
Prototype Carbon Fund website claimed in 2004 that this project:
‘may be a first of its kind for Africa… ‘I think the example we are setting in
Durban, working with the World Bank to deal with landfill, is a huge
innovation. We are turning dirt and garbage into a raw material that we could
grow wealth from. If you wanted to say to yourself, ‘we want to be the
cleanest city in the world’, waste, in my view, is the best place to start,’ said
Obed Mlaba, Mayor of Durban. 110
At the time of writing, Mlaba – who served as mayor from 1995-2011 – is being
investigated by the ‘Hawks’ national crime authorities for alleged hijack of a tender
and preferential tendering treatment, given that his daughter’s company received
a tender worth more than USD 70 million to operate a major incineration project at
Bisasar Road. Describing it as his post-retirement ‘hobby’, Mlaba, along with his
two daughters Thabiso and Thandeka, acted as directors of the newly created
entity Own Environmental Waste Solutions, the company that allegedly hijacked
the tender from the previous preferential bidder: Environmental Waste Solutions
(EWS).
That company’s founder, Richard Wardrop, a Durban businessman who was
initially the majority shareholder, found himself sidelined after Mlaba’s entity,
incorporated in November 2009, allegedly stole the bid. (Thandeka resigned from
being a listed director in EWS the following day, while Thabiso remained on
board).111 Indeed, prior to Mlaba’s alleged coup of EWS’s preferential status,
Mlaba himself had acted as a sleeping partner in EWS. Wardrop explained, ‘Sixty
percent of the company belonged to me, 20 percent to the Obed Mlaba Family
Trust – Obed was one of our silent partners – and 20 percent to Bheki Mtolo, who
was introduced to me by Mlaba.’ 112 This was a readily observable fraud, which
because of a business professional’s objections, was followed in early 2011 by a
South African police investigation, and which may lead to prosecution against the
former mayor and if so, possibly conviction and jail time.
But a deeper fraud appears to have been committed: the Bisasar Road project
was known by key municipal officials to be ineligible for CDM status because it did
not satisfy ‘additionality’ requirements, which specify that if the project does not
need the additional CDM funds – if it would have gone ahead in any case without
the funding – then it does not qualify. This is a highly subjective area for CDM
officials to evaluate, especially when an authority as familiar with the project as
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Yet Bisasar Road
should not qualify
as a CDM project.
According to the
chair of the CDM
Executive Board,
Lex de Jonge,
‘Additionality is the

cornerstone of any
credible CDM
project.’

Parkin testified (on this occasion in 2008 just before going to the UN for
certification), ‘What makes it worthwhile is the revenue that can be earned from
carbon credits.’ 113
Yet Bisasar Road should not qualify as a CDM project. According to the chair of
the CDM Executive Board, Lex de Jonge, ‘Additionality is the cornerstone of any
credible CDM project.’114 That is, without qualification as an additionality, the CDM
shouldn’t be approved.
As Parkin revealed in late 2011, ‘We started the project prior to CDM. We were
already down the road, (it) just made it come faster because the funding was
there. If the funding wasn’t there, we may have had to delay the project until
funding could be found through other means.’ 115 He continued, ‘As the City, if we
can make some money out of it, I don’t see why it shouldn’t be done and the
whole moral issue is separate from the project.’ 116
When asked to explain his statement, Parkin responded,
‘Just remember, it started off as an environmental project in 2003. The Kyoto
Protocol was only signed up to 51 percent by 2005. We already started the
project and we were going ahead no matter what, so whether CDM became
a reality or not, the project was going to go ahead.
I don’t see that there is a moral issue to make it a more beneficial project… I
am a technocrat – I accept there are moral issues… (But) the objection to
this project was that they said they will approve the project if you close the
landfill site. That was the link. It wasn’t ‘we were against the project’, it was,
‘we’re against the landfill site’. There is no link to the project and the landfill
site. In terms of the landfill site, it will continue for the city’s benefit until it is
full.’ (emphasis added) 117
In short, Parkin admitted that the project would have gone ahead, with or without
CDM status – in theory, disqualifying it from CDM status – for the purposes of
flaring gas in an economically ‘positive’ manner.
When asked how CDM as justification facilitated the development of the project
through City investment, Parkin revealed, ‘Because when you motivate to the city,
you say this will eventually be an income source and won’t be a drain… We have
480,000 credits in the pipeline and issuances waiting for 65,000, so we already
have half a million carbon credits at 7 euro.’ 118
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3.4

Does Bisasar Road work as advertised?

Just as important as all the other criticisms of Bisasar Road is that the project was
excessively hyped and, according to a December 2011 presentation by Parkin, the
methane reduction was just half of that predicted at the small Marianhill landfill
(Component 1) that had initially been approved by the World Bank, while Bisasar
Road was only using gas at around 80 percent the rate anticipated (Component
2). The landfill at La Mercy was such a failure – due to low-pressure gas flow –
that the World Bank methane-to-electricity generator constructed there was
abandoned and the equipment moved to Bisasar. For Bisasar the CO2-equivalent
tonnes reduced were predicted to be 270,000 while in reality only 218,000 were
reduced in 2009 (the last available year for which data are available), according to
Parkin. 119
Would donors such as the French Development Agency (AFD) still have invested
in Bisasar, knowing the facts on the ground? Denis Vassuer is a representative of
the AFD, a public institution specializing in the financing of sustainable
development projects. Asked about investment preferences and cost differentials,
he responded that composting projects far outperformed landfill gas initiatives
across the board as they facilitated greater complementary ecological, social and
community benefits, and he stated that composting projects were ideally suited to
countries in sub-Saharan African with humidity and high levels of organic waste in
landfills. 120
Beira in Mozambique, with 80 percent organic waste (currently being converted
into fertiliser by Terra Nova), was identified by Vasseur as one successful project.
Bisasar – with 59.9 percent methane richness (the product of decomposing waste)
– was another. ‘We should invest in composting first,’ he stated, describing
already functioning initiatives in Bangladesh. Given that AFD previously invested
nearly USD 10 million in the project, Vassuer’s overall response, strongly leaning
towards composting in similar circumstances, was revealing.
Others, like Cathy Lee of Lee International, a company specializing as Emissions
Trading Consultants, strongly advocated in favour of Bisasar as a successful
carbon trading project. ‘There is no way to close this dump, right now. If recycling,
composting, waste avoidance programmes were extremely successful, it would be
far less needed. But right now that is just not reality,’ she said.121 Later, on the
phone, she would concede that everything she knew about the Bisasar dump was
learned from newspapers. When asked by a representative of Global Alliance for
Incinerator Alternatives (GAIA) whether recycling and other alternative methods
such as waste diversion should be utilised, Lee stated vehemently, ‘The problem
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is those are rich countries. You can’t do here, what you can do in Europe.’122
Similar problems arise in other countries, e.g. Egypt (see Box 2).
In other words, a more climate-appropriate approach could have been considered,
but was constrained by two factors: a CDM which locked in municipal
environmental racism, intra-community conflict, fraud and ineligibility; and
adequate financing to pursue a different route. It is because of this dual problem of
CDMs – they amplify problems, and they forego alternative options – that this
mechanism should be discontinued, especially if the pilot project for South Africa,
even one lauded such as Bisasar, exhibits such extreme contradictions.

Box 2

Egypt’s CDMs: fertiliser, protesters, landfill gas and wastepickers
By Will Nham

During the 2000s, under Hosni Mubarak’s dictatorial, corrupt regime, Egypt became a prime candidate in a worldwide search for
carbon investments. Investors searching for ideal conditions to design and implement CDM projects found Hosni Mubarak’s Egypt
an enticing place. With its proximity to the EU, close economic ties, and authoritarian government, Egypt was an ideal candidate
for Annex I funds. It already builds upon strong economic connections with the European Union, which is Egypt’s biggest trading
123
124
partner at EUR 11 billion. Furthermore, its large economy is second on the African continent, only behind South Africa . This
creates a large pool of potential industrial projects for emissions reductions in the country.
By late 2011, Egypt hosted ten CDM projects, involving financing from Canada, France, the Netherlands, Denmark, Austria,
125
Germany, Japan and the UK . With almost three million tonnes of carbon emission reductions per year, Egypt is the largest host
126
of CDMs in Africa. Energy and agriculture are the two major sectors available for CDM projects . Current projects vary from gas
abatement to wind power generation, with the largest CER source coming from the Abu Qir fertiliser plant just outside of
Alexandria. This plant generates over a million CERs per annum: one of the largest on the continent.
Egyptians are alert to the environmental dangers of fertiliser production on the local environment. In Damietta, 150 km down the
coast, protestors have been vocal against the setup of MOPCO-Agrium’s fertiliser factory. Most recently, citizens escalated their
grievances into a battle with the governorate of the region. This confrontation led to a shutdown of the city by blocking roads and
127
the city’s port where the MOPCO facilities are located
. Nada Hussein Rashwan writes, ‘[n]ot only do these plants cause
chemical contamination, but they also allegedly use great amounts of Nile water while operating, as the nearby villages suffer
severe water shortages’. Given this type of mobilisation against big industries, this has the potential to carry over to Abu Qir’s
fertiliser production in Alexandria.
Another CDM project in Alexandria has been subject to much scrutiny by the public. The Onyx Alexandria landfill gas recovery and
flaring plant is just one example of the failure of CDM projects in Africa. The technical mechanism for CERs mirrors many other
CDM projects, most notably the Bisasar landfill in Durban, South Africa. They all extract latent methane gas from the landfills to
burn and classify it as emissions reductions. Gas harvesting uncovers a hidden profit potential in landfills, often parading business
interests as environmental ones. However, most gas recovery processes require unrealistically high methane recovery rates to
128
make them environmentally beneficial.
Onyx is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Veolia Environnement, a French multinational. They were brought in by the Alexandria
governorate to take over the removal of solid waste in the municipality. The USD 446M contract to Onyx was granted by the
129
Egyptian government in 2001, at a value ten times more than what they were paying previously . They calculated that
approximately 13 million tonnes of waste were to be removed during the contract period, thereby generating 7 million CERs in the
130
ten year period . The large scale of the project made it attractive to the World Bank and Egyptian government to invest in.
However, in reality the project is much more modest. The initial rate of recovery of ‘fugitive gasses’ is set at 20 percent. These
131
figures are far below environmentally beneficial standards . The low projections for methane recovery suggests an initial period
where the gas is not fully gathered, thereby potentially doing more harm than good. Therefore, the acceptance of such programs
publicises the attractive economic aspects of carbon trading, while sidelining the environmental mandate of the CDM.
The project designs have also been a disaster for the local economy. Privatisation led to increased consumer costs, in addition to
the loss in public finances. Door-to-door waste collection prices also went up. Residents complained that ‘paying LE50 for the
132
garbage clean-up is simply unbelievable’ . Further, the failure of the stakeholder analysis within the UNFCCC project design
phase was apparent in the case of the Onyx Alexandria landfill. ‘The zabbaleen were not included in negotiations or mentioned in
133
the contracts that were signed between the municipality and the private firms,’ writes Rachel Leven . Stakeholder consultations
ignored actual residents of Alexandria and focused input from Onyx and the Alexandria governorate. The zabbaleen, who are the
traditional waste collectors in the community, were not recognised. They were previously accredited and paid by the government to
134
perform the garbage removal alongside municipal workers , so they had the most at stake with the privatisation of the waste
management system, but the process ignored their economic position and importance.
The new landfill site built at Borg al-Arab was negotiated between the city and the company, and was subsequently built in close
135
proximity to the city’s northern resorts and Bedouin population . The location of the site violated Egyptian zoning laws. This is an
136
example of the lack of accountability to community members. Veolia handles 63 million tonnes of waste in 28 different countries .
122
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However, in the context of Alexandria, zabbaleen do the jobs better than these corporations. The contracts given out only required
137
20 percent recycling rates, while the zabbaleen have been documented to recycle up to 80 percent of the materials . In fact, this
is quickly what the contracted corporations came to realise. Local door-to-door donkey driven-carts were more efficient and
effective than the motorised alternatives offered by Onyx given the local geography and the culture of waste disposal. Therefore,
these companies eventually subcontracted the work back to the zabbaleen to continue in their old capacities, but only offered them
138
a fraction of what they were earning before privatisation . One member gripes, ‘LE500 is not acceptable. I make around LE1,000
per month from garbage collection. It is the bare minimum. I support a big family and have already been forced to take my children
139
out of school’ .
Finally, if we look at the actual function of the zabbaleen collection, we find that they are far more efficient at reducing gaseous
emissions. The gas recovered by these advanced waste management systems are only caused by the lack of separation between
140
organic and non-organic waste. The zabbaleen have been known to take most of the organic waste out of their collections ; the
degradation of organic waste is the primary source of methane gas emissions from landfills. While methane reduction through gas
flaring appears to be a technical advance from the perspective of the UNFCCC, Alexandria government, and Onyx, it is a huge
failure on the part of the city residents: there should be no organic material and hence methane in the landfills. The UNFCCC did
not pick up on these sorts of socio-ecological relations and political struggles as they only really acknowledge the relationship
between the government and Veolia. This exemplifies the lack of thoroughness in the UNFCCC accreditation process and review.
The example of the Onyx Alexandria landfills CDM project highlights not just the environmental failure, but also the economic
failure of landfill-based CDM projects. The CDM project did nothing but put a green face on a dirty use of public funds and space.
141
Recently, Veolia announced that it would leave its Egyptian operations due to large reported losses in the last year . This is a
victory for the municipalities who will hopefully sensibly return to a public system that employs the zabbaleen at a fair wage.
According to the Egyptian example, CDM projects fail because they support industries that do not necessarily clean up their act
and only serve to hide further injustices.
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4
Niger Delta oil
flares, illegal
pollution and
oppression
4.1
Gas flaring is
forbidden but
companies like
Shell and others
have been doing
this for decades

Gas flaring avoidance as a CDM?

When oil is extracted, it comes out with water and with associated gas. In the
Niger Delta, this associated gas is flared in situ with grave damage to the
environment and to the neighbouring communities. The practice is forbidden but
companies like Shell and others have been doing this for decades.
Oil companies have been at the forefront of pushing for CDM projects for the
utilisation of oil-associated gas, mainly in the form of avoidance of flaring. A typical
feature of the process of oil extraction is the subordinate position of host
communities. This causes conflicts that led groups in the Niger Delta to take up
arms against the state and oil companies between the late 1990s and 2009 The
CDM projects are not a solution to such conflicts, on the contrary.
The residents of the Niger Delta are neither beneficiaries from the profits of CDM
projects nor able to extract concessions from the companies’ facilities (such as
reliable electricity, hospitals, good drinking water, education). The problems are
evident in the case of Kwale-Okpai and Asuokpu/Umutu gas recovery and
utilisation CDM projects – whose very existence is decried by environmental
justice activists in the Delta, since what companies are being rewarded for,
reduced flaring, is in any case illegal.
The Kwale-Okpai CDM project is in Ndokwa land in Delta State. The clan is made
up of three local government areas, namely, Ukwuani, Ndokwa-East and NdokwaWest. This suggests the vastness of the area in which the common language is
Kwale. Being mainly peasant farmers and fishers by occupation, the land, forest
and water as well as the rich biodiversity have remained precious and
indispensable for their survival. The oil industry has done great damage to the
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environment and its resources. And like many communities in the Niger Delta, the
community is without a hospital, electricity, schools and good roads to
compensate for the damage done to the environment.
Out of five Nigerian CDM projects already registered with the UNFCCC, two are
for the recovery of associated gas that would otherwise be flared at Kwale, Delta
State and recovery of marketing gas that would otherwise be flared at
Asuokpu/Umutu Marginal Field, Nigeria. The projects are claimed to have annual
gas emissions reductions of 1,496,934 tCO2-e and 256,793 tCO2-e respectively.
As early as 2006, when then president Olusegun Obasanjo announced in
Washington that the avoidance of flaring of gas by oil companies would be
counted as CDM investment projects, it attracted the anger of the environmental
justice movements.vi142 Not only was there inadequate consultation in the affected
communities, for leaders were only casually told that at some point a project would
bring electricity to the community through the CDM. Yet more irksome is that fact
that these CDMs represents a substantial reward provided to oil companies for
mitigating an activity which they should not be doing in any case. As
Environmental Rights Action (ERA) activist Asume Osuoka argued, ‘Gas flaring is
a criminal activity the culprits of which should not be able to profit from. Oil
companies in Nigeria can end gas flaring profitably without CDM credits. Those
that need compensation are the community victims and not corporate culprits as
the Nigerian authorities are suggesting.’143

Two out five
Nigerian CDM
projects are for the
recovery of
associated gas that
would otherwise be
flared at Kwale,
Delta State and the
Asuokpu/Umutu
Marginal Field

Fig. 12
Gas flaring at Kwale,
Niger Delta, Nigeria
Photo credit: Ebriador Kentebe
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By way of comparison, a third CDM project, Efficient Fuel Wood Stoves for Nigeria, is tiny, involving
import of about 12,500 fuel efficient stoves from a German manufacturing firm and will result in
annual greenhouse gas emissions reductions of just 31,309 equivalent C02 metric tonnes. This
project has been criticized for importing stoves which could easily have been produced locally.
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4.2
‘Gas flaring is a

criminal activity the
culprits of which
should not be able
to profit from’
Asume Osuoka

Rewarding illegality

Experts across the world have confirmed the inequity and corruption of the legal
system implied in this arrangement. According to Peter Roderick from Britain’s
Climate Justice Project, ‘In our view, the acceptance of an associated gas flaring
project in Nigeria as a CDM project cannot be justified. If CDM credits were to be
granted in respect of activities that are violations of human rights, this would also
bring the CDM process into disrepute.’144 From the Institute for Policy Studies in
Washington, Daphne Wysham agreed, ‘This proposal by Nigeria should be
regarded as a fraud by the CDM methodology board… to tell companies they will
be paid for doing something they should have done decades ago by law is to
encourage corporate abuse everywhere.’145
Although awareness about climate change is currently inadequate and not well
spread in grassroots organisations, the environmental justice movement in Nigeria
rejects the argument that CDM projects in oil and gas will reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. As Nnimmo Bassey argues:
‘The Nigerian government’s embrace of CDM projects means mortgaging the
country’s future energy sovereignty and ability to compete in energy
production and supply equations in the future. It also gives approval to the
continued pumping of greenhouse gases (from burning oil) into the
atmosphere, thus deepening the climate crisis.‘ 146
Many critics object to this rewarding of today’s unethical corporate practice of gas
flaring in violation of Nigerian law. Gas flaring was outlawed in 1984 through
legislation and amended subsequently, most recently through the Gas Flaring
Prohibition and Punishment Bill of 2009. Despite these efforts, about 18.9 billion
cubic meters of gas is flared annually in Nigeria, nearly 20 percent of the world’s
total. Conservative estimates put the contribution of CO2 by the Nigerian oil
industry at 45 million tonnes/year. A recent report released by ERA/Friends of the
Earth argues that it is unethical to pay oil companies to end gas flaring which
ought to have been complied with several years back. 147
Moreover, based on studies carried out by the organisation’s researchers, the
report argues that even on its own terms, the claim of potential reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions from gas recovery CDM project in Kwale, Delta State
has failed.148 In the case of the Pan Ocean project, the project design document
claims capture of 75 million standard cubic feet of gas daily at Ovade-Ogharefe oil
field, but it is difficult to assess the validity of claims of 98 percent success in
emission reductions when monitoring reports do not provide actual levels of oil
production within a definite period of review. Only by knowing the level of
144
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production, can one logically calculate standard cubic feet captured daily since the
common approach in the oil sector is that a barrel of oil is associated with about
1000 standard cubic feet of gas.149 ERA argues that actual emissions reduction in
this case was up to 60 percent less than what is contained in the project design.
As reported, 309,907 tonnes of C02-equivalent emissions was recorded instead of
754,282. This gap speaks volumes about the efficacy of the rationale of carbon
trading.
The Kwale CDM project is jointly owned by the Nigerian Agip Oil Company (20
percent), Phillip Oil (20 percent) and the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation
(NNPC) (60 percent). Environmental Rights Action insists that they have failed, as
has Shell, which currently has a non-CDM gas recovery and utilisation project in
Afam – in their claim of extremely high CO2 emissions reductions, employment
creation, transfer of technology and sustainable development through these
projects in Kwale. Instead, Shell recorded a 30 percent increase in emissions in
2010. Explaining this failure, ERA and other researchers question whether these
companies use associated gas or cheaper non-associated gas in their gas
recovery and utilisation projects. The continuing drops in the price of carbon in the
international emissions markets, as explained in previous chapters, may also be a
factor in the use of cheaper non-associated gas in gas utilisation projects. If this is
true, then it is another dimension to the deceit behind Nigeria’s oil and gas CDM
projects.

ERA / Friends of the
Earth argues that it
is unethical to pay
oil companies to
end gas flaring
which ought to
have been complied
with several years
back

Shell has announced its intention to upgrade its gas recovery and utilisation
project in Afam to a CDM project shortly, and is also at an advanced stage for
securing CDM status for a similar project in Adibawa, Joinkrama in the Niger
Delta. For both projects, Shell claims in its Project Design Document (PDD) to
have the potential for sustainable development of local communities with regards
to social, economic and environmental improvement. If registered as expected,
Shell will gain an additional USD 7,799,508 in revenues over a 10-year period
from a project which ought to have been in existence and paid for as part of
internal Shell extraction costs, since gas flaring was banned almost 30 years ago.

4.3

Ongoing community suffering

The need to ban gas flaring relates to broader climate change considerations as
well as local public health. However, contrary to expectations, Kwale communities
are still confronted with the regular flaring of gas. As ERA argues, ‘CDM projects
in fact create perverse incentives for oil companies to continue gas flaring ad
infinitum and as would be apparent later stultify implementation of relevant laws.’
It is noteworthy that even the claim of potential poverty alleviation or positive
socio-economic impact within the community of the project appears to be a
gimmick. Only a handful of the people have gained employment in the main CDM
projects. The heat and noise from the flaring of gas has not been reduced. And in
149
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both Kwale and Shell’s Afam reinjection project, electricity supplies which these
gas utilisation projects are expected to improve have, for neighbouring
communities, remained deplorable. More than 80 percent of rural dwellers are not
even connected to electricity lines, and if the projects generate electricity, this
benefits primarily the wealthier urban communities within Nigerian cities.
As Kwale-based writer Majirioghene Bob argues:
‘When the people of Kwale fetch water from the rains, the containers they
use collect oil residue as well as contaminated water. All the fish in Kwale
and Uzere are gone, something that is reflected in one of the stories,
Common Identity, in my new book, Deep Sighs. The air around the oil facility
in Kwale is putrid and dank. Politically, the major oil companies supposedly
championing CDM issues were actively involved in arming fratricidal warfare
between communities, and fighting with groups opposed to the devastating
effects of their activities in the Niger Delta, particularly in Kwale, Ogoni and
Uzere. As for environmental-economic issues, the oil companies together
with officials of the UNFCCC and the Nigerian government of that time were
playing all sorts of games with the CDM as it affects these communities.’150
The traditional ruler of the Kwale community, Chief Emeka Uwaka, warned in the
Daily Independent newspaper of Lagos, of continued criminal neglect of Kwale’s
socio-economic needs.151 For example, six years after the CDM process began,
no community in Kwale has been connected to electricity. The traditional
community demand is for at least 50 MW of electricity in compensation for regular
gas flaring and the heat associated with it that they have suffered. Even pressure
from the presidency – both Umaru Musa Yar’ Adua152 and his successor Goodluck
Jonathan – and the National House of Assembly have failed. Neither Nigerian
Agip Oil Company (NAOC) nor the government’s electricity company, Power
Holding Company of Nigeria, have yet connected electricity to these communities
in spite of CDM promises. In the meantime, huge financial benefits have accrued
to the shareholders and managers of these companies and to the Nigerian
government – at the expense of Niger Delta communities.
In sum, the oil-related CDM projects in Nigeria have no prospects for success
given the context in which they have been initiated. Such projects are
characterised by fraud, exclusion, the destruction of natural habitats, and the
degradation of the livelihoods of local communities, and of soil and water
resources. For these reasons, Nigeria’s leading environmental advocacy group,
Environmental Rights Action and its allied community organisations are providing
leadership against the oil companies, the government and the CDM process.
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5
East African trees
and the Green
Resource Curse
East African forests are now under attack by governments and corporations,
mostly based in the North, aiming to protect them from local inhabitants. The
relevance of forests as a means of ‘sinking’ carbon was recognised by the Kyoto
Protocol’s Articles 6 and 12, related to project activities and emissions trading.
Article 6 articulates that Annex 1 (or developed/industrialised nations accounting
for more than 80 percent of historical emissions), may transfer to, or acquire from,
any other Annex 1 country, carbon credits – the result of projects aimed at
reducing man-made emissions or enhancing carbon sinks.153 Included in Article 6
are two key provisions stipulating that any claimed emissions reductions be
‘additional’ to emissions that would have otherwise occurred.154 Meanwhile, Article
12 concerns the role of non-Annex 1 nations (developing countries) by defining
the role of CDM initiatives, enabling – in theory – developing nations to move
forward sustainably through technology transfer (for example, solar and wind
power) from developed nations.155 CDM in return facilitates compliance for
continued CO2 emissions on the part of developed nations through purchasing
carbon credits generated via the lack of fossil-fuel use in developing nations.
Afforestation (A) and reforestation (R) projects were adopted by the 9th
Conference of the Parties (COP) in December 2003156. But what is the reality of
CDM projects, particularly pertaining to forest plantations?

East African forests
are now under
attack by
governments and
corporations,
mostly based in the
North, aiming to
protect them from
local inhabitants

This chapter examines the incursion of private interests, and in particular forestry
multinationals, into the East African forestry landscape. Examining the
involvement of Green Resources Ltd, Africa’s largest forestation company, we
track the motivations driving registrations for A/R CDM projects and examine
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The case studies of
A/R CDM projects in
this chapter flaunt
additionality
criteria and lack
Free and Prior
Informed Consent
from local, forest
dependent
communities

some of the asymmetries of interaction that characterise this element of the
broader carbon forestry sector. A/R CDM projects ostensibly seek to provide
investment for ‘forests’, yet investment for wood, as the UN’s Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) concedes, is ‘driven by demand for wood products’157 – and
CDM initiatives, appear to be no different. The obvious implication of this distortion
is vulgarly evident in calling tree plantations as ‘forests’.
Expanding upon the issues made visible through the lens of Green Resources
LTD we broaden our view to include a series of case studies of A/R CDM projects
in various stages of implementation (some are operational and a number are still
in the ‘pipeline’) across East Africa. They flaunt additionality criteria and lack Free
and Prior Informed Consent from local, forest dependent communities. These
projects in many cases simply amount to little more than green washing or ‘box
ticking’ through techno-centric project evaluations, and lead to outright evictions of
local communities. The preponderance of plantation interests in A/R CDM projects
effectively supports corporate financial accumulation whilst marginalizing and
obscuring the voices of local communities, and the cases below highlight some of
the negative biodiversity impacts, concerns over water use and damage to land
and biodiversity.

5.1

Afforestation/Reforestation CDMs

When it comes to CDM projects, Green Resources Ltd, Africa’s largest forestation
company, appears at first blush to endorse a sustainability missionAfter the
UNFCCC Kyoto Protocol was adopted in 2005, the company (then known as
Fjordglott) increased its capitalisation from USD 98,000 to 1.4 million, later
extending invitations to private investors, such as Norwegian corporation TRG, to
acquire shares.158 These days, Green Resources’ activities include plantations,
carbon offsets, forest products and renewable energy.
The company’s wood production in Africa is pegged at 14,000 ha of forest
plantations of a total 610,000 ha under process for future development.159 The
company, primarily operating in East Africa, with 3500 employees holds 12,000 ha
in Uganda as well as significant areas in Tanzania (34,000 ha of land, with a
further 120,000 ha in the process of acquisition), Mozambique (172,000 ha) and
Sudan (179,000 ha).160 It also owns East Africa’s largest sawmill, Sao Hill, and
remains one of the continent’s largest producers of transmission poles required for
electricity, amongst other products such as wood for housing.161 The company’s
current major shareholder structure162 includes major investors such as Phaunos
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Timber Fund, New Africa, Steinerud, as well as Macama, Storebrand ASA,
Verbene Investment Ltd., TRG , and Preben Invest AS. Unlike the company’s
competitors, Green Resources has the advantage of already having significant
experience in land acquisition, which is described as a ‘significant entry barrier’ by
the company.Competitors include the Global Forest Solidarity Fund163 , a private
initiative active in Mozambique, funded to the tune of USD 100 million from
investors such as Harvard University, having planted 5,000 ha in the past decade.
Other competitors include New Forest, financed by UK capital, operating in
Uganda and Mozambique, planting 1,500 ha in 2007; Actis/CDC, controlling 7,000
ha of teak plantations in Tanzania, as well as logging rights in Sudan; Raiply, East
Africa’s largest forest industry company, owning 12,000 ha in Tanzania, with
operations in Kenya; and Rift Valley Holdings, self-described as ‘one of the largest
investors in agriculture and forestry in sub- Saharan Africa.’
As Mutuma Marangu, chairman of a Green Resources subsidiary explained, a tree
that takes 70 years to grow in Norway, takes just 17 years in Tanzania. Given the
location of East Africa, and the rising need from emerging nations such as China
for wood, Marangu believes that with major forests coming online, Chinese,
Japanese and other major users of wood in the near- and far-East will move
toward East Africa as opposed to Brazil, Argentina and Chile – their traditional
mainstay suppliers for lumber. 164 ‘There is a shorter shipping voyage from China
to East Africa than from China to Brazil,’ he stated. ‘There is ample opportunity
here. We have the least penetration of forestry and forest cover in the world, the
greatest possibility for growing trees. We are leading by example.’ During his
recent interview with Canada’s Business News Network (BNN), Marangu said that
each year wood is required for 300,000 homes in three different East African
countries, with population growth at ‘one million people, per year’ in Kenya,
Tanzania and Uganda. 165

“A tree that takes
70 years to grow in
Norway, takes just
17 years in
Tanzania. […] There
is shorter shipping
voyage from China
to East Africa than
from China to Brazil
[…] There is ample
opportunity here.
We have the least
penetration of
forestry and forest
cover in the world”
Mutuma Marangu,
Green Resources

‘In terms of power and demand, there is an extreme need for both (wood)
production and (carbon) offsets. At present, there is not much multinational or
foreign investment in the sector,’ he said. Currently, ‘high cost’ producers such as
the US (producing over 600 million cubic metres of wood per year) and Russia
(which produces over 400 million cubic metres yearly) amongst others like
Uruguay, Brazil, Indonesia and South Africa, account for 80 percent of supply166.
The company notes that Russia’s new log wood export tariffs (EUR 50 per cubic
metre) exceeds Tanzania’s stumpage costs (the residual costs after subtracting
various allowable costs such as transport). Meanwhile, emerging nations such as
South Africa are increasing local consumption of wood products. Marangu’s
assessments of China and India are correct: from 2002 to 2006, the latter’s
imports doubled as did China’s since 2006.
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Plantations are seen as a profitable means of mitigating climate change under the
umbrella of the Kyoto Protocol’s Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) projects.
Africa has been the smallest recipient of climate funds even though the continent
emits just three pre cent of all GHG worldwide. Despite studies by Stanford
University’s Program on Energy and Sustainable Development which reveal that
between one-third and two-thirds of CDM projects ‘do not represent real carbon
reductions’167 CDM projects rose to 20 percent of the total carbon market168 ,
valued at USD 17.5 billion out of a total USD 94 billion (in 2009). The European
Union carbon market comprises 77 percent of this (USD 72 billion). 169
Green Resources has declared that existing projects will generate over 60 million
tonnes of carbon ‘capture’170 during the next decade, with total forestation carbon
capture expected to peak at 2 million tonnes per annum for existing projects under
development (in 2009). Additional projects are estimated to generate 9 million
tonnes (by 2020 when ‘net growth in biomass is the highest’). The Norwegian
government, eager to offset emissions 171 has already acquired carbon credits
from Green Resources. 172

5.2

Case studies of A/R CDM projects

5.2.1

Tanzanian trees

The 1997 Kyoto Protocol was established under the umbrella of the UNFCCC.
Tanzania ratified the agreement in 2002173. The UNFCCC’s approval is vital as is
the approval of the host country via the Designated National Authority (DNA).
In order to ‘speed up’ and simplify the process for small-scale CDM initiatives, the
government of Tanzania has implemented ‘faster registration, only four weeks
after submission, exemption from registration fee’, as well as entities that are,
‘validated, verified and certified by the same designated operational entities’
(DOE). DOE’s are responsible for checking that CDM projects conform to proper
regulations. To achieve DNA approval, ‘project idea notes’ (PIN) – identifying the
‘additional’ nature of the project without which it would not qualify for CDM status –
and Project Design Documents (PDD) are required, while DNA involvement from
the project start date is preferred.
Projects earmarked for rural areas are also preferred and technology transfer
remains one of four key conditions pending approval by the DNA. Green
Resources’s Idete Forest Project (IFP) is one such CDM initiative. ‘The objective
167
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Box 3

Fake eco-certification and the timber racket

174

According to the WWF , ‘as many as a fifth of the CERs in a global primary CDM market estimated to be worth around EUR 6.5bn
last year had originated from ‘non-additional’ projects that should not have been approved as they would have gone ahead even if
they had not received extra income by selling carbon credits.’
The primary problem, highlighted by Kristy Clough, climate change officer at the WWF, was that, ‘verifiers are paid by the project
operators, so there is a vested interest to approve as many projects as possible. We would like to see the scheme changed so that
175
the CDM Executive Board randomly appoints the verifiers to the projects.’
The precedent for greenwashing via entities like SGS has already been meticulously documented in other critical environmental
initiatives such as the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). More than half of the world’s tropical forests have been devoured through
market-driven consumption. But preventing global deforestation is not as easy as it sounds: the global supply chain from origin to
disposal is rarely accounted for by self-regulated multinationals, from logging corporations to retailers. Yet the tide appears to be
turning. Pressurised by consumer demand, companies such as Lidl, a leading German food retailer, have begun using ‘green’
certified wood fibre to manufacture products.
The movement that appears to have catalysed the paradigm shift, specifically targeting the vast ecological footprints of ‘first world’
consumers, is the FSC, an international non-profit organisation founded in 1993. Trained to interpret reality not as humans or even
citizens but consumers, global populations have responded to the call through the only political tool accessible: their wallets. The
brand, adorning myriad products from toilet paper to books, is now worth USD 20 billion – a massive increase from the USD 5 billion
176
estimated just three years ago.
FSC signifies a voluntary market-driven vehicle designed to introduce and implement a new value
system structured around sustainability. To date, 120,052,350 ha have been certified (4.3 percent of global forested land), an
177
increase of 11 percent since October 2009.
Despite mass deforestation through illegal logging and commercial and monoculture development taking place across the continent,
Africa hosts a minute presence with just 2.9 percent of forest cover certified by the FSC. Countries experiencing mass deforestation
such as Cameroon and the Republic of Congo, chiefly through supplying timber to China and France, have certified just 2.7 percent
and 3.3 percent of land. South Africa, with 17.8 percent (1,567,811 ha) of forest certified, accounts for one-fifth of the continent’s
overall FSC certification.
Within South Africa 80 percent (2005) of FSC-certified forests constitute industrial timber plantations (ITPs) initially developed by the
178
apartheid regime as a means of independently sourcing wood products.
The initiative began with state-led plantations between
1920 and1960. The government established a tax incentive system, such as the general export incentive scheme, later voided by
179
the ANC liberation government in 1994 . During that time expansion accounted for 45,000 ha annually (1990s), five times that of
indigenous forests. By 1996, the Natal Agricultural Union reported an 82 percent reduction in stream flow over a 20 year period in
areas where grasslands were ‘developed’ by commercial plantations.
According to Timberwatch, a South African civil society organisation, ‘The first FSC ‘forest’ certification in South Africa was awarded
in 1997. According to the timber industry, South Africa now has a far higher percentage (80 percent) of its plantation area certified
than most countries, but this is misleading. If the areas under illegal plantations and unmanaged feral trees were taken into account,
180
it would be under 40 percent.’
The consequences, claims the organisation’s report ‘Life As Commerce’, have been to grant respectability to historical and current
destructive aspects of the timber industry, including: community displacement, land dispossession, social disruption, destruction of
biodiversity resources and the natural landscape, impacts on water resources, drying out of wetlands and aquifers, pollution of
rivers, streams and wetlands with pesticides, oils and fertilisers, the contamination and compaction of soil within plantation areas,
and accelerated soil loss on site and increased downstream erosion. The report cites the example of Hans Merensky Holdings
(HMH) in two provinces – Kwa-Zulu Natal (Singisi Forest Products) and Limpopo (Northern Timbers). Both are certified by SGS
Qualifor (2003 and 2000). Nonetheless, FSC certification – and auditors like SGS – are blind to these externalised realities.
Market-driven eco-certification often times has the opposite effect. As a net exporter of forestry products, South Africa’s procurement
of new markets and securing of existing markets were critical. The forestry industry saw certification as a marketing tool and
accepted it fairly easily. The real question is whether certification delivers a solution for the environment, communities and
consumers, or a green-washed veneer enabling corporate criminals and governments to engage in business as usual.
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of Idete is to grow trees for carbon storage and to harvest forestry products for
sawn timber, utility poles and renewable energy,’ according to Green Resources.
Green Resources AR and the Idete and Makungu Village Government in the
Mufindi District of Tanzania Idete Forest Project (IFP) proposed the CDM project
to sequester 3, 059, 200 tCO2-e in an industrial plantation model that is also
designed to ‘contribute to meeting the growing demand for quality wood products
from well managed plantation forests, while contributing to sustainable
environment management, community development and poverty alleviation in
Tanzania’.
A study by the South African NGO Timberwatch took issue with the way that
Green Resources framed the project, finding that Green Resources Ltd failed to
describe its ‘Reforestation at the Idete Forest project in the Southern Highlands of
Tanzania accurately, given that land being converted to tree plantations at Idete is
original grassland in a healthy condition, and therefore characterising the project
as ‘reforestation’ is a falsity. As said above, this distortion is taken further in calling
the tree plantation a ‘forest’ when alien pine or eucalyptus trees are planted in biodiverse grassland. The result is nothing more than industrial timber plantations
with no biodiversity value.’ 181
Following a lack of substantive Free and Prior Informed Consent, this Tanzanian
case highlights some of the biodiversity concerns and problematic definitional
understandings that are possible within A/R CDM projects and shows how many
amount to little more than green washing. According to Dr Blessing Karumbidza of
the Institute of Economic Research and Innovation (EIRI) it is Norway – one of the
world’s leading oil producing nations – rather than Tanzania that stands to benefit.
‘The Idete project was allegedly underwritten by Norway’s Ministry of Finance. The
Norwegian Prime Minister, who was present at the time of the launch, articulated
the importance of carbon credits as a means of offsetting Norway’s emissions.
Tanzania was at the heart of the deal,’ says Karumbidza. The irony is that wood
plantations are not forests but monocultures and thus should not receive FSC
certification. ‘Green Resources claimed that the acquired Idete land was degraded
through fire, but unlike wood plantations where fire can destroy wood products,
grasslands fires serve a very natural and quick process of maintaining the
ecosystem by removing dead herbaceous materials, recycling nutrients and other
important factors,’ he says.
Species are primarily composed of potentially invasive eucalyptus (59 percent),
and pine (40 percent). The forest, situated in the Mufindi district, Iringa region, is
located at an altitude of between 1,100m and 1,550m. The rainy season extends
from November through May182. By 2008, 1,600 ha of a 8,000 ha plantable area
(from a total of 11,600 ha of Idete land acquired by Green Resources) had been
181
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Fig. 14
The Iringa region
With permission of the author

developed, generating a potential 172,471 temporary certified emission reductions
(tCER) per annum. 183 The company estimates that total production over 20 years
will generate almost 2.6 million tCER from Idete alone. In 2009, Green Resources
revealed that potential tCERs of over 6 million by 2020, sold at USD 6 per
estimated emissions reduction would generate USD 36 million in revenue for the
crediting period (under CDM rules, the accumulated carbon can be sold every five
years).184
The economic challenges facing carbon offset projects in Tanzania have been
described by Green Resources as projects beset by a ‘high level of risk, low and
uncertain CER price, and high cost of project development and implementation’.
Institutional and social obstacles include limited government understanding of the
carbon certification process and difficulties innate in government procedures and
bureaucracies for approval, as well as similarly limited understanding on the part
of communities185. The company further added in their presentation, ‘Overview of
Plantation/Certification Development in Tanzania’, that stakeholders and
communities had very high expectations of perceived benefits. Moreover, the
company declared that private investors were placed in a disadvantageous
position.
‘While there are large amounts of funding available for forestry and carbon
activities, very little of this benefits private companies,’ Green Resources revealed.
‘We estimate that private companies receive less than two percent of the public
funding available for forestation and carbon. In order to increase all the activity
aimed at combating climate change, in particular in Africa, funding agencies
should provide much increased grants to the private sector.’ 186 While the
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company stated that project costs per hectare ranged from USD 400-600187 land is
leased for a 99-year period from the Tanzanian government at just 2.3 Norwegian
krone per hectare– (less than USD 0.36), generating just under USD 4200 for
Idete’s lease188. ‘What Green Resources is doing is exporting the problem of
pollution generated abroad to Africa. Tanzanians are receiving little in the process.
This will become more evident in ten or 15 years when groundwater is depleted by
wood plantations. The exploitative nature of the deal is especially evident in the
fact that it was negotiated not in hard currency but Tanzanian shillings subject to
currency depreciation,’ Karumbidza explains. ‘Tanzanian communities can expect
to receive several million Tanzanian shillings from the carbon credit revenue in 15
years – whatever that is worth.’ Though Green Resources – the first company to
receive Voluntary Carbon Standard (VCS) certification outside of the USA, has
claimed that thus far the company has reaped no profits after 12 years of
operation in Africa, the plantations will soon be fully grown and ready to harvest189.
Fig. 15
Photo from Iringa
With permission of the author

5.2.2.

Ugandan plantations and the New Forests Company

Perhaps the most notorious controversy regarding CDM forestry projects is in
Uganda’s Namwasa planation, run by the New Forests Company (NFC). NFC is a
British forestry company (with a 20 percent stake owned by HSBC bank), and the
CDM project, initially funded by the World Bank Bio-Carbon Fund, in the Kiboga
and Mubede districts comprises 6,500 ha of ‘protected area’ within which 400,000
tCO2-e are said to be sequestered during the project lifecycle. The media focus on
the project began after an Oxfam report in September 2011 alleged that up to
22,500 people were evicted from their land in Kiboga and Mubende districts by the
Ugandan National Forestry Authority to make way for the NFC plantation, with
Oxfam’s work with the communities concluding that many have been left
destitute190. Testimonies from villagers suggest that no consultations were
187
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undertaken prior to eviction, and that some people were even violently forced from
their land191.
These allegations concern the manner in which illegal encroachers were moved
from the central forest reserves of Namwasa and Luwunga. Oxfam claims that the
government failed to consult the encroachers and that violence was used during
the evictions (Oxfam’s term) / vacations (the government term)192. Oxfam claims
that interviewees state that they did have lawful entitlement to the land, upon
some of them had lived there for more than 40 years, far pre-dating the inception
of the incumbent government or even the onset of democracy in the state. Others
too claimed to be Second World War veterans and their descendants who were
‘allocated the land in recognition of service’193. That land claims are often hotly
contested in Uganda’s history of land disputes.
The NFC however describes itself as a ‘sustainable and socially responsible’
company contributing jobs, revenue, and the timber products countries need as
they develop which would otherwise be logged from natural forests, whilst at the
same time attracting revenue from carbon. It disputes Oxfam’s claims, ‘strongly
denying’ that they had any involvement in any Ugandan evictions or violence194.
In the Ugandan case the NFC claims to be an innocent bystander to governmentled evictions, but the incentives such potential investments offer effectively
displaces, delegitimises and depoliticises complex and often unresolved social
and legal histories such as land tenure claims. This process recasts landscapes
as merely ‘degraded land’ to be utilised for the purposes of carbon sequestration
for the ‘global good’ and marginalises local claims and interests.
5.2.3.

Busoga Green Resources AS (Norway) Plantation

The Forestry Kachung Forest Project, begun in 2006 aims for the afforestation of
‘degraded lands’ into a commercial plantation run by Green Resources AS
(Norway), after they acquired the Norwegian Afforestation Group in 2007195. The
company has approximately 7000 ha of rented land in Uganda, comprised of land
in the Kachung (2080 ha plantable of the 2670 ha plantation area) and Bukaleba
Central Forest Reserves (approximately 5000 ha plantable of 9200 ha ara) in
Dokolo and Mayague Districts respectively. The land is aimed at planting fast
growing species (Eucalyptus, Pinus and several native species) to sequester
810 000 tCO2-e and contribute to ‘sustainable environmental management’.
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A Friends of the Earth Report, in cooperation with the World Rainforest Movement
and FERN, entitled ‘Tree Trouble: A Compilation of Testimonies on the Negative
Impact of Large-scale Tree Plantations” outlines the details of the deal and the
benefits accruing to Green Resources. According to the agreement, a one-off sum
(UGX 500,000, approx. USD 312) is paid to the authorities when the contract is
signed, regardless of how large the leased area is, and the authorities receive an
annual rent of UGX 5,000 (approx. USD 3) for each hectare planted with forest,
inflation adjusted every ten years196.
The report concludes that the ‘carbon plantation’ lands are leased to the private
interests at a bargain price and that the authorities have virtually no capacity to
assess what value the companies plan to generate through carbon trading. This
they assert amounts to ‘neo-colonialism’ as Uganda gives away the option of
changing land use in the future, as well as the carbon rights to the units
sequestered which cannot be double counted toward Ugandan national carbon
accounting or potential emissions reductions commitments197.
The Friends of the Earth report also mentions the 2,545 ha lease of the Bukaleba
Central Forest Reserve, in Mayuge province near Lake Victoria, managed by
Busoga Forestry Company (BFC), the local subsidiary of Green Resources. The
forest reserve itself has a historical legacy of contestation over land rights.
That bukaleba is a contested area is established by an number of sources198
which show the ongoing context of the 'encroachment' as it is termed
(contestations over land), in part fuelled by political promises by officials at
election time to community members (1993 and a 2006) which contributed to
'encroachments' (and fallout from Green resources including a prospective lawsuit
against local officials), but which are part of a deeper history of the land.
Whilst these incidences attest to the contemporary nature of the contestation over
Bukaleba (and the other cases outlined in this chapter), such ‘encroachment’ and
contestation are 'legacies of the land', which companies such as Green
Resources, however unintentionally at the very best, have become intricately
wrapped up in, and a part of, through their activities, legal title or not. This has
also affected carbon project plans, with the BFC abandoning its plans for an A/R
CDM project, due to the contestations and the more stringent requirements the
CDM imposes, and deciding to pursue Voluntary Carbon Standard (VCS)
accreditation instead.
The history at Bukaleba199 outlines the colonial and post colonial context of the
area, in which political and ecological control of the Bukaleba forest displays a
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tenuous relationship with former inhabitants, including evictions for various
reasons on at least two cases (1939 and 1989-91). The local memory of these
cases, and promises by officials for the land for grazing purposed by Amin in
1970, and officials in the Obote regime for settlement (1980s), are enwrapped in
the ongoing contestation.
These complex histories are depoliticised by narrow narratives of carbon
sequestration and 'sustainable development' by Green resources (albeit with de
jure legitimacy), and attempts to nullify local opposition through a 500 ha area for
local conservation, which despite their good intent results in a good deal for the
company as outlined in the Friends of the Earth publication, and continuing
marginalisation for local communities in an area with legacies of eviction.
5.2.4

Rehabilitation of Mt. Elgon and Kibale National Parks

The FACE (Forests Absorbing Carbon Dioxide Emission) foundation was created
in 1990, as an initiative of four major Dutch electricity companies of the Dutch
Electricity Generating Board (SEP)200. The company has two projects at Kibale
national park and at Mount Elgon National Park. Both have had particularly
turbulent project histories including human rights abuses which have marred their
implementation processes.
Started in 1994 and receiving initial USAID funding in collaboration with the
Uganda Wildlife Foundation (UWA) the objectives of this carbon project were to
implement forestry regeneration in the Mt. Elgon and Kibale National Parks,
through the planting of twenty native tree species over a total area of 27 000 ha,
sequestering 700 000 tCO2-e over its 17 year tenure201.
Fig. 13
National parks and reserves in Tanzania
With permission of the author
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Although these are as yet unverified by the CDM board (the projects have
submitted PDDs) and are currently transacted under the Voluntary Carbon
Standard (VCS) (for example, on the website http://www.greenseat.nl) with Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) accreditation, the incentives created by the CDM have
formed a large part of the motivation for their implementation. As the CDM must
be considered a nascent, and perhaps in the African case a largely failed
endeavour, it is important to consider the scope of projects in emergence such as
Kibale and Mt Elgon.
In both locations of the projects there have been evictions. In 1992, 30,000 forest
dwellers and peasant settlers in Uganda were expelled without warning from a
strip of land between the Kibale Forest Reserve and the Queen Elizabeth National
Park. They lost most of their livestock and belongings so that a wildlife corridor
could be created between the Reserve and the National Park. The expulsions took
place under the Kibale Forest and Game Corridor Programme, part of the World
Bank’s Forestry Rehabilitation Project which was co-financed by the European
Community202.
At the Mt Elgon site similar evictions took place in 1993 in which there were no
consultations or compensation and in 2002, UWA evicted 550 families from Mount
Elgon and destroyed their houses and crops. There have since been protracted
and on-going resistances and contestations by park boundary inhabitants to get
their land back as they see it. Connor Cavanagh in a REDD+ Earth blog article
chronicles the ‘weapons of the weak’ utilised in resistance against conservation
tactics within and bordering the protected area of Mt. Elgon.
Despite the efforts of conservation authorities to frame illegal activities as purely
self-interested and profit-seeking, Cavanagh suggests something quite different
than mere criminality; nothing less than a new form of resistance: guerrilla
agriculture, actions such as boundary marker moving, negotiating and bribing
officials and park enforcers, and the dissemination of ‘hidden transcripts’ –
narratives that subaltern individuals use to interpret their own experience of
domination or oppression, to give meaning to their resistance, and to frame
alternatives.
At Mount Elgon, the most common ‘hidden transcripts’ refer to alternative
constellations of interaction between humans and their ‘natural’ environment,
which either condemn modern conservation altogether, or imagine it in ways that
are radically inclusive of humans.203 Thus whilst A/R CDM and other carbon
forestry projects seek to reshape local geographies and externalise their project
costs there is always a natural ‘push-back’ and contestation to undermine or
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delegitimise project efforts, not through revolution, but through subtle and
variegated strategies of resistance.
5.2.5

Nile Basin Reforestation Project

The Nile Basin Reforestation Project is a deal between the Ugandan Government
represented by the National Forest Authority and the World Bank BioCarbon
Fund, detailing improved conservation management practices in the Rwoho
Central Forest Reserve gazetted woodland, including the reforestation of
degraded grasslands to create 341.9 ha of timber plantations (pine and mixed
native species) and sequester 29795 t CO2-e. A central dynamic of CDM projects
that this project exposes is the relationship between financial capital and local
institutions and the scalar and spatial re-arrangements (or misalignments) that
arise in attempts to commodify carbon and the resultant power relationships.
The Ugandan NFA, the lead national institution involved in the process, is a
statutory body which is run as a business entity; however its other mandate is to
ensure the survival and sustainability of the central forest reserves. The institute
for security studies produced a report examining the NFA at this nexus and its
actions in the Nile Basin project, alerting to how roles can conflict when motivated
by investment opportunities, posing a danger to effective forest conservation204.
Central to the sustainable management of forests, especially in Tanzania, which
has a community based focus to its forestry resource management, is community
`involvement. Since the project protected area was established, grazing (which
used to take place on the approximately 50 percent of deforested land now used
for tree planting) has been criminalised, but by its own admission, the NFA’s
efforts to police the plantations have not worked and have given rise to conflicts
with communities that have protested against their ‘denial of access’ to forest
resources by local communities, insensitive management styles, failure to deal
with vermin and problem animals, and a lack of opportunity for communities to
voice their concerns’.
This precipitated the NFA decision to enter into collaborative forest management
(CFM) both to quell dissent and to protect the plantations developed by private
investors205. However the ISS report questions the sincerity of the community
participation, concerning rights to grazing, the overstating of potential economic
benefits to communities and failing to accommodate community concerns.
While expected to establish at least 20 percent of the area (or about 400 ha), only
70 of the 250 members (28 percent) of the Rwoho Environmental Conservation
and Protection Association (RECPA) have joined the project206. There have been
limited employment benefits but there have been complaints that the contractors
employing community members receive about 60 percent of the payments, and
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there are allegations of corruption and conflicts of interest in regarding how local
contracts for plantation work are awarded to outsiders (although these claim have
not been verified by the research).
5.2.6

Mozambique – Green Resources AS Niassa Project

One of the more recent CDM entrants in the A/R sphere is the Green Resources
AS (Norway) forestry plantation and sequestration project in Lurio and Sanga
districts in Nampula and Niassa Provinces of Mozambique, respectively. Both
have achieved FSC certification in October 2011. In Lurio, the 2009 agreement
with the Mozambican government gives permission to develop a 126,000 ha forest
plantation (Green Resources will assist in the establishment of 54,000 ha forests
by local smallholders and companies) over a 15 years project period, set to be the
largest forestation project approved in Africa207 .
Kenneth Lia Solberg, a contributor to REDD+ EARTH.org, completed several
months of fieldwork researching socioeconomic impacts of the private carbon
offset forestry plantation. He cited a number of grievances with the relationship
between Green Resources and local inhabitants208. The feeling of many villagers
that they had no say in the land acquisition process, frustration with the nature of
the temporary jobs provided and the unfulfilled developmental promises on the
part of GR and a lack of a community development plan with specific goals and
deadlines and contracts with the community are central concerns209. Solberg
concludes that if the company wants to be welcomed by the people in Sanga, they
should clearly define and follow through with initiatives to show positive results on
the ground for otherwise, they risk more incidents in Malica.
5.2.7

Democratic Republic of Congo – Ibi Batéké Carbon Sink Plantation

This A/R CDM project under the direction of Nova Cell (DRC), and with finance
from CASCADe Africa, a multi-lateral conservation fund, seeks to sequester
2400000 t CO2-e through fast growing plantations on savannah grassland and to
supply the capital Kinshasa with charcoal through sustainable fuel wood
production210. The World Bank BioCarbon fund has agreed to purchase 500 000
tCERs (temporary certified emission reductions), supposedly derived from
converting 4,000 ha of grassland to tree plantations and as such Ibi Batéké is
widely promoted as a success despite not yet being registered by the CDM.
However, a 2006 case study describes how the Batwa people in the DRC were
exploited and excluded from consultation, according to the report entitled the
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Impacts of the Carbon Sinks of Ibi-Batéké’ Project on the Indigenous Pygmies of
the Democratic Republic of the Congo by Sinafasi Makelo211.

5.3

Conclusion

There are a number of salient points to draw out from the experience of A/R CDM
projects in East Africa. The first is how the predominant driver of the process has
been private capital in the form of Forestry multi-nationals (most of them coming
from Europe). The evidence of the role and impact of Green Resources LTD
serves as an important yardstick by which to evaluate motivations behind A/R
CDM funding projects with drive for profit, and asymmetries of benefit between the
extractive company and the host country being some predominant characteristics.
As the case studies have shown, the circumvention of supposed ‘safeguards’ to
ensure additionality and the interests of local communities is rife. At the project
specific level it is clear that techno-centric project implementation strategies linked
to this finding. No project exists in isolation from its socio-economic context.
Projects are as much contingent upon the variety of local socio-economic factors
(e.g. land rights claims) as they are upon the land cover types they are seeking to
reforest or ‘regenerate.
The difference between de facto and de jure land rights is evident in the CDM
cases, and methodologies which de-politicise this fact for the purposes of
implementation run the risk of creating or exacerbating land conflicts or
contestations, with patterns of eviction and criminalisation of alternative
livelihoods. In conclusion, the particular orientation of the CDM mechanism leads
to projects which privileges the logic of commercialisation over explicitly
conservationist or developmentalist approaches to natural resource management.
The high number of plantations (wrongly defined as forests) and the emphasis on
enforcement of protected areas is a result. If projects can be said to require a
balance between community and conservation interests to achieve success, the
majority of AR-CDM projects’ relative exclusion or de-legitimisation of community
rights and interests not only marginalises local peoples but simultaneously
undermines conservation agendas through resistances and contestations (through
the weapons of the weak). The overall outcome is certainly not one that leads to
either ‘clean development’ or a substantive climate mitigation solution.
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6
Manipulating gas
in Mozambique
Gas has always been
controversial:
it is a fossil fuel and,
in case of frackingbased extraction,
likely to do
environmental
damage given the
associated water
despoliation and use
of chemicals

This chapter profiles two separate but related CDM projects: the South African
synthetic oil company Sasol’s gas pipeline CDM and the Cimentos de
Mocambique-Matola Gas Company (MGC) fuel-switch project. Both projects are
connected to the expanding natural gas industry in Mozambique. Both were
submitted for approval to the UNFCCC Executive Board around the same time.
Gas has always been controversial, not least because it is still a fossil fuel (albeit
less destructive than burning coal), and in some instances, such as the frackingbased extraction proposed in several South African and other African settings,
likely to do far more environmental damage given the associated water
despoliation and use of chemicals. In 2008 and 2009 respectively, Sasol and the
MGC applied to register their gas projects under the UNFCCC CDM, in both cases
arguing they qualified under amendments to the Kyoto Protocol made in Bonn in
2001 (which required a construction cut-off date of after 1 January 2000), allowing
CDM funding for gas development.
But both applications were, for different reasons, rejected. By profiling these
projects together, we can understand the ways in which some of the world’s worst
polluters attempt to manipulate the Kyoto Protocol to expand production and
maximise profit. These two projects also call attention to the important role of the
environmental justice movement in challenging corporations and winning victories.

6.1

The exploding Mozambican gas industry

The commercial production of gas is relatively new to Mozambique. While gas
was first discovered in Pande in 1961, its exploration is recent, and has been
driven primarily by South Africa’s energy needs. As early as 1998, the South
African energy and mining giant Sasol proposed a pipeline from the gas field of
Pande and Temane in the province of Inhambane, to their petrochemical plants in
South Africa. In the early 2000s, after purchasing the gas exploration rights from
ENRON, Sasol formed a partnership with Mozambique’s Empresa Nacional de
Hydrocarbonetas (ENH), private investors, and the Government of the Republic of
South Africa, to invest USD 2.1 billion in the production, processing and
transportation of gas via a 865 km pipeline to South Africa.
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Fig. 16
Mozambique gas fields
Source: Pesa News,
www.pesa.com.au

In exchange for favourable macro-economic conditions, Sasol guaranteed a
market for the natural gas produced in Pande and Temane for a period of 25
years. As part of the investment, a Central Processing Facility, operated by Sasol,
was developed in Temane. As its operator, Sasol has a 70 percent share,
Mozambique’s public ENH maintains a 25 percent share, and the International
Finance Corporation (IFC) got a 5 percent share in the two fields. Meanwhile for
the pipeline, Sasol maintained a 50 percent share, while the government of South
Africa got a 25 percent share. In order to be able to take advantage of natural gas
imports, Sasol converted its petrochemical plants from coal to gas at Sasolburg,
and supplemented the coal feedstock with gas at Sasol’s larger facility in
Secunda. The first gas arrived in Sasol’ Secunda plant in February 2004. Figure 7
illustrates the route of the pipeline.
The fields of Pande and Temane currently produce 147 million gigajoules212 of
natural gas a year. This is well above the estimated 120 million. The vast majority
of this natural gas is exported to South Africa. Currently a plant is being developed
in Ressano Garcia, on the border with South Africa, to convert gas into electricity.
The contract between the state and Sasol stipulates that Mozambique has the
right to 5 percent of production. Despite attempts by the IFC to identify local
markets for natural gas, Mozambique currently consumes 3 million gigajoules a
year – less than half its allotted share. Local consumption is limited to a small
number of industries, as well as 20 natural gas-run busses in Mozambique’s
capital city of Maputo213. Ironically, the country is entirely reliant on imports of
cooking gas from South Africa.
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The transportation of natural gas to local industries is done via the Matola Gas
Company (MGC). MGC was set up in 2004 as a joint venture between the
Mozambican government and private investors. It buys gas from the main pipeline
at Ressano Garcia and pipes it to Matola, an industrial suburb of Maputo. The
primary recipient is the aluminium smelter Mozal, but the gas is piped to smaller
industrial enterprises, including Cimentos de Mocambique.
Fig. 17
Gas CDM in Mozambique
Source: MacauHub

6.2

In 2008, Sasol, one
of the biggest
corporate carbon
emitters in the
world, applied to
the UNFCCC for the

Sasol’s CDM scam

In 2008, Sasol, one of the biggest corporate carbon emitters in South Africa, and
the world, applied to the UNFCCC for the right to produce and sell carbon credits.
The company claimed that it needed a new source of fuels and had the option of
choosing between opening a new coalmine and building a pipeline. Ultimately it
decided to invest in producing, transporting and processing gas from the Pande
and Temane gas fields in Mozambique, to its coal-to-liquids plant in Secunda,
South Africa. Sasol argued that without the option of selling carbon credits, it
would not have built a pipeline. Estimated emission reductions hovered around 6,4
Mt of greenhouse gases a year. The value of the carbon credits is around ZAR 1.1
billion a year 214 (approx. EUR 97.5 million) – a considerable amount, given that
Sasol has the world’s single worst carbon emissions site, at Secunda.
However, according to the Mozambican government, Sasol had been considering
building a profitable pipeline since 1998, well before the UNFCCC rule changes
that would have allowed it. Sasol’s annual report from 1999 corroborates this:
‘Sasol has progressed significantly with the planned project to bring natural
gas from Mozambique to South Africa. The pre-feasibility study for the
transmission pipeline has been concluded, while route engineering and
environmental impact assessments are continuing. The envisaged project
would entail a 925-kilometer pipeline, measuring 71 centimetres (28 inches
in diameter, with free-flow capacity of 120 million gigajoule per year… The

right to produce
and sell carbon
credits
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Climate change, development and energy problems is South Africa: another world is possible.
Earthlife Africa Jo’burg
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gas purchase agreement with Arco for gas from the Temane field in central
Mozambique are progressing well.’ 215
In fact Sasol was considering building the pipeline before the option of selling
carbon credits was even on the table. Sasol had already costed the operation and
found it acceptable. According to the UNFCCC guidelines, CDM approval can only
be applied retroactively for projects that were developed after January 1, 2000.
The company claimed that its operations in 2001 indicated it was attempting to
factor in CDM credits.
Yet Sasol had to prove additionality, by which a project would be funded for CDMs
only if it provided the additional reduction in carbon emissions (obviously
something Sasol could not do, as it had already built the pipeline). Sasol’s Gas
Supply Manager Peter Geef was interviewed by Graham Erion, from the Center
for Civil Society, Durban, in 2005:

Yet Sasol had to
prove additionality,
by which a project
would be funded for
CDMs only if it
provided the
additional reduction
in carbon emissions
(something Sasol
could not do, as it
had already built
the pipeline)

‘Yes we are indeed trying to get some carbon finance for this pipeline…(But)
we have this problem of additionality; we think there’s a case to be made for
that, we’re in discussion with the South African government now and we’re
trying to make the case for it…The biggest issue is additionality; we would
have done this project anyway.’
When asked why they were applying for carbon credits they were not eligible for,
Geef admitted, ‘mainly financial reasons; you get a lot of payback in term of
dollars per tonne.’216
When environmental justice organisations heard about Sasol’s application, they
immediately began to mobilise. In mid-February 2009, Members of the Vaal
Environmental Justice Alliance (VEJA), Earthlife Africa, waste-pickers and other
activists gathered outside Sasol’s office while Sasol officials presented their
Environmental Roadmap, to demand that the company withdraw its application.
Soon after, Earthlife Africa Johannesburg and the South Durban Community
Environmental Alliance submitted a formal objection with the UNFCCC to Sasol’s
application for CDM credits. According to Tristen Taylor, Energy Policy Officer with
Earthlife Africa 217:
‘A highly carbon intensive petrochemical giant, with a CTL (coal to liquid)
plant that is the world’s highest single point emitter of carbon dioxide, not
only receives funding under CDM but is aiming to use the CDM mechanism
to generate cash to be reinvested in more CTL plants... In effect, Sasol is
being paid to pollute. If the fate of the entire planet wasn’t in the balance, the
absurdity of this distortion of the Kyoto Protocol would make fine comedy218.’
Pointing out Sasol’s ‘questionable credibility after price-fixing scandals in Europe
and South Africa,’ Taylor further explained, in the Earthlife Africa submission to
215
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“Sasol is being paid
to pollute. If the
fate of the entire
planet wasn’t in the
balance, the
absurdity of this
distortion of the
Kyoto Protocol
would make fine
comedy”
Earthlife Africa

the UNFCCC, that local community activism was central to the 1990s shift from
coal to gas: ‘there was strong local opposition to a proposed new coal mine for the
Secunda plant, and Sasol’s other option of trucking in coal from Sasolburg to
Secunda was proving to be unprofitable.’
At the time, Sasol was in the process of building an additional three coal to liquid
plants in Indonesia, China and South Africa. In early 2009, the UNFCCC’s
methodology panel recommended that the project be rejected. The reasons for
rejection were poor organisation of the proposal, miscalculation of the emission
reductions, and the lack of a plan for leakages. Environmental justice
organisations had hoped for a stronger statement against companies that were
patently manipulating the CDM system.

6.3

Fuel switching by Cimentos de MocambiqueMatola Gas Company

In 2009, six months after the Sasol project was rejected, Cimentos de
Mocambique-Matola Gas Company applied with the UNFCCC for the right to
produce and sell carbon credits under the CDM. Two years earlier, Cimentos de
Mocambique had signed an agreement with the Matola Gas Company (MGC) to
fuel the clinker kiln with natural gas, rather than coal. MGC argued that at current
production levels, the fuel switch project would reduce emissions by 37,153
tonnes of CO2 a year.
This fuel switch project is so far the only registered CDM in Mozambique.
International Financial Institutions (IFIs) and donor states have been actively
marketing the CDM framework. According to a recent UNDP report, Mozambique
has a limited capacity to engage with carbon markets. Obstacles include the fact
that carbon emissions are low to begin with because energy production is based
on hydroelectric power, South Africa and Mozambique operate as a single grid,
installations are too small so the revenue from CERs do not offset investments,
there is limited awareness regarding CDMs, and there is a lack of trained
personnel and the absence of financing upfront.
Fuel-switch projects have been heavily marketed by IFIs as a way to achieve
energy security, reduce fuel costs and lower carbon emissions. Companies
receive financing to switch from less efficient fuels such as coal, to greener
alternatives like natural gas. In exchange, financiers receive Certified Emission
Reduction Credits (CERs). According to the International Finance Corporation,
fuel-switch projects are good for business. They open the doors to untapped
markets, earn reputational capital with policy makers and consumers, and
because of the savings incurred from greater energy efficiency, have the potential
to finance themselves over time. Despite these apparent benefits, fuel-switch
projects comprise only a tiny fraction of registered CDMs. Furthermore, the
majority are concentrated in Brazil, Israel and India. Africa, for the most part, has
been left behind.
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In 2004 Mozambique ratified the Kyoto protocol and became the first Portuguesespeaking country to establish a Designated National Authority (DNA). The Minister
of the Environment was appointed to lead the team and criteria were developed
for CDM projects. The criteria included environmental, social and economic
factors. Evaluation criteria however, have not been disclosed to the public. The
government identified many potential CDMs including the Hulene Landfill Gas
Capture in Maputo City, sugarcane ethanol production and the Nampula
reforestation project by Green Resources219. However, so far only Cimentos de
Mocambique-Matola Gas Company has been able to register.
The fuel-switch project should have come as music to residents’ ears. For years
Matola’s residents suffered the consequences of air pollution caused by the
cement factory, Cimentos de Mocambique. CM became a subsidiary of the
Portuguese cement giant Cimentos de Portugal (CIMPOR) in the 1990s when the
Mozambican state privatised its most profitable enterprises as part of the
structural adjustment programs. With an output of roughly 240,000 tonnes of
clinker, and 400,000 tonnes of cement per year, the Matola plant, located just a
few kilometres from Mozambique’s capital city Maputo, is the largest cement
producer in the country.
In 2000, the plant began to let out plumes of smoke, visible from kilometres away.
This smoke caked surrounding neighbourhoods in a fine white dust, which
penetrated every possible receptacle – from furniture and food, to the drinking
water stored in tubs. According to Centro Terra Viva, residents lodged numerous
complaints with the Ministry of the Environment (MICOA) and the Matola
municipality. Despite clear evidence that the factory’s filters were not working
properly, neither MICOA nor the Matola municipality took action.
Protests came not only from local communities and environmentalists, but also
from neighbouring factories such as Mozambique’s food processor, Companhia
Industrial da Matola (CIM). While Mozambicans joked that locally produced foods
had a special cement ‘seasoning,’ for residents living in the area, the elevated
levels of pollution were no joke. As a result of the fine dust particles, they often
suffered from respiratory problems, coughs and frequent colds.
In July 2006, the environmental organisation, Livaningo, organised a hearing on
pollution in the area. At the hearing, Cimentos de Mocambique’s representative,
Jorge Machado, acknowledged that the filters were not working. According to
Machado, the national electricity company, Electricidade de Mocambique, was to
blame: ‘We want to hold back all that dust but due to the constant oscillations in
current, the electro-filters don’t last very long. This obliges the company to import
spare parts and this has not been a very easy exercise.’
The community, who felt that the factory should close until spare parts could be
sourced, met the remarks by Machado with outrage. Given that Cimentos de
Mocambique is a subsidiary of CIMPOR, community leaders and activists further
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questioned whether such elevated levels of pollution would have been acceptable
in Portugal. Furthermore, they called on the Mozambican government to develop
adequate monitoring mechanisms to determine the impact of pollution on
residents’ health.
In response, the former Minster of the Environment, Luciano de Castro,
announced that the government would be closely monitoring the plant:
‘It’s been proven that Cimentos de Mocambique is polluting the environment,
though they’ve tried to deny it. The particles the factory releases may not be
toxic, but they can have an impact on people’s lungs and cause respiratory
problems. Furthermore, that dust also damages the vegetation in the
surrounding area. We think it’s pollution, and we are working with the factory
management to repair the damage caused.’
Shortly afterwards, Cimentos de Mocambique agreed to install new filters. In
interviews with Centro Terra Viva, residents said that pollution had improved as a
result. Large plumes of white dust no longer bellowed from the plant’s chimneys
on a regular basis. However, there was no data to show how much air quality had
improved because the Mozambican state did not have mechanisms in place to
measure air pollution. Furthermore, the company did not undergo a complete
upgrade. Given that the kilns date back to the 1920s, a full rehabilitation would
have closed the factory for an extended period of time. MICOA argued that this
was not a viable option since Cimentos de Mocambique is the primary producer of
cement in country, and preferred instead to negotiate a phased approach with the
company.
In 2007, Cimentos de Mocambique signed an agreement with the Matola Gas
Company (MGC) to fuel the clinker kiln with natural gas, rather than coal. The
potential of a fuel switch project at Cimentos de Mocambique had been on the
table since 2004 when the Matola Gas Company undertook a feasibility study,
funded by the IFC, to determine the potential of fuelling clinker kilns with natural
gas. However, the idea gained new traction in the context of rising coal prices.
Between 2005 and 2007, the price of coal skyrocketed as the result of a volatile
South African coal market. Cimentos de Mocambique experienced annual
increases in the price of coal of 29 percent during this period. The fuel switch
project therefore was not only a strategic way to create a market for the country’s
booming gas industry, but also a way of reducing fuel costs.

Fig. 18
Cimentos de Mocambique factory
Source: Insitec
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The Matola Gas Company and Norway’s Carbon Limits were authorised by the
UNFCCC to develop this project, but the project was rejected at the level of the
UNFCCC Executive Board and is currently pending. The Norwegian DNV, one of
the world’s biggest CDM auditors, is responsible for this project. In 2008 the
UNFCCC Board suspended DNV after spot checks found there were flaws in the
auditing process and that one individual in particular, had signed off reports on five
separate projects without actually surveying them. Shortly after DNV was allowed
back. The fuel switch project has yet to be registered and carbon credits have
therefore not been issued – yet.
Nonetheless, Cimentos de Mocambique did go ahead with the fuel switch project.
In addition, in 2009, the plant inaugurated a new filter to reduce emissions. The
Minister of Industry and Trade, Antonio Fernando, congratulated the company on
the measures to reduce emissions and held it up as a model for other companies
in the country.
‘Levels of pollution are falling, and we encourage the company to continue
along this line. What we want is that there should be no pollution, and a lot of
production, while always protecting the environment. We want this example
to be followed by other factories, since we know that if we do not take care of
the environment, the water, the trees, and other natural resources will
disappear, wrecking the future of generations yet to come.’
However, it is unclear to what extent levels of pollution have fallen. While plumes
of white dust no longer bellow out of the plant’s chimneys, a recent 3-week study
by Groundwork and Justiça Ambiental/FOE in 3 different locations, found that
pollution in the area is still well above the acceptable levels established by the
World Health Organization (WHO). While according to the WHO, acceptable rates
lie between 25ug/cm2 in 24 hours, particles reached more than 100 ug/cm2. This
represents the highest registered concentration of pollution in the country.
Cimentos de Mocambique is surrounded by other industries including the
aluminium smelter, Mozal, Therefore, it is impossible to isolate one culprit.
However in the study conducted by Groundwork and JA!, the site closest to
Cimentos de Mocambique (Fig. ) registered the highest level of dust particles in
the air. These particles are very small and have the potential to cause serious
respiratory problems, especially among people with asthma and children.
The plant announced that it would be expanding its factories to double production.
Mozambique’s construction boom has increased the demand for cement. In 2010,
cement sales rose by 12.7 percent.
Fig. 19
Mozambique smelter
Source: groundWork
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Ethiopia, DRC and
Egypt
7.1
More than 60 per
cent of Africa is
dependent on
mega-dams as a
source of
hydroelectric power

Mega-dams and hydric injustice in Africa

Since the dawn of time, the greatest civilisations were born on the fertile banks of
ancient river systems, ranging from Mesopotamia’s Tigris and Euphrates to
Egypt’s Nile, China’s Yangtze or Yellow river, and the Indus. Yet the rise of these
scientific, economic and commercial powerhouses has not only resulted in
technologies seeking to harness the power of rivers as an economic force for
good, but also exclusively to dominate this vital source of life through centralised
control. Nowhere is hydric injustice so obvious as in Africa, nowhere is the game
of hydropolitical poker so lethal and receptive to drought, conflict and corruption as
in Africa.
Presently, more than 60 percent of Africa is dependent on mega-dams as a
source of hydroelectric power. This includes Zambia (96 percent), Uganda (99
percent), Mozambique (91 percent), Ethiopia (89 percent) and the Democratic
Republic of Congo (99 percent), in conjunction with a host of states including
South Africa, Zimbabwe, Togo and Benin. This is mainly because, in Africa, water
is a shared affair, with waterways composing at least 40 percent of regional
borders.
Since 2007, drought has begun to grip the continent, from the East to the South,
bringing chaos in its wake. Currently, Africa supplies just 5 percent of global
electrification but hosts more than 500 million people who survive solely on
biomass, sunlight, paraffin and candles. ‘Most of the Nile states are dangerously
dependent on hydropower, including Burundi, DRC, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda,
Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda,’ according to Lori Pottinger, head of Southern
African programmes at International Rivers (IR). ‘When a serious drought strikes,
a hydro-dependent country also has to cope with water shortages, and reduced
agricultural production.’
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And drought is certainly on the cards – geologists predict a 10-20 percent decline
in rainfall over the next 50 years, estimating that 75 percent of African countries
with annual rainfall of 400-1000 mm are partially located in environmentally
unstable zones. The UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
has declared Africa, ‘the continent most vulnerable to the impacts of projected
climate change’, described by geologist Maarten de Wit as, ‘like erasing large
sections of the rivers from the map.’
Despite the reality that drought, a climatic reality throughout much of Africa, will be
severely affected by altered hydrological cycles, development experts at the World
Bank have declared Africa ‘under-dammed’. The World Bank’s energy specialist in
recent years, Reynold Duncan, urged Africa to consider ‘riskier’ assets such as
hydropower, stating that just five percent of the continent’s hydropower has been
explored.
‘In Zambia, we have the potential of 6000 MW, in Angola, 6000 MW, and about
12,000 MW in Mozambique – we have a lot of MW down here before we even go
up to the Congo,’ he said. The DRC’s Grand Inga, the world’s largest proposed
hydropower scheme, is estimated to possess 40,000 MW – enough to power the
continent. Its potential as a CDM project should be resisted on various eco-social
grounds (see Box 4). The West Nile CDM is a good example of the kinds of
supposed renewable energy hydropower projects that are destructive in multiple
ways.

Africa already has
more than 1270
dams, but the
benefits have yet to
positively impact on
the majority.
Mozambique,
lauded as a
success model,
generates enough
electricity to power
the country, but
less than 9 percent
of Mozambicans
have access to
electricity

This move, promoting mega-dams as development, is backed by development
and commercial banks, foreign governments, African initiatives such as the New
Partnership for African Development (NEPAD), presently motivating for 13 dam
projects, as well as ‘resource-hungry’ large countries such as China.
Though Africa already has more than 1270 dams, the benefits have yet to
positively impact on the majority. Mozambique, lauded as a success model,
generates enough electricity to power the country, but less than 9 percent of
Mozambicans have access to electricity. The bulk of the country’s 2000 MW, is
exported to neighbouring regions and utilities such as South Africa’s parastatal
Eskom – via cost-intensive, high voltage transmission lines that account for as
much as 50 percent of the total construction costs. The remainder is utilised by
domestic-based corporations such as aluminium smelter Mozal, operated for
exports by BHP Billiton, one of the largest mining concerns in the world.
‘Most often, large dams provide electricity for foreign-owned industries, water for
foreign mining companies, and irrigation for large-scale farms,’ said Pottinger.
‘Distribution lines are the most needed but least cost-effective parts of an African
grid system. Priority is given to big consumers, cities and industries, over poor
households, and low density or rural areas.’ Long-range, high voltage
transmission lines are meant to connect two end points, requiring costly
substations to reduce the voltage and distribute along the way. But these lines end
up passing over thousands of villages.
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Box 4

Grand Inga, grand illusions
By Terri Hathaway

Grandiose plans are being made to develop the world’s largest hydropower project in one of the most politically volatile and
corruption– plagued areas of Africa. In 2009, Reuel Khoza, the chairman of South Africa– based electricity provider Eskom,
announced plans to develop the massive Grand Inga hydropower project in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
‘Hydroelectricity from the Congo could generate more than 40,000 megawatts, enough to power Africa’s industrialization with the
possibility of selling the surplus to southern Europe…’
Inga’s centralised grid system is likely to do little to ‘light up’ Africa for the 90 percent of people now living without electricity, most
of who live in rural areas outside the reach of power grids. Grid expansion is quite costly, and trying to reach scattered rural
communities would significantly increase project costs as well as the cost of electricity. Long transmission and distribution lines
also increase electricity losses (older systems can lose up to 30 percent through transmission and distribution losses). Based on
historical trends, the trickle–down effects in the form of jobs and taxes will likely be minimal for Africa’s poorest, while also
increasing unsustainable national debt loads. Potential direct impacts to locally affected peoples are unknown at this time, but
remain of concern.
While run–of–river projects can have less damaging consequences than storage dams, they are often far from environmentally
benign. The term ‘run–of–river’ is undefined, and is often therefore used to ‘greenwash’ projects. In fact, many run–of–river dams
have large dam walls, major social and environmental impacts, and even reservoirs.
The extent of barriers and diversion canals involved in this colossal project is still unclear, but the cumulative impacts of Grand
Inga’s 52 turbine installations, as well as Inga 3, on the river’s flow could be considerable. Impacts to fisheries, riverine forests and
river ecology will need careful study. As more studies of GHG emissions from hydropower are conducted, scientists are finding
increasing evidence that emissions from dams, especially methane, are a legitimate concern, particularly in tropical areas. The
Inga projects will also need careful, independent study of their emissions impacts.
Project proponents have indicated they hope to gain a revenue stream for Inga 3 from the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM).
Projects like Inga 3 turn the CDM into a subsidy mechanism for hydro developers and a carbon accounting loophole for
industrialised countries, instead of a tool for climate protection.
CDM credits for Inga 3 would also be a double blow to renewable energy in Africa. First, project investment attracted by CDM
credits would divert potential investment from renewable energy such as wind, solar, and geothermal to large hydro. Second,
revenue from CDM credits would divert additional CDM investment from truly sustainable projects, effectively crowding out funds
for new renewables in Africa.
Development of Inga could also reduce the planet’s ability to absorb carbon emissions which cause global warming. The Congo
river is an important planetary source of nutrient flows into the ocean, which feeds microscopic organisms that consume carbon,
then die and sink to the bottom of the ocean. A 2009 study on the Grand Inga Complex says that ‘plans to divert, store or
otherwise intervene in Lower Congo River dynamics are truly alarming’ and ‘ignore the river’s significant influence on the
equatorial Atlantic, which, in turn, is central to many climate change models.’ Despite its potentially huge impact on this carbon
drawdown cycle, Grand Inga’s proponents hope to garner carbon credits to offset some of its huge price tag.
Political instability is a very real concern across the region where the transmission grid would be built. The ongoing violence in
DRC was recently rated the world’s most forgotten crisis by Reuters. Over three million people have died since 1998 as a result of
the civil war and ongoing strife in DRC. The Inga mega– project would centralise much of Africa’s electricity source and require a
grid of transmission lines through many of Africa’s most politically unstable regions. Dams, power plants, and transmission lines
are often made targets in political conflicts. The dependence of more countries’ economies on Inga would increase its
attractiveness as a target for sabotage by rebel groups. In 1998, rebels seized Inga II and cut its power to Kinshasa, the capital of
DRC.

Fig. 20
Congo River basin and
proposed Inga
Hydropower Project
Source: Open source

The destruction caused by mega-dams appears to be receiving new financing
lifelines in the form of CDMs, through massive subsidies offered to hydropower
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developers, claims International Rivers220. In 2007, over 650 hydro-projects had
received or applied to receive carbon credits from CDM mechanisms, and if
approved, would facilitate a windfall for developers, amounting to over USD 1
billion annually. According to their report titled Failed Mechanism: How the CDM is
subsidizing hydro developers and harming the Kyoto Protocol, ‘The CDM is blindly
subsidizing the destruction of rivers, while the dams it supports are helping
destroy the environmental integrity of the CDM.’
More than one third of the hydro projects approved for credits by the CDM’s
Executive Board were completed prior to CDM approval. Eighty nine percent were
projected to be completed within a year and over 95 percent, within two years –
especially telling of the mentality underpinning hydro-projects, given that
construction is usually multi-year (between 4-10 years).
For each CDM credit sold from a ‘non-additional’ source, one extra tonne of CO2 is
released into the atmosphere. Seen in this light, the hydropower projects in the
pipeline currently requesting over 60 million credits annually, constitute a
tremendous ‘greenwashing’ of environmentally-lethal projects.

In 2007, over 650
hydro-projects had
received or applied
to receive carbon
credits from CDM
mechanisms. If
approved, they
would facilitate a
windfall for
developers,
amounting to over
USD 1 billion
annually

‘Money that should be supporting decarbonization in developing countries is
flowing into the coffers of hydropower developers with the only effect on carbon
emission levels being to increase them,’ said Barbara Haya of IR. ‘Hydro
developers are repeatedly justifying their applications to the CDM with surreal
arguments, such as that projects that are already completed will only be
completed if they receive CDM revenue. Even worse is that the companies
supposed to audit the developers’ claims and the CDM’s Executive Board seem
prepared to endorse such Alice in Wonderland arguments.’

7.2

Gibe III in Ethiopia

A mega-dam, affecting over 500 000221 people is to be financed in Ethiopia,
extending to nations such as Kenya: Gilgel Gibe III. But the dam, whose height will
reach 240 m, with a 151 km reservoir, and with a storage capacity of 11.75 billion
m3, is marked by clumsy corruption and irregularities. In 2004, several weeks after
the Ethiopian Electric Power Corporation (EEPCo) granted a no-bid contract222 to
Italian firm Salini Costruttori for the construction of Gibe II, Italy cancelled EUR
367 million in bilateral debt, followed by a loan from the Italian Development
Corporation (IDC). Italy’s Ministry of Finance was still under investigation for EUR
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International Rivers, ‘Failed Mechanism: Hundreds of Hydros Expose Serious Flaws in the CDM’
Press Release, 2007, at www.internationalrivers.org/node/2326. See also analysis by Terri
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220 million in loans provided by the IDC for Gibe II when construction of Gibe III
began in July 2006.
This was before the Environmental Protection Authority received the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) – a report that would be completed only
in 2009. Thus far, three monster-contracts have been granted to Salini through a
no-bid process, and as of late 2009, the Italian government was still considering
financing Gibe III to the tune of EUR 250 million. Gibe III’s contract, currently
pegged at USD 2.1 billion – an increase of 11 percent from original estimates,
violated Ethiopia’s procurement policies for public works as well as that of the
World Bank and African Development Bank. In 2008, when Gibe was granted the
‘license to kill’, the criminal case against the IDC was closed with no conclusive
results.
Gibe III is estimated to generate 1,870 MW223, with about 50 percent (900 MW)
proposed for export to Djibouti, Sudan and Kenya. This will be a major component
of Ethiopia’s 25-year national energy master plan, with Gibe III earning a projected
EUR 300 million annually in profits from exported energy. Investment in costintensive transmission lines required to ‘export’ energy to Kenya, Sudan and
Djibouti 224 have yet to be secured. The cost for Kenya alone is USD 800 million,
as per the terms of the 2006 Memorandum of Agreement signed between Kenya
and Ethiopia for the purchase of 500 MW. But given the recurrence of drought in
Ethiopia – plaguing the country for months at a time, at a cost of USD 200
million225 a stretch, the project is characterised by energy insecurity. Meanwhile,
within Ethiopia, less than 11 percent of Ethiopians have access to electricity.
‘The plan excludes from its investment requirements those costs related to
‘distribution, rural electrification and network reinforcement resulting from demand
growth,’ said a report by NGO International Rivers (2008). In 2008, eight
hydropower dams accounted for 85-89 percent of Ethiopia’s electricity, with five
more dams226, including Gibe III, currently under construction, estimated to
generate a combined capacity of 3,125 MW. EEPCo currently generates about
1000 MW from six dam projects, with hydropower contributing 89 percent to
Ethiopia’s electricity production.
China – via the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) – has stepped in
to provide a USD 500 million loan to finance the requirements of Dongfang
Electric Machinery Corp, supplying machinery for the project. Goldman Sachs,
American Express and Germany’s Commerz Bank have cumulatively invested
USD 3.7 billion in ICBC; Sachs holds the largest share at 5.75 percent or USD 2.6
billion, injected just prior to ICBC going public on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange.
In recent years, China’s Sinyhydro has captured 50 percent of the world’s
hydropower market, chiefly through the barter system ie: ‘resources-for
223
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infrastructure’. In this way, China’s funds are returned to sender through tenders
allocated to ‘home’ countries, while exploiting the resources of host countries. And
as infrastructure is almost selectively geared to facilitate easier exploitation of
resources – as a substitute for resource revenues remitted to host governments,
China essentially liquidates African resources at a huge bargain. It is also worth
noting that over 3000 of dams constructed by Chinese companies within China
have collapsed227 due to substandard materials, hasty construction, grossly
unsuitable geographic locations, amongst other fatal flaws – leaving aside socioecological impact on ecosystems, displaced – resettled peoples, host communities
and downstream populations.
China itself does not subscribe to international environmental frameworks and
China subscribes only to the environmental framework of host countries. Ethiopia,
experiencing gross deforestation under the rule of lifetime dictator Meles Zenawi,
is unlikely to care about the dam’s impacts so long as it brings in the cash that
Ethiopia’s rent-seeking state – 90 percent dependent on strategic aid (foreign aid)
– seeks to attract.
But though China remains the primary driver behind the construction of megadams in Africa – a move since backed by the World Bank under Robert Zoellick’s
leadership, there are other, more ‘respectable’ actors involved.
According to Salini’s spokesmen, criticisms leveled against the project have
already been assessed and denied by authoritative international organisations,
such as EIB and the African Development Bank (ADB). The European Investment
Bank, having partially financed Gibe I and II, as well as the African Development
Bank, considered investment at EUR 250 million.
The efforts of civil society movements, particularly the IR network, as well as
Friends of Lake Turkana (FoLT) and others resulted in the EIB financing the EUAfrica Infrastructure Trust Fund, which has earmarked EUR 1.2 million for two
extensive studies investigating the dam’s impact on Lake Turkana as well as
Ethiopia’s Omo River.
Why does this matter? Gibewill affect three regions (including the flammable Ilemi
Triangle, located at the juncture where Southwestern Ethiopia, Southeastern
Sudan and Northwestern Kenya cross geographies), an area characterised by
conflict rooted in food and water insecurity. A 60 percent reduction in river flow
means that impacted populations include not only the displaced – the EIA
deliberately underestimated the number of people to be displaced in order to fasttrack the project – but also those located downstream, usually marginalised to the
periphery of ‘cost benefit analysis’.
Affected peoples include: 100, 000228 peoples located in Ethiopia’s Lower Omo
Valley, engaged in flood-recession agriculture as well as further 100 000229
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peoples dependent on grazing livestock or trading with farmers dependent on
flood-recession agriculture; 500, 000230 rural peoples inhabiting Ethiopia’s South
Omo zone, and 300, 000 peoples sustained by Kenya’s Lake Turkana fisheries.
Increased salinity would additionally impact the quality of potable water for
humans and livestock.
Over 200,000231 agro-pastoralists and pastoralists directly dependent on floodrecession agriculture in the lower Omo basin will immediately face severe
impoverishment, leading to conflict, famine, disease, as well as the artificial
creation of almost a quarter million ‘environmental’ refugees. This compounds the
already strained heavily-armed status of marginalised and disenfranchised ethnic
groups in regions like Southern Sudan, set to be devastated by the dam.
Damming the Omo River will drastically reduce inflow to Turkana as the former
supplies 90 percent of input with an estimated 10-12 meter drop. Scientists state
that a 5 meter drop would result in the elimination of flooding in the Omo Delta,
located mostly within Kenya. Filling Gibe III’s massive reservoir will further reduce
50 percent of the flow to Turkana, while fractures due to cracks in underlying rock
formations, revealed IR, would siphon 50-75 percent of dammed reservoir water.
The Omo River, flowing 500km south from the dam’s proposed site, feeds the
Omo National Park, an area of critical biodiversity, populated by 15 different ethnic
groups, all sustained by the river.
According to the Africa Resources Working Group (ARWG), comprised of US,
European and African academics and other scholars specializing in large hydrodam and river basin development initiatives, ‘The quantitative [and qualitative]
data included in virtually all major sections of the report were clearly selected for
their consistence with the predetermined objective of validating the completion of
the Gibe 3 hydro-dam.’232
The proposed rain-fed cultivation as well as planned flood simulation established
in the EIA deliberately mischaracterises the reality of the region’s climate, as well
as the history of mega-dams in Africa, noted for ineffective and corrupt
management and maintenance (the pattern already evidenced in the Gibe posse).
As Professor Thayer Scudder, one of twelve commissioners at the World
Commission on Dams, and one of the World Bank’s former principal resettlement
officers said, ‘planned flooding is rarely, if ever, successfully implemented in
Africa.’ This summary excludes the impact of seismic activity due to the immense
weight of the reservoir catalyzing the risk of seismic activity – a reality deliberately
discounted from the EIA.
One of semi-arid Africa’s largest rivers, Omo (and Lake Turkana) sustains a
correspondingly large population, because – despite Gibe I and II, it remains a
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resource held ‘in common; that is managed by farmers, herders and traders,
utilising centuries of region-specific knowledge and practices.’ On the issue of
utilisation of the ‘commons’, Nobel laureate Prof Elinor Ostrom has claimed233,
’The myth that I have tackled is that the users of common-pool resources would
always be helplessly trapped in overuse’. The means of stable organisation of
common-pool resources, is primarily composed of eight design principles: clearly
defined boundaries; collective-choice arrangements; congruence between
appropriation and provision rules and local conditions; monitoring; graduated
sanctions; conflict resolution mechanisms; minimal recognition of rights to
organise; and finally, where common-pool resources ‘are part of larger socioecological systems’, nested enterprises.
‘Markets and states are hardly the full set of relevant institutions for people in
contemporary society. GDP is an important indicator, but it is not the only measure
of economic activity that we should be thinking about. GDP gives us no
understanding of the successful efforts to sustain resources. We need to be
thinking about how small cities can organise, how local communities can organise,
and how regions such as the areas along the Nile crossing country lines need to
find ways of organizing,’ said Ostrom.234
But the opacity web comprising the Gibe initiative has little to do with community
organisation given that the community itself presents the greatest threat to the
project – designed to export-orient Ethiopia’s ecosystems in order to cash in
‘resource revenue’.
In this sense, the dam – against the backdrop of Ethiopia’s national energy
‘master-plan’ has been packaged as just another lucrative commodity negotiated
via a ‘secretive development agreement’ – as evidenced in the fabrication and
obfuscation informing the ‘public consultation process’ as well as the new law
designed to restrict and limit the activities of civil society.
An estimated 90 percent of the USD 7 billion235 in electricity investment will be
derived from loans – a considerable portion earmarked for export, rather than the
poverty reduction initiatives that should constitute loan demands.
Ironically, in a 2006 report, EEPco itself outlined wind as a sustainable consistent
source of energy for nine months of the year, as opposed to water tables, peaking
after June. EEPco revealed that hydro-dependency presented a tremendous
obstacle to energy generation consistency in light of drought (such as occurred in
2008, from May to September during peak water tables), resulting in decreasing
reservoir levels, and thus recommending diversification. By marginalizing the
cheap job-intensive sustainable source of wind energy, Ethiopia’s ‘rentier’
government has collateralised the country’s future, setting in motion an ‘ecogenocide’ that will initiate brutal famine and Africa’s worst water-war yet.
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International Rivers
reports that 2125
hydro projects with
an installed

Overall, mega-dams have yet to provide the progress promoted by foreign
policies, investors and agencies, and assumed by local governments. Scudder's
study of 50 dams – including 13 African dams – revealed236:
•

79 percent of displaced communities depend on agricultural production as a
primary or vital secondary economic activity for external markets

•

Living standards improved in only seven percent of cases

•

The resettlement process was completed in just 18 percent of cases

•

A positive outcome was achieved in one case. Political will on the part of the
government was inadequate in 54 percent of cases

•

Scudder reveals that one official stated the displaced should be sterilised

•

Lack of opportunity characterised 88 percent of cases

•

Landlessness or lack of arable land affected 86 percent of cases

•

Joblessness affected 80 percent of people

•

Lack of food security impacted heavily on 79 percent of people

•

89 percent of planners were adversely unaware of the importance of
common property, such as fertile land, and access to surface water

•

92 percent were negatively impacted by economic, social, environmental and
other factors of resettlement

•

43 percent were unable to compete with immigrants and 32 percent with host
communities

•

100 percent were marginalised.

capacity of 94,825
MW applied for
carbon credits,
more than twothirds of them in
China

7.3

Conclusion

International Rivers, a hydric justice group, reports that by 30 January 2012, 2125
hydro projects with an installed capacity of 94,825 MW had applied for carbon
credits, more than two-thirds of them in China. Yet, the group also cautions: ‘A
European Union law called the Linking Directive regulates the use of CDM credits
within the EU’s internal carbon trading system. The directive states that large
hydro credits entering the European Trading System must comply with the criteria
and guidelines of the World Commission on Dams (WCD). To date, none of the
large hydros in the CDM pipeline.’237 have proven WCD compliance.’ However,
Europe is marginal to such decisions.
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The idea of making major dams central to a supposed renewable energy strategy
(even gaining carbon credits) for Africa is dubious for all the reasons spelled out
above. Yet this idea predominates and, with the growing climate crisis, has been
given additional emphasis in multilateral agencies in recent years. The dam
building industry, despite all the criticisms spelled out in the official report of the
World Commission on Dams of 2000, continues its march unabated.
To combat this problem, the most important dilemma for African policy-makers
and environmental (hydric) justice organisations, is how to avoid the push of
finance into mega-dams. The strategies so far have involved advocacy against
multilateral financing, e.g. the World Bank in Ethiopia. However, the African
Development Bank and Chinese investors have far fewer qualms about investing
in destructive infrastructure.
For those courageous civil society activists in various mega-dam sites in recent
years – the Lesotho Highlands Water Project, the Bujagali Dam in Uganda, the
Mpande Nkuwa projects in Mozambique, the Himba people fighting a dam on the
Namibia-Angola Kunene River, and DRC, Ethiopian/Kenyan critics of the dams
considered in this chapter – there is now ever greater evidence from CDM
applications of the urgency of winning these battles.
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8
‘Climate-smart’
agriculture in
Kenya and
Mozambique
Biodiesel and
ethanol are only
one form of the new
drive for so called
“climate smart”
agriculture

Global warming and biofuels projects which intend to solve global warming affect
the rich and poor differently. Indeed, whereas the poor and marginalised
communities which pollute less remain adversely affected by perceived
sustainable solution to climate, the rich who pollute more have sufficient
mechanisms to cope with climate change. They dispossess the poor and women
of the land for subsistence farming and grazing animals, water for domestic
consumption and irrigation, firewood for cooking and warming, and communal
sense of belonging and consequently become poverty production processes
created and implemented by the same institutions which have a social obligation
and self-proclaimed international mandate of addressing poverty.
As a result, this chapter argues victims of the perceived and real threats of both
global warming and the biofuels projects organise to debunk the promises of
‘sustainable’ biofuels projects, even more when they become CDM projects. They
seek to resist and protect their livelihoods wherever political opportunities provide
a space for organising and freedom of expression.
The impacts of these projects on the poor, and of Jatropha in particular which is
one of the focuses of this chapter, may compromise the economic progress and
socio-political stability gained since the 2008 contested elections and ethnic
violence that followed in Kenya on the one hand; and decades of civil wars of
Mozambique on the other hand. The selection of the two countries was based on
their history of socio-political instability.
The main argument of this chapter is three-fold. First, the new drive for so called
‘climate smart’ agriculture (of which biodiesel and ethanol are only one aspect)
must be watched carefully. It is true that food producing, small scale agriculture is
key in the fight against climate change, but the call from international finance to
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include carbon in the soil into CDM, spells further trouble for small famers and
peasants. The same dilemma exists because of hype over ‘biochar’, as the
watchdog NGO Biofuelwatch has been documenting (Box 5). Second, Jatropha
plantations represent a short-sighted approach to climate change because they do
not address the root causes of the problem: political will to reduce carbon
footprint, and investment in truly renewable energy (solar energy and wind power).
Third, these projects increase and perpetuate the vulnerability of the poor and
women through expropriation of natural resources and by replacing subsistence
crops and land for grazing as permanent sources of income by cash crops that
offer fewer and unsustainable benefits to women, marginalised communities, and
small scale-famers.

8.1

Jatropha
plantations
represent a shortsighted approach to
climate change
because they do
not address the
root causes of the
problem: political
will to reduce
carbon footprint

Climate-’smart’ agriculture and soil-carbon
credits

The push behind the newest agricultural ‘revolution’ – known as climate smart
agriculture – is driven by many factors ranging from multinationals such as
Monsanto, eager to embed the money-making intellectual property of genetically
modified seeds, to that of mega-dam proponents. But we would not be wrong to
identify its most visible proponents: the World Bank and South Africa.
The momentum of both, in fact, is closely intertwined: in September 2011, three
months after she collided with ‘climate smart’ ways at the UN FAO event in Rome,
Agriculture Minister Tina Joemat-Pettersson began advocating the ‘climate smart’
concept, she organised the Bank-funded meet and greet with Africa’s agricultural
ministers. The UN’s FAO would have been a good ambassador: in their document
on the concept, the FAO states, ‘Climate-smart agriculture is rooted in sustainable
agriculture and rural development objectives which, if reached, would contribute to
achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) of reducing hunger and
improved environmental management.’238
According to this FAO report, not only is the agricultural sector the most
vulnerable – in Africa, over 90 percent of small farmers will experience drastic
crop reduction in the next few decades – but it is also one of the leading producers
of GHG, estimated at 14 percent, and ‘a key driver of deforestation and land
degradation, which account for an additional 17 percent of emissions.’
The concept extends, in many instances, to the entire economy, including
‘environmental issues, for example energy and water, as well as social issues,
such as gender, and economic issues. Achieving the four dimensions of food
security (availability and access to of food, utilisation of food for adequate
nutrition, and stability of food supply) needs to be the overall goal of food
production and distribution systems in developing countries.’239
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These projects
increase and
perpetuate the
vulnerability of the
poor and women
through
expropriation of
natural resources
and by replacing
subsistence crops
and land for cash
crops that offer
fewer and
unsustainable
benefits to women,
marginalised
communities, and
small scale-famers

The Trojan horse is green-wrapping well-established and known practices such as
conservation, within the context of the key solution: ‘Financial mechanisms …that
can blend and coordinate funding from different sources, including public, private,
agricultural development and climate financing.’240
As South Africa’s Department of Agriculture revealed that ‘considerable finance
will be needed to rapidly implement climate-smart agriculture.’ The country, the
gateway facilitating exposure, particularly through the recent COP17, irrevocably
backs the concept, using justice-speak (‘agriculture is the economic
foundation…employing about 60 percent of the workforce and contributing an
average of 30 percent of gross domestic produce…’) to motivate for the location of
solutions in neoliberal market-mechanisms.
How will this be realised? ‘The whole proposal of Climate-Smart Agriculture was
developed around the possibility of developed countries offsetting their carbon via
international carbon market – REDD, REDD+ and soil carbon market. The UNREDD Programme is the United Nations Collaborative initiative on Reducing
Emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation in developing countries.
Climate-Smart Agriculture comes packaged with carbon offsets.241
Unpacking the reasons why initiatives such as ‘climate-smarts’ soil market won’t
work, ‘there is no soil carbon market currently, if there were a market, it would not
provide revenues to farmers, the system will be biased against smallholders, to
sustain finance from an offset market, developed countries must keep emitting,
soil carbon markets are a distraction from addressing real adaptation needs and
mobilizing real funding to support adaptation’, and that ‘soil carbon markets are a
diversion from real obligations of rich countries: to reduce emissions and to
provide substantial, stable, predictable, new and additional public finance.’242
But before any of these issues can be considered, – and aside from the fact that
many African farmers, cultivating just one or two hectares of land for subsistence
would earn perhaps USD 3 per annum – most African farmers don’t hold legal
rights to the land on which the banking scheme is intended to take place.
Smuggled through in the process – as solutions – are high-cost environmentally
destructive ‘inputs’ such as fertiliser and pesticide, genetically modified seeds,
mega-dams and ill-designed irrigation projects, geared to sustain not Africa’s food
needs, but rather, commercial crops.
Among them the biofuel projects, and Jatropha in particular, are part of poverty
production processes introduced to satisfy short-sighted policies from developed
countries at the expense of the poor and subsistence farmers in developing
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countries. They produce and perpetuate poverty by dispossessing the poor of their
land, water, and sense of belonging through forced removal with little or no
consultation and compensation. They also aggravate the vulnerability of women
who are often excluded from property rights and bear the cost of source of energy
supply, water provision, and care of family members and the sick in particular.
In fact, new forms of dispossession are being created through biofuel projects
based on projections that European transport fuels should contain 5.75 percent
mix from agrofuels in 2010 and production targets of 35 billion gallons of agrofuels
a year in the USA. The subsequent need for farm land means the poor have been
and will continue to subsidise many activities which benefit the rich, as the
following case studies demonstrate.

New forms of
dispossession are
being created
through biofuel
projects based on
projections and
production targets
of 35 billion gallons
of agrofuels a year
in the USA

The process is already under way: Inter-Press Service (IPS)243 detailed of the
venture: ‘The very first project to sell soil carbon credits in Africa is underway in
Kenya. Funded by the World Bank, some 15,000 farmers and 800 farmer groups
are changing their practices to sequester carbon for a 20-year period. The costs to
set up the Kenya Agricultural Carbon Project along with the costs involved in
measuring the carbon and marketing the credits are estimated at more than one
million dollars, said Anne Maina of the African Biodiversity Network in Kenya.’

8.2

Local communities’ response in Kenya

Kenya is the most industrialised country in eastern Africa. It has 39 milllion
habitants. The agriculture sector employs 80 percent of the population and
accounts for 50 percent of exports, accounting for 25 percent of GDP. The
agricultural sector is afflicted by periodic droughts that negatively affect
investments in it. The Kenya Bureau of Statistics observes that ‘46 percent of the
total population is absolutely poor i.e. below poverty line whereas 49 percent of
the rural population is absolutely poor’. Moreover, the ‘richest 20 percent of rural
and urban populations earn 62 percent and 51 percent of income respectively.’244
Jatropha has been sold as a wonder crop for climate change and alleviation of
rural poverty in this impoverished country. Proponents of this wonder plant
contend that Jatropha is a win-win solution because the plant makes use of
marginal land not suitable for food production and does not compete with food
production. It is resistant to diseases and droughts. As a result, Jatropha benefits
the farmers, biofuel producers and consumers, and the environment.245 Estimates
that one half of a hectare of Jatropha can produce 1,900 litres of fuel246 have
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Jatropha has been
sold as a wonder
crop for climate
change and
alleviation of rural
poverty

fuelled dreams of a new investment which will create 13 000 new jobs247 for a
country with a record of 30,000 deaths of malaria and 19,000 deaths in childbirth
in 2005.248 Such promises were warmly welcomed by socio-political elites and the
private sector in a country where almost half of the population is poor.
The development-affected communities disagree, according to interviews by a
Guardian journalist.249 They argue that Jatropha and biofuels in general occur
with land grab and land dispossession as well as forced removal of the
communities from ancestral land that they occupied for decades, as the quotes
below demonstrate:
‘They told us we would be burned out if we didn’t go [...] They drove
machinery round and round the village all day and all night to drive people
out. No one understood why, as the village had been there for more than 25
years [...] The irony is that most of the land is being taken for allegedly
environmental reasons – to allow private companies to grow water-thirsty
sugar cane and Jatropha for the biofuels so much in demand in the west,
where green legislation, designed to ease carbon dioxide emissions, is
requiring they are mixed with petrol and diesel…’
On the quality of land and conditions of resettlement processes, one local elder
contended:
‘This is not a good place. Children have died; we have typhoid and malaria
now. We were healthy before and our children went to school. This river is
now the drainage for pesticides from all the big farms. The proper river has
been diverted to irrigate them and now we just get their poison. When we
were evicted they showed us the maps, and we saw many more villages who
don’t yet know they are to be evicted too. Where will they all go?’
In addition, in the Tana Delta, there is both Jatrophra plantations and sugar cane
plantations (for ethanol) being planned.
‘The eviction of the villagers to make way for a sugar cane plantation is part
of a wider land grab going on in Kenya‘s Tana Delta that is not only pushing
people off plots they have farmed for generations, stealing their water
resources and raising tribal tensions that many fear will escalate into war, but
also destroying a unique wetland habitat that is home to hundreds of rare
and spectacular birds.’
Opposition to the Jatropha project in Kenya’s Tana Delta by local activists and the
affected communities caused the British firm G4 Industries Limited to pullout from
a 28,000 hectare biofuel. This project would have destroyed a wetland ecosystem
crucial for regional wildlife in this specific area.250 Mike Pond, the Executive
www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1874835,00.html.
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Director of the G4 Industries Limited, paradoxically agrees with local activists on
the harmful impact of the project on the ecosystems. He explained the reasoning
behind the company’s pullout from the project arguing: ‘We have become
increasingly concerned about the environmental implications of operations in the
Tana Delta and we have now decided to withdraw from the region.
Box 5
Biochar for Africa?
By Almuth Ernsting, Biofuelswatch
Biochar, which is fine-grained charcoal (mainly carbon) applied to soils, is being touted as a solution to climate change, soil
degradation, low crop yields and much else. Advocates, represented globally by the International Biochar Initiative (IBI) are calling
for carbon offsets, subsidies and other private and public finance in order to produce large quantities of biochar to be tilled into soils.
They claim that by adding biochar to soils carbon can be sequestered for hundreds to thousands of years while making soils more
fertile and crops grow better. And the same technology – called pyrolysis – can produce both biochar and bioenergy in liquid and
gas form.
Biochar advocates describe the process as ‘carbon negative’. They falsely consider all bioenergy to be approximately carbon
neutral, even though experience with agrofuels and, increasingly, Europe’s and North America’s massive new demand for wood for
power stations shows that the climate impact can be devastating. Ambitions are set high: According to an article published by
members of the IBI in Nature Communications, 12 percent of all greenhouse gas emissions could be ‘offset’ with biochar – requiring
251
556 million hectares worldwide to be converted to produce crops and trees to produce it.
The fact that the scientific field trials disprove the claims made about biochar has not deterred the IBI and their member companies
and researchers. Only 11 peer-reviewed field trials have ever been published and those show that the short-term effects on crops
are very mixed – sometimes positive, sometimes negative and sometimes there are no effects. Longer-term effects have not been
researched.
The same is true for biochar and soil carbon: In one trial, for example, just one year after large amounts of biochar were added to
252
some plots, those plots contained less carbon overall than plots without any biochar. Outcomes vary greatly between different
types of biochar, different soils and soil conditions, different combinations of biochar with fertilisers, etc. The variables are so many
that it is impossible to make any predictions, at least based on current knowledge. So far, biochar lobbyists’ efforts have only had
very modest success: No biochar carbon offsets are being traded or certified as yet, all projects so far have been small and
experimental and only one multinational company currently supports their efforts – ConocoPhillips, who want to develop biochar
carbon offsets for their destructive tar sands exploitation in Canada.
Africa has been the focus of many of those organisations and companies investing in biochar ‘demonstration’ and ‘feasibility’
projects. A joint briefing by the African Biodiversity Network, Biofuelwatch and the Gaia Foundation, updated in late 2010, found
253
more than 25 different biochar projects having been announced in African countries.
A more recent presentation by a
254
representative of the IBI refers to 34 such projects in 11 African countries.
Together with Cameroonian researcher Benoit Ndameu, Biofuelwatch has now published a report which investigates one of those
projects and its initiator, Biochar Fund. Biochar Fund, based in Belgium, has described itself as a ‘social for profit organisation’. In
early 2009, they commenced biochar trials involving 75 trial plots in Kumba city and 11 nearby villages in Cameroon’s South-West
255
Province. According to an interview given by Biochar Fund’s funding director, Laurens Rademakers in August 2010,
the trials had
been a great success: Crop yields, he claimed, had increased by 240 percent on average, 1,500 farmers had been represented in
this project which was still ongoing, and the success suggested that it was possible to ‘produce and apply biochar in a sustainable
manner...and make a profit, merely because of the crop yield increase.’ He called possible future carbon offsets an ‘added bonus’.
Biochar Fund’s claims about their ‘preliminary results’ (the only one they ever published, and only on their website), received
widespread media attention.
What Benoit Ndameu found when he visited the area and spoke with farmers as well as representatives of Biochar Fund’s local
partner organisation, Key Farmers, was rather different. Only around 75 farmers had ever been involved in the trials, which had
terminated after just one single harvest season in 2009. The drop-out rate during the trials had been high – full data was obtained
from only 31 out of 75 plots. Trials involved adding different combinations and quantities of biochar and organic and/or artificial
fertilisers to 16 different sub-plots within one larger plot and taking the maize from each of those sub-plots to be measured and
weighed after harvesting.
The farmers interviewed in April 2011, who had participated in the trials spoke about their hopes and enthusiasm. According to Key
Farmers, they had been told by Biochar Fund that biochar was a proven technique for improving soil fertility. Farmers had been
assured, as confirmed by a brochure handed to them at the start of the project, that biochar ‘could help us win the fight against
climate change’ and that funds for them to take part in scaled-up project from 2010 would be sought from the voluntary carbon
markets. According to the brochure: ‘This expanded project would attract a considerable number of carbon credits’. Some were still
hopeful that such funding was forthcoming, even though there had been no sign of Biochar Fund or any activities on their part for a
long time. Many expressed doubts and weariness about the project. They had given up considerable amounts of time and labour for
free and some even reported having rented plots for the trials, and they had received nothing in return. In the villages visited, no
biochar had been made or used since the trials ended, except for one farmer who produced and applied a small amount to a plot of
chili peppers. Farmers had not been shown how to make biochar, the technique that had been used involved a ‘single barrel
method’, one of the most inefficient charcoal-making methods. For all of Biochar Fund’s public references about biochar production
being coupled with affordable and accessible renewable energy, the method they used in the Cameroon trials, like the one being
256
used in another Biochar Fund project in DR Congo, cannot be adapted to capture any energy whatsoever.
For the purpose of
science, the trials have yielded nothing: The results have not been published in any journal and have not been peer-reviewed. Only
interim results were put on Biochar Fund’s website, which has since closed down.
Did Biochar Fund really expect the imminent carbon offsets which farmers had been led to hope for? This seems hard to imagine.
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Biochar Fund has had close links to the IBI, who listed the Cameroon project as one of their ‘9 Country Projects’, stating that they
‘worked with organisations and projects in nine developing countries to help them develop and evaluate cost effective approaches
257
for the widespread introduction of biochar’.
The IBI has been working for years, so far without any success, to get biochar
included into carbon trading schemes or certified for voluntary carbon offsets. Furthermore, an assessment by the Institute of
Agriculture and Trade Policy (IATP) of a (non-biochar) soil carbon project promoted for voluntary carbon offsets by the World Bank
shows that, given the high transaction costs of such carbon offsets, farmers would at best receive USD 1 a year each – hardly the
258
funds envisaged by farmers in Western Kenya, or in South-West Cameroon.
Yet while farmers received no benefits, Biochar Fund’s Laurens Rademakers appears to have benefited considerably. He
successfully used his claims about the Cameroon trials to obtain a grant for another biochar project in DR Congo from the Congo
Basin Forest Fund (CBFF) and also to obtain a second grant from the CBFF for another project not involving biochar. According to
259
his personal website,
he has managed to create 13 different NGOs, eight of them in Africa since 2006 and has obtained a total of
USD 1.325 million in funds for different projects since 2009, nearly all of it from ‘public calls’.
Farmers’ experience with the Cameroon experiment raises questions about other biochar projects and more widely, about a range
of projects designed to demonstrate the ‘feasibility’ of different soil carbon and agricultural practices for the purpose of future carbon
offsets or other finance mechanisms which the World Bank and UN Food and Agriculture Organisation propose for so-called
‘Climate-Smart Agriculture’. These projects claim to be ‘trials’ but that there is generally no intention to publish findings in any
scientific journals. Instead unverified claims, often accompanied by pictures of smiling farmers, are being used to promote biochar
and other practices for various finance mechanisms.
Soil carbon markets – promoted by the World Bank, FAO and several governments, including Australia and New Zealand, would
create yet another loophole for polluting companies in the North to continue emitting high and even increasing amounts of carbon.
However, despite the growing hype and promotion of soil and agriculture carbon markets, there appears to be little prospect of them
taking off in the foreseeable future: 97 percent of all carbon trading worldwide takes place in the EU and the EU Emissions Trading
Scheme rules out any land-based ‘carbon sequestration’ schemes until at least 2020. Some industry analysts are predicting the
collapse of the EU’s carbon trading scheme, with prices having fallen by 56 percent already this year. The UN’s Clean Development
Mechanism has contracted by over 50 percent since 2009 and its future is also in doubt. Several other countries are planning their
own carbon trading schemes but it is not at all clear how those will develop. This leaves the voluntary carbon markets. These only
account for around 0.1 percent of the carbon markets and agriculture for just 2 percent of credits traded within them.
While project developers such as Biochar Fund have created false hopes amongst farmers as far as carbon offsets are concerned,
the IBI and other biochar advocates are looking to take advantage of other possible finance mechanisms promoted for ‘ClimateSmart Agriculture’. According to FAO, those could include a redirection of existing funding for rural development and agriculture,
including Overseas Development Aid, as well as public-private partnerships for practices claimed to sequester carbon and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. Amongst the practices promoted as ‘Climate-Smart’ are no-till, which often means mechanised no-till
GM crops, more industrial livestock, more money for agribusiness companies to run sugar or palm oil mills on bioenergy, more
agrofuels such as sugar cane ethanol, and more industrial tree plantations on farmland. Biochar is so far very much at the margins –
just one of many dubious climate-fixes which we will increasingly see promoted and possibly financed through ‘Climate-Smart
Agriculture’

8.3

Response in Mozambique

Mozambique is another interesting case regarding biofuel projects, and Jatropha
in particular. Mozambique is rich in natural resources including arable land,
mineral resources, hydropower potential from its many rivers, forests, fisheries,
gas and subsoil assets such as coal and heavy sands. Mozambique is also one of
the poorest countries in the world despite its high annual rate of economic growth.
Life expectancy was 48 years in 2002-2008. The country is one of the lowest on
the Human Development Index, ranked 172nd out of 182.260
Froger, Paz and Vissers’ report findings on ‘Selection of a Sustainability Standard
for Pilot’ debunk the myths and promises of Jatropha as wonder crop and solution
to GHG and rural poverty. These findings call for a careful consideration of
biofuels as responses to climate change and poverty even though 7,000 ha of
Jatropha was already planted in 2008, 35,000 ha by 2010, and 170 000 ha would
be planted by 2015. In fact, the biofuels’ entrepreneurs contend that Jatropha is a
wonder crop for four main reasons.
First, ‘Jatropha grows well on marginal land and can produce high yields on poor
soils’. There is not supporting studies from any of these communities, industry
experts or individuals interviewed in the study to support this claim in
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Mozambique. Instead, Jatropha is planted in arable land with fertilisers and
pesticides.
Second, ‘Jatropha requires low water use and minimal maintenance’. This study
revealed that irrigation was required during early development phase. In addition,
this is only true for areas where rainfall is between 800 mm and 1400 mm. In
contrast, a region with lower rainfall of 600mm and 800mm requires constant
irrigation for Jatropha to grow and produce expected results.
Third, ‘Jatropha is resistant to disease and pests’. The study revealed that the
wonder plant is vulnerable to diseases and has problems with fungi, virus, and
insect pests. In addition, severely attacked plants would stop producing leaves
and stay in a state of stress, which left the farmer with no choice other than to
remove the plants and consequently lose crops and income.
Fourth, ‘Jatropha does not present any risk to food security but is a development
opportunity for subsistence farmers’.
Yet in Mozambique, Jatropha competes with food crops. It is planted in direct
replacement of food crops by around 87 percent of subsistence farmers. In
addition, the land law designed to protect local communities has been
manipulated by the government through unconstitutional decrees weakening
communities’ land rights. The law should identify and emphasise the importance
of local community leaders in dealing with community rights and the prevention
and resolution of conflicts at the local level.
In practice, the investors and government undermine the law through bribes to
leaders to gain community consent without community consultation. In rare cases
when community consultations occur, they are often not transparent and they are
loaded with unfulfilled promises. Weak dissemination and a lack of translation of
documents into local languages that people can understand sustain these abuses
because knowledge is power.
In summary, the situation of Jatropha as a food-security safe biofuel crop, a
source of additional income, and a tool for rural development in Mozambique is
‘misinformed at best and dangerous at worst’. As a result, Jatropha remains a
threat to socio-economic stability and peace in Mozambique because sooner or
later, it will lead to socio-political instability and upheavals.

8.4

Conclusion

This chapter has argued that biofuels, and Jatropha projects in particular, produce
and perpetuate poverty and vulnerability of the communities that the projects are
intended to benefit. Secondly, the biofuel projects, even if they were sold as CDM
projects, do not represent sustainable solutions to climate change and do not
address the root causes of problems.
Jatropha takes away natural resources (land, water, communal sense of
belonging, and other forest resources) from and increases the vulnerability of the
women who look after the sick specifically in the context of HIV/ AIDS. These
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women are the ones who bear the cost of fetching water and firewood often far
from where they live, and other family related issues. Biofuel projects also
compete with food crops and subsistence farming. Consequently, these projects
become poverty production processes that local communities challenge in Kenya
whereas in Mozambique the promises and myths of Jatropha are debunked by a
scientific report.
The promises and myths of Jatropha as a wonder crop did not pass the scientific
assessment in the more than 32 000 ha planted. These unfounded promises are
misleading. They also represent a threat to peace and socio-political climate in
these countries. The push for Jatropha in Africa (as in India and in other countries)
should be placed in a wider context. There is a general attempt to eliminate or
push into a corner food-producing peasant agriculture. This includes the diversion
of land for purported climate-change purposes: tree plantations that are supposed
to absorb carbon dioxide, Jatropha or ethanol that are supposed to substitute for
oil as in the Tana Delta, and also some forms of ‘climate smart’ agriculture with
payment for soil-carbon. All such trends belong together.
While the Via Campesina rightly claims that ‘peasant agriculture cools down the
Earth’ (because of less use of fossil fuels and more carbon in the soil) this would
be perverted by the CDM process into simply another way of controlling farmers,
through the creation of another source of profits for intermediaries and another
excuse not to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases.
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Conclusions
The conclusion reached by the research team spanning Durban’s Centre for Civil
Society and Dartmouth’s Climate Justice Research Project, is that the CDM
experience in Africa is a failure in a double sense. It has not actually contributed to
slowing down climate change, and it has caused negative side effects. In short the
mechanism known as the CDM simply ‘Cannot Deliver the Money’ required for
either ensuring African emissions mitigation, a transformative energy/transport/
production system for Africa, or the North’s payment of its climate debt to Africa.
This is especially true when CDMs are sold not within an open market with
countless buyers and sellers, but instead within an oligopoly-oligopsony (Chapter
Two) that is hostage to the whimsies of world financial markets. Those markets
continue to crash, especially the European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme. In
this context, the emissions markets were the wrong idea (a neoliberal strategy) in
the wrong place (financial markets) at the wrong time (the 2000s era of repeated
bubbles and bursts).

The CDM
experience in Africa
has not actually
contributed to
slowing down
climate change,
and it has caused
negative side
effects

Moreover, there are a great many micro-project problems that this report has
unearthed, in the seven core case studies in the prior chapters. Emblematic is that
the ‘additionality’ that the CDM supposedly requires before money is granted – so
as to prevent gaming of the system – was violated in the leading South African
project, Bisasar Road, according to the project manager, just as the UNFCCC
secretary Christine Figueres called it one of the ten best such projects in the
world. (If there were justice, Bisasar Road would be deregistered as a CDM and
the dump closed immediately, for the benefit of its neighbouring residents.)
Given such naivety, can the UNFCCC properly regulate CDMs? As this report
goes to press, South Africa’s former environment minister Valli Moosa –
implicated in what the government’s Public Protector called ‘improper’ conduct in
relation to conflicts of interest when he chaired Eskom and sat on the ruling party’s
Finance Committee – is chairing a public policy review of the CDM for the
UNFCCC. This raises big questions about that review’s bias. Not a single member
of the panel Moosa heads has questioned CDMs; the UNFCCC panel members
have conflicts of interest insofar as they will personally benefit if the CDM
mechanism receives further taxpayer-funded bailouts. Likewise, the failure of the
CDM mirrors the overall failure of carbon trading, as discussed in detail, and on
18-19 April, European environment ministers deliberate on the potential bailout of
those markets through artificial withdrawal of permits. In other words, the carbon
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trading gamble has failed miserably both on its own terms, and with respect to
delivering benefits to Africa, the main victim of climate change.
As this study was being finalised, three additional reports emerged that back up
the message that Africa should not rely on CDMs or carbon markets more
generally. First, Alain Bellassen and Valentin Cornier of CDC Climate embarked
on a lengthy study of CDM successes and failures, concluding that although
accredited CDM status has been given to over 7000 projects, of the 1.8 billion in
expected CERs that were expected to mature by April 2011, only 576 million –
about 30 percent – were actually issued.261
Second, there were in early 2012 reports of a potential European Commission
intervention to save the EU ETS. According to Alexander Jung in Der Spiegel,
‘Emissions trading, the European Union hoped, would limit the release of
harmful greenhouse gases. But it isn’t working. The price for emissions
certificates has plunged, a development that is actually making coal more
attractive than renewable energy… The European Parliament’s Industry
Committee plans to vote later this month on whether Brussels should reduce
the number of carbon certificates it provides. A vote in favor would see the
EU auctioning off 1.4 billion fewer credits than planned during the next
trading period from 2013 to 2020. The cut of roughly 8 percent, it is hoped,
will push prices back up. Yet this type of market intervention reveals the
system’s central design flaw: politicians determine the total amount of CO2
that industry in the EU may emit, a limit that applies years into the future,
without any way to know how the economy – and thus the demand for
trading certificates – will develop during that period…
Bit by bit, the business of emissions certificates is losing its purpose and
incentive. In hindsight, it’s clear that introducing a CO2 tax – another
alternative discussed initially – would have been more feasible and more
effective. Another option would have been to establish limits and then tighten
them every year. A battle raging between the EU and the rest of the world
over the decision to require airlines flying to or from Europe to purchase
carbon certificates is not exactly generating extra support for emissions
trading. For the EU, at this point, it’s become purely a matter of saving its
prestigious project. ‘262

Potential reforms in
Europe appear
incapable of
stopping the rot in
the EU-ETS, the
core financing
source for African
CDM

The big question, however, is whether this sort of emergency financial-system
bailout would be any more successful than all the other post-2008 bailouts, which
transferred sums from taxpayers to bankers with negligible changes in either
financial institution behaviors or performance, resulting in increasing rather than
decreasing systemic risk and ongoing moral hazard. The Financial Times
addressed this in an article, ‘Emissions trading: Cheap and dirty’, which included
some scathing quotes about how far the EU-ETS has degenerated both in policy
and market terms:
Johannes Teyssen, chief executive of Eon, the German energy group that is one
of Europe’s largest, stunned an audience in Brussels last week when he
pronounced the market broken. ‘Let’s talk real,’ he said. ‘The ETS is bust, it’s
dead… I don’t know a single person in the world that would invest a dime based
on ETS signals…’
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‘The market has suffered other indignities in its brief history, from value added tax
frauds worth billions of euros to the cyber theft of millions of permits from
companies’ electronic accounts. But, because it calls into question the
fundamental workings of the market itself, the price slide may be its most serious
affliction. ‘The carbon price is far lower than we estimated it to be when we
adopted the whole system,’ says Martin Lidegaard, climate and energy minister for
Denmark, current holder of the EU’s rotating presidency. ‘I think it’s fair to say that
the situation is not sustainable in the long term.’…
‘The ETS is a joke,’ says Per Lekander, a UBS analyst who estimates that
the market is saturated with 35-48 percent more permits than are needed to
meet this year’s compliance requirements. It will remain awash in excess
permits at least until 2025, he predicts.263
In short, potential reforms in Europe appear incapable of stopping the rot in the
EU-ETS, the core financing source for African CDMs.

In spite of the
African media’s
near-blackout on
the carbon trading
crisis and the
failure of the CDM
mechanism, there
is growing
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climate activist
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serious researchers

Third, in spite of the African media’s near-blackout on the carbon trading crisis and
the failure of the CDM mechanism, there is growing awareness of the problem at
the climate activist base and amongst serious researchers. In late 2011, the Pan
African Climate Justice Alliance (PACJA) in Nairobi and Institute for Security
Studies (ISS) in Cape Town issued an extensive report on African CDMs. One of
the contributors, Yacob Mulugetta of Surrey University, expressed the problem
succinctly:
‘The argument that carbon trading offers real benefits to the poor in Africa is
simply not credible. What is puzzling is the persistence of the proponents of
carbon markets, who continue to cling onto these ideas in the face of
mounting evidence that carbon trading does not deliver results
commensurate to the effort invested in it... Fundamental inequality is behind
the climate problem, and the search for solutions must involve industrialised
societies making fundamental structural changes to their lifestyles, energy
practices, and their production and consumption systems.264 ‘
The PACJA/ISS report was scathing of using subsidies meant for supporting
Africans, to instead prop up the world carbon market, especially via the African
Development Bank’s African Carbon Facility:
‘It promises to buy post-2012 credits in order to ‘maintain private sector
confidence’ in the ailing carbon market, as well as providing debt financing
for the development of new projects. The AfDB is also offering an African
Carbon Support Programme, which was launched in November 2010. This is
supported by the Fund for African Private Sector Assistance, a joint initiative
of Japan, Austria and the AfDB to promote private sector development. The
aim is to support potential project developers throughout the whole CDM
process, from formulating the original project idea through to advice on credit
sales. The running of the programme has been outsourced to Carbon Limits,
the Norwegian consultancy which developed the Pan Ocean Gas Utilization
Project.265 ‘
In addition, PACJA/ISS expressed concern about the African Carbon Asset
Development Facility (a joint venture of the United Nations Environment
Programme, Standard Bank of South Africa, and the German Federal
Environment Ministry), which provides technical support and small grants for
project developers to establish 15 CDM projects. As PACJA/ISS argue, this
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This project
demonstrates that
projects with highly
adverse social,
environmental and
economic outcomes
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strategy ‘diverts scarce public resources away from directly addressing climate
change.’
Another result, as shown in many of the case studies in the pages above, is that
projects with highly adverse social, environmental and economic outcomes are
being promoted. A ‘Resource Curse’ exists insofar as inappropriate, highly
undemocratic and underdevelopmental activities are being carried out through
financing that ostensibly should address the climate crisis.
An appropriate alternative, instead, is to finance African adaptation, mitigation and
climate debt repayments from North to South through a genuine Green Climate
Fund. The proceeds of such funding should include a Basic Income Grant
mechanism that ensures ordinary African who are victims of climate change
benefit, not the kinds of often malevolent, corporate-subsidised projects we have
considered above.
Only then would a genuine step be taken towards making a Clean Development
Mechanism for Africa worthy of the name, instead of a nickname that might
become more popular in coming months and years: Cannot Deliver the Money. As
argued by the PanAfrican Climate Justice Alliance and Institute for Security
Studies, the CDM is diverting scarce public resources away from directly
addressing climate change, and towards projects that are often highly polluting
and socially harmful.
The main purpose of carbon offsets is to help industrialised countries to delay
making emissions reductions at source. The CDM is an avoided responsibility
mechanism, which counts claimed reductions in developing countries as
equivalent to actual cuts in industrialised countries. Instead the rich countries
should face up to their ecological debts because of disproportionate emissions of
carbon dioxide over many years.
Although the African continent may see an increase in the overall number of
projects, its share of the overall market is not likely to alter significantly, and Africa
will remain on the margins of the global carbon market. By 2020, the largest
number of CDM credits produced across the content will be related to extractive
industries, most notably the oil sector (avoided gas flaring) in Nigeria. Such
projects tend to lock in fossil fuel dependence rather than facilitating a transition to
more sustainable development paths. Other projects are big dams or eucalyptus
or pine plantations (or the novel ‘climate smart’ agriculture), announcing more
instance of dispossession with negative effects on humans and nature, as we
have seen in previous chapters.
The price of carbon credits is falling. Instead of pushing for Africa’s inclusion in
this failing market, policy makers and institutions should be looking to more
effective and just forms of financing. To address mitigation needs, meanwhile, the
first step remains the adoption of higher, binding emissions targets by
industrialised countries.
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Appendix
The media’s blind
faith in markets
One of the most important determinants of markets is the quality of information
that participants get. The leading business newspaper on the African continent is
Johannesburg’s Business Day, serving Africa’s largest financial marketplace (in
Sandton, Johannesburg) and the continent’s largest emitters. (Indeed the world’s
largest single-source CO2 emissions site is Sasol’s Secunda operation.) For that
reason, it would be natural for the respected Business Day newspaper to pick up a
seemingly-limitless supply of news – e.g. from Reuters’ pointcarbon.com service –
about the world carbon markets, especially given the heavy reliance of Durban’s
COP17 outcomes on healthy markets.
But while the markets are decidedly unhealthy, in the five weeks following the
COP17, at least forty Reuters news stories about market imperfections (including
fraud in France and Germany), massive oversupply and outright crashing prices
were practically ignored by Business Day, Johannesburg. The headines and URLs
for those negative stories are supplied in the Table 3, none of them were covered
by Business Day. Box 6 contains the only two stories in Business Day
corresponding to this news flow (aside from a minor reference to carbon markets
and African air transport). The first story in Business Day, by Sue Blaine on 15
December 2011, was decidedly positive about carbon markets and is reproduced
in full, whereas the second – by two co-authors of this report – was included only
after a half-dozen requests were made to Business Day editorial page directors, to
address the newspaper’s intrinsic bias.
As illustrated in the third BOX, the six months of reports by Business Day prior to
the COP17 were also very upbeat about the prospects of South Africa (and Africa)
benefitting from a renewed commitment to Kyoto. Contained in the fourth BOX are
the only two forthrightly critical analyses about CDMs and the broad carbon
trading strategy that we are aware of appearing in mainstream (Independent
Newspaper group) periodicals around the time of the COP17, again by this
report’s authors.
In December 2011, two of the main commentators Business Day relied upon for
information about carbon markets were former leading officials from Pretoria’s
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Department of Environment: Crispian Olver and Joanne Yawitch. Both were
responsible for leading South Africa towards endorsement of market-based
strategies and promoting CDMs such as Bisasar Road, and both are lucratively
employed in the private sector, suggesting once again that a ‘crony capitalist’
relationship between the SA state and business has become a significant
problem.
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Table 3

Carbon market headlines missed in Africa’s leading business daily

Source: Own elaboration
Carbon kicks off 2012 on bearish note, drops 10 pct
European carbon prices began 2012 with a steep fall of almost 10 percent on Tuesday, extending last week’s losses on sliding German power prices
and a warmer-than-expected holiday period. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1709203
Legal, economic concerns mute aviation CO2 trade
Airlines are taking a guarded approach to carbon trade since joining the European Union carbon scheme on Jan. 1, as ongoing legal challenges and
economic concerns hinder their activity, brokers and analysts said on Tuesday. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1709414
Camco warns of writedown amid record low CER prices
Camco, a developer of cleaner energy projects and a major seller of U.N.-backed carbon credits, said Tuesday it will have to revise its revenue forecast
downwards because of a plunge in offset prices seen last year. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1709238
EU carbon dips 2 pct, nears record lows
EU carbon prices fell almost 2 percent and neared record lows on Wednesday as a weak German power market offset the bullish influence of a strong
rally in crude oil. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1709623
EU Parliament vote on ETS intervention set for Feb 28
A European Parliament vote on a proposal backing intervention to prop up the EU’s Emissions Trading Scheme will take place on Feb 28, rather than
Jan. 24 as previously expected, a parliament official said on Wednesday. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1710233
U.N. agency ups CER supply outlook 1.6 pct
UNEP Risoe on Wednesday raised its CER supply estimate by 1.6 percent following a surge of issuances in December, when the U.N. handed out
over 32 million offsets, the third-highest monthly total on record. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1710139
BlueNext agrees to pay 32 mln euro VAT fraud settlement
Paris-based carbon exchange BlueNext has agreed to pay 31.8 million euros to the French government to settle liabilities related to VAT fraud that
occurred on the bourse between 2006 and 2009, according to regulatory filings. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1709829
CER buyers seek contract rejigs, exits as prices collapse
Carbon offset buyers are seeking ways to renegotiate purchase agreements or even nullify them after market prices crashed far below their wholesale
credit costs, several sources told Point Carbon News. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1712328
CERs hit record lows, EUAs fall 2 pct
Prices of U.N. carbon offsets plunged to a record low on Friday, tumbling around 6.5 percent from the previous close as traders sold CERs amid thin
liquidity and hefty issuances. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1712044
ANALYSIS: Passenger fare hike may earn airlines a CO2 windfall
Airlines could reap windfall profits from a USD 3 passenger surcharge, introduced to cover new costs from an EU law regulating greenhouse gas
emissions, because the carriers will receive most of their CO2 permits for free. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1713406
Analysts at odds over supply impact of weak CER prices
Analysts are at odds over whether record low prices for U.N. carbon offsets means project developers will postpone requests to get credits issued
because they are now unprofitable. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1713370
South Korean emissions bill risks delay
South Korea’s plan to launch an emissions trading scheme in 2015 risks getting derailed if the government fails to get the bill through parliament ahead
of April elections. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1712917
Barcap slashes 2012 carbon price outlook
Barclays Capital on Tuesday slashed its price outlook for EU and U.N.-backed carbon for 2012 and beyond, as prospects of a recession could further
weaken demand in the oversupplied carbon market. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1713909
Legal setback sparks California CO2 market sell-off
A ruling that has put the brakes on California’s Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCSF) program has sparked a sell-off of CO2 permits, pushing prices down
11 percent. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1713441
French court convicts five of carbon VAT fraud
A French court on Wednesday sentenced five people to one to five years in jail, and to pay massive fines for evading tax through carbon trading, a
lawyer for one of the accused told Point Carbon News. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1715144
EC threatens court action over late phase 3 EUA plans
The European Commission has warned 17 EU nations that it could start legal proceedings against them if they don’t submit 2013-2020 plans for
allocating emissions permits before a March 1 deadline. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1714545
UPDATE 1: ICE suspends CO2 broker
CarbonDesk Ltd ICE Futures Europe has suspended the membership of London-based emissions brokers CarbonDesk Limited until further notice, the
exchange said, after the firm said it could no longer pay creditors and named administrators. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1715072
CCAs slide 8 pct amid fears of CO2 market challenge
California carbon allowances (CCAs) for delivery in 2013 slid 8 percent from the previous week to USD 14.10/t on Thursday, as a recent legal decision
that halted the enforcement of a low-carbon fuel program in the state has raised fears its carbon market may face a similar fate.
www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1716566
Rock-bottom AAU prices could spur CER sell-off: sources
Several governments and Japanese firms are considering selling U.N.-backed carbon credits and replacing them with cheaper government CO2
permits to meet emission reduction targets, two sources said this week – a move that could pile further pressure on CER prices.
www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1715940
NZ carbon slides 1.5 pct to fresh record low
Spot carbon permits in the New Zealand emissions trading scheme fell 1.5 percent over the week to close Thursday at a record low NZD 6.70, amid
lingering weak prices in Europe and low market liquidity. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1715541
EC rules out new post-2012 offsets from emerging economies
The climate deal struck in Durban last month does not change EU rules on what types of offsets European companies can use to meet emission
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targets under the bloc’s Emissions Trading Scheme, the European Commission said late on Wednesday. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1715929
China ups efforts to meet EU cut-off date for carbon credits
China last month approved 139 new Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) projects in a last-ditch effort to maximise offset supply to the EU emissions
trading scheme. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1717320
ANALYSIS: EU carbon price outlook for 2012 bleak without intervention
European emissions prices are expected to remain low next year as fresh supply of permits will outweigh an uptick in demand from increased utility
hedging and the entry of thousands of airlines into the EU’s carbon market on January 1. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1707845
EUAs end 2011 down 49 pct yr/yr, CERs lose 63 pct
European carbon prices shed nearly half of their value in 2011 on fears about the euro zone’s future and a persisting surplus of permits, but analysts
see prices recovering somewhat in early 2012. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1707836
Russia exports 1.1m carbon credits, issues 365,000
The Russian government has issued 365,000 Emission Reduction Units in the past 10 days and exported more than 1.1 million credits to foreign
buyers as it seeks to cash in on its huge surplus of U.N.-backed carbon credits amid record low prices. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1705728
CCFE traders sue Richard Sandor over exchange rights
Twenty four traders have filed a lawsuit against the founder of the Chicago Climate Futures Exchange (CCFE) and its top executives, claiming they
mislead them into buying trading privileges, which they now say are worthless. http://www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1705108
ANALYSIS: Ban not enough to bolster NZ carbon prices
The New Zealand government’s decision to ban the use of U.N.-issued industrial gas carbon credits in its carbon trading scheme is too little, too late to
prop up falling prices, but is likely to boost market confidence. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1705318
New Zealand bans industrial gas carbon credits
The New Zealand government on Thursday announced it will ban the use of U.N.-issued carbon credits from industrial gas projects in its emissions
trading scheme in a bid to bolster weak prices. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1705088
U.N. bans Lithuania from carbon trade
A U.N. panel on Wednesday suspended Lithuania from transferring Kyoto permits due to a breach of reporting rules, a verdict that will prevent the
country from selling emission rights and issuing carbon credits. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1705069
ANALYSIS: Withdrawal of 1.4bln EUAs unlikely to pass: observers
A proposal by the European Parliament on Tuesday to withhold up to 1.4 billion EU allowances during the third phase of the EU ETS, which prompted
a 30 percent spike in prices, is likely to be dismantled at a later date, observers said. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1704578
EU report targets CO2 credits from large hydro projects
A new report commissioned by the EU into the environmental integrity of the U.N’s Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) has criticised the use of
carbon credits from large hydro schemes in the bloc’s carbon market, raising the prospect that they may be banned.
www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1703397
Revenues fall at Indian utility as it hoards CERs Revenues at Indian clean power generator
Greenko fell 20 percent in the six months to Sep. 30 as the company opted to withhold sales of U.N.-backed carbon offsets amid weak prices, the
company’s results showed Thursday. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1702507
China aviation body urges members not to cooperate with EU CO2 scheme
Chinese airlines have been urged not to cooperate with a controversial scheme that will force them to buy carbon credits for all flights entering Europe
starting on Jan. 1, the head of the country’s aviation industry group said. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1701954
Ontario won’t be ready for CO2 trading in 2013: source
Plans to build a U.S.-Canadian emissions trading system across four states and provinces have hit a hurdle after it emerged that Canada’s most
populous province will struggle to meet a 2013 deadline, a source close to the process said, a move that could slash the size of the market by 22
percent. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1700825
ANALYSIS: Durban deal delays debate on new markets
Sunday’s landmark global climate talks opened the door for the emergence of several new market mechanisms, but the so-called Durban Platform has
done little to boost demand by getting countries to further cut emissions, meaning profits for investors will be slim.
www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1701225
CERs hit record low, EUAs plummet below 7 euros
U.N-backed carbon offsets plunged 9.8 percent to an all-time low Tuesday on the back of continued fears of over-supply in the market, while EUAs fell
by 6.6 percent on a weaker euro. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1700991
Australia and NZ may not sign Kyoto: UK’s Huhne
Australia and New Zealand may not sign a second round of targets under the Kyoto Protocol because their main trading partners are not under a legal
commitment to cut emissions, the UK’s secretary of state for energy and climate change said Tuesday. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1701223
Durban deal raises doubts over EU offset eligibility
The Durban climate deal will likely see EU ETS restrictions lifted on newly registered offsets from emerging economies, according to Barclay Capital
analysts on Monday, but other market watchers doubted it would trigger changes. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1700747
EUAs down 3 pct as traders shrug off ‘Durban bounce’
EU carbon prices fell around 3 percent on Monday as traders reacted to weaker energy prices and gloomy stock markets, wiping out early gains on
emissions exchanges related to a positive outcome of U.N. climate talks in Durban. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1700516
German carbon trial prosecutor urges long sentences
A German prosecutor on Monday demanded jail terms of up to eight and a half years for six men on trial for fraud involving evasion of taxes on carbon
permits, with a verdict possible as early as next week. www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1700671
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Box 6 Carbon market coverage in Business Day in six months before/during COP17
Nedbank unit in forest deal STAFF WRITER 09 Dec 2011
CRISPIAN OLVER: COP-17: Gap in global climate finance will be a disaster THIS week, the report of the Transitional Committee
on the Green Climate Fund, co-chaired by our own Minister in the Presidency, Trevor Manuel, was presented to the COP-17
plenary. The report proposes operational arrangements for a global fund to support mitigation and adaptation in developing
countries. If agreed to, this will be one of the most successful outcomes of COP-17 and will revolutionise financing for climate
adjustment in the developing world. 02 Dec 2011
Carbon plans may hurt outlook for jobs, investment, industry warns Money, like climate, knows few borders and it is imperative that
whatever South Africa signs up to at the United Nations climate change talks in Durban, it does not harm its ability to compete
globally, or investors will go elsewhere, says Sasol’s senior group operations executive Andre de Ruyter. 22 Nov 2011
Transport key to turning Durban into low-carbon city The eThekwini municipality’s transport sector requires ‘urgent’ attention for
Durban to become a low-carbon city and promote the green economy, according to a report released earlier this year by the
Academy of Science of South Africa (Assaf). 22 Nov 2011
Report warns of USD 45bn climate change funds gap A CLIMATE change funding ‘gap’ that could reach USD 45bn is emerging
because the world’s major economies can no longer afford previously envisaged levels of investment under current austerity
measures, according to a report released by Ernst & Young yesterday. 18 Nov 2011
Joburg struggling to gain carbon credits JOHANNESBURG mayor Parks Tau complains about the long-winded, bureaucratic
process the city has been forced to follow after applying for carbon credits for two projects, one of which was the Reya Vaya bus
rapid transit (BRT) system. 16 Nov 2011
Australia passes landmark carbon tax laws AUSTRALIA yesterday passed landmark laws to impose a price on carbon emissions
in one of the biggest economic reforms in a decade, injecting new impetus into next month’s global climate talks in SA. 09 Nov
2011
Spekboom project to earn SA R250m via carbon credits SA IS ready to sell carbon credits in a project that could bring in R250m
towards labour-intensive rehabilitation of degraded agricultural and conservation areas, according to the Department of
Environmental Affairs. 24 Oct 2011
EMISSIONS SA HAS benefited more than any other African country from carbon investment facilitated by the Kyoto Protocol’s
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). However, the country’s potential as a player in the market is in danger of coming to an
abrupt end. Carbon market investment in SA has been driven primarily by the EU-ETS and, as this programme enters its third
phase, European policy makers are likely to restrict, from entry into the EU-ETS, carbon credits from all but the least developed
nations.30 Sep 2011
Carbon – the new world currency EVEN before British economist Nicholas Stern pointed out in his 2006 report that it would be
significantly more expensive to adapt to climate change than to try to stop it, the investment world had turned countries’ unused
greenhouse gas emissions allowances into a tradable asset. 10 Aug 2011
Slow power regulatory process irks investors SA NEEDS a proper power regulatory process to let companies feed excess power
into the national grid as cogeneration becomes the key to fulfilling industry’s energy needs, says KPMG resource economist
Rohitesh Dhawan. 27 Jul 2011
SA, China, Brazil, Saudi Arabia ‘likely to delay new carbon shipping measures’ SA, CHINA, Brazil and Saudi Arabia are likely to
delay until 2019 adherence to the International Maritime Organisation’s (IMO’s) newly adopted measures on reducing shipping’s
greenhouse gas emissions, which come into force in 2013. 20 Jul 2011
SA ‘ready to do lots of business on carbon trading market’ SA IS well poised to do a lot of business on the USD 142bn global
carbon credit market, says Adam Simcock, head of Carbon Check, which is accredited to perform verification activities on behalf of
the Clean Development Mechanism of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. 15 Jul 2011
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Box 7 Critical analyses of carbon markets in the South African press Business Day in six months before/during COP17
African climate CDMs ‘Can’t Deliver the Money’
By Patrick Bond and Michael Dorsey, Sunday Independent, 26 November 2011
Africa is being cooked by climate change, and those causing the crisis should compensate the victims. This is probably the only
hope for any top-down action at the Durban COP17 next month, with the Green Climate Fund design committee co-chaired by
Trevor Manuel now searching for the USD 100 billion promised by US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton in Copenhagen two years
ago.
One dangerous vehicle for delivering money to Africa is the Clean Development Mechanism, the CDM, which was included in the
Kyoto Protocol as a way for Third World projects to get resources. But it isn’t delivering the goods, for a variety of reasons that
mean Durban should host a rethink. The aim is to facilitate innovative carbon-mitigation and alternative development projects by
drawing in funds from northern greenhouse gas emitters in exchange for their continued pollution. It is the use of ‘market solutions
to market problems’ so as to lower the business costs of transitioning to a post-carbon world. After a cap is placed on total
emissions, the idea is that high-polluting corporations and governments can buy ever more costly carbon permits from those which
don’t need so many, or from those willing to part with the permits for a higher price than the profits they make in production or
energy-generating or transport activities.
With Europe as the base, world emissions trade grew to around USD 140 billion in 2008 and although markets then went flat due
to economic meltdown, increasing corruption investigations and Copenhagen-induced despondency, the trade in air pollution was
at one point projected to expand to USD 3 trillion/year by 2020 if the US were to sign on. The USD 3 trillion estimate didn’t even
include the danger of a bubbling derivatives market, which might have boosted the figure by a factor of five or more.
In November 2010, a new estimate of up to USD 50 billion/year by 2020 in North-South market-related transfers and offsets
emerged from a United Nations High-Level Advisory Group on Financing for climate mitigation and adaption, including Manuel.
World climate managers evidently hope to skimp on grants and instead beg business to push vast monies into CDMs instead.
Durban is an important guinea pig, for at SA’s lead CDM pilot, the Bisasar Road landfill, methane from rotting rubbish is converted
to electricity. After helping set it up, the World Bank refused in August 2005 to take part in marketing or purchasing Bisasar Road
emissions credits. Local activists say the reason was growing awareness of Durban’s notorious environmental racism.
In March 2005, just as the Kyoto Protocol came into force, a Washington Post front-page story revealed how community organiser
Sajida Khan suffered cancer from Bisasar Road’s toxic legacy. Back in 1980, the landfill – Africa’s largest – was plopped in the
middle of Durban’s Clare Estate suburb, across the road from Khan’s house, thanks to apartheid insensitivity. Instead of honoring
African National Congress politicians’ promises to close the dump in 1994, the municipality kept it open when USD 15 million in
emissions financing was dangled. After Khan died in mid-2007 after her second bout with cancer – which she believed was landfillinduced – Clare Estate civic pressure to close Bisasar subsided and Durban began raising EUR 14/tonne for the project from
private investors.
In 2009 the Financial Times reported, ‘The CDM inherits the UN’s suffocating bureaucracy, so smaller projects struggle to gain
approval. But more important than what it keeps out is what it lets in. The criterion of ‘additionality’ is supposed to rule out projects
that would not be undertaken without CDM payments. Not only is this counterfactual approach utterly unverifiable; it is also an
ideal target for gaming.’ Since then little has changed, as this week’s United Nations Executive Board meeting at Moses Mabhida
Stadium will again witness bureaucratic impotence, cronyism, and a handful of powerful countries controling nearly three-quarters
of the credits produced. The CDM is neither reducing emissions nor securing its promised sustainable development.
The Executive Board suffers from inadequate governance. UN rules specify that ‘members, including alternate members, of the
[Clean Development Mechanism’s] Executive Board shall have no pecuniary or financial interest in any aspect of a CDM project
activity or any designated operational entity.’ Despite this rule, CDM Board members often maintain multiple roles at the same
time, many of which are lucrative. Board members serve as negotiators during UN climate talks. They represent their countries’
national authorities, or act as managers of large government CDM purchasing programs. Yet the NGO CDM Watch reports that ‘a
conflict of interest is only noted in 4 out of 46 meeting reports of the Board.’ This shyness reflects an overall lack of transparency in
decision making. According UN rules meetings of the Board ‘shall be open to attendance, as observers, by all Parties and by all
UNFCCC accredited observers and stakeholders, except where otherwise decided by the Executive Board.’ However, due to a
rising number of discussions on individual cases, large parts of the meetings of the Board take place behind closed doors.
The CDM gives primacy to its ties to large corporations while often overlooking and even ignoring its foundational institutional
mandate to sustainable development on behalf of Africa. The Global Justice Ecology Project describes CDMs as the ‘Corporate
Development Mechanism’ and the ‘Corrupt Development Machine.’ The top four beneficiary countries – China, India, Brazil and
Mexico – received three quarters of CDM project support, with China alone generating more than half.
The only real winners in emissions markets are speculators, financiers, consultants (including some in the NGO scene) and energy
sector hucksters who make billions of dollars in profits on the sale of notional emissions reduction credits. As the air itself became
privatised and commodified, poor communities across the world suffer, and resources and energy are diverted away from real
solutions.
This week at Durban’s UN CDM meeting, a barrage of reports critical of the UN’s CDM strategy will be released by academics
(including ourselves) and NGOs, and the credibility that carbon trading needs to gain traction going into the COP itself will erode.
This is good, because only by leapfrogging market ‘solutions’ that depend upon chaotic, unfair financial markets will we get to the
genuine solutions so desperately needed to solve the climate crisis.
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Durban’s climate Zombie tripped by dying carbon markets
By Patrick Bond, The Mercury, 20 December 2011
Looking back now that the dust has settled, South Africa’s COP17 presidency appears disastrous. This was confirmed not only by
Durban’s delayed, diplomatically-decrepit denouement, but by plummeting carbon markets in the days immediately following the
conference’s ignoble end last Sunday.
Of course it is tempting to ignore the stench of failure and declare Durban ‘an outstanding success,’ as did SA environment
minister Edna Molewa. ‘We have significantly strengthened the international adaptation agenda,’ she explained about the nearempty Green Climate Fund, whose design team was co-chaired by planning minister Trevor Manuel. ‘The design of the fund
includes innovative mechanisms for bringing private sector and market mechanisms into play to increase the potential flow of
funding into climate change responses.’ This is absurd. Because the USD 100 billion promised by Hillary Clinton in Copenhagen
two years ago is apparently fictional (aside from minor commitments by South Korea, Germany and Denmark), Molewa’s two
crucial albeit unintended words are ‘play’ and ‘potential.’
In our new book, Durban’s Climate Gamble: Trading Carbon, Betting the Earth, critical researchers show why emissions markets
are as comatose as the Kyoto Protocol. Only a Suncoast Casino drunkard would put money – much less the planet – on the odds
of a death-bed resurrection.
Bolivia’s former UN ambassador Pablo Solon scolded the hosts for turning Kyoto into a ‘Zombie, a soulless undead.’ The 1997
treaty’s soul was a commitment that emissions cuts would be binding, but several of the richest polluting countries – the US,
Canada, Japan, Russia, Australia and New Zealand – won’t sign on the second commitment period. To sabotage Kyoto,
Washington continues its voluntary ‘pledge and review’ policy pantomime.
Kyoto’s original brain contained a species survival mechanism: a pledge to keep the earth’s temperature at a livable level. Now,
the Durban Platform contains ‘less than half of the necessary cuts to keep the temperature increase below 2°C,’ says Solon. ‘This
will be known as the lost decade in the fight against climate change.’ As the soul-deprived, brain-dead, heartless climate-policy
Zombie stumbled off the Durban Platform last week in the direction of Qatar for the COP18 next year, it immediately tripped on the
crumpled carbon markets.
The emissions trade is failing not only in Europe but also in our own backyard. An Africa Report investigation unveiled Durban’s
highest-profile pilot Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) carbon-trading project as a scam. At Bisasar Road landfill in the Clare
Estate neighbourhood, the R100+ million methane-to-electricity CDM project was despised because it kept the continent’s largest
official dump open far beyond the point it should have been closed. Instead of being burned and flared on-site, methane gas from
Bisasar’s rotting rubbish should have been piped out for industrial use, far away from residential areas, according to the late
community activist Sajida Khan. Before dying of cancer caused by the dump in 2007, she tirelessly campaigned to close Bisasar
dump and thus end one of Africa’s most notorious cases of environmental racism. Khan failed, because in 2001 the World Bank
promised funding for methane extraction that would keep the dump operational. The crucial factor, according to Durban officials, is
that ‘Landfill gas offers a viable renewable energy source only when linked to carbon finance or CDM.’ Based on the assumption
that without outside funds, the project could not be justified, in 2006 the United Nations listed Bisasar Road as an active supplier of
CDM credits through at least 2014. It turns out this was a fib. On an official tour of Bisasar on November 30, journalists from Africa
Report and San Francisco-based Pacifica News interviewed Durban Solid Waste manager John Parkin, who admitted, ‘We started
the project prior to the CDM. We were already down the road. It just made it come faster because the funding was there.’
Why is this scandalous? Africa Report interprets: ‘It is questionable as to whether the project should have been approved as a
CDM initiative at all, as approval requires the existence of ‘additionality’. According to the UN, ‘Additionality is the cornerstone of
any credible CDM project, basically answering the question whether a project is additional, or would it proceed anyway, without the
CDM.’ That is, without qualification as an additionality, the CDM shouldn’t be approved.’
Parkin confirmed to the journalists, ‘We already started the project and we were going ahead no matter what. So whether CDM
became a reality or not, the project was going to go ahead.’
Such a whimsical approach to climate finance is why hopes by Molewa and Manuel for filling the Green Climate Fund with carbon
trade revenues will be dashed. CDM trading volumes are down 80 percent from their 2007 peak, and the European Union’s carbon
futures market – once above EUR 35/tonne – hovered between EUR 11-14/tonne through 2010-11 but crashed to EUR 4.4/tonne
on December 13.
Remarked Susanna Twidale of the Point Carbon news service, ‘While a lot of the focus of the last fortnight of UN meetings was on
supply of carbon credits, not one country deepened its carbon target, leaving international carbon offset prices languishing at near
record lows – something unlikely to entice investors.’ Reuters news service confirmed, ‘Carbon markets are still on life support’,
quoting a leading trader: ‘A sick market needs a cure and instead of deciding which cure to use, the doctors keep using pain relief
to gain more time to make the final prognosis.’
Back in Durban, 20,000 carbon credits are being issued from the Bisasar Road CDM each month. According to Parkin, ‘We don’t
have a partner to buy them at the moment. But we’ll probably get EUR 8 to EUR 9 if we’re lucky.’ Durban is unlucky to have Parkin
gambling with city finances, the air in Clare Estate, and the planet’s health.
What the late Vaclav Havel said once about Soviet-era politics – ‘a monstrous, ramshackle, stinking machine’ whose worst legacy
was a ‘spoiled moral environment’ – applies equally to Bisasar Road, to the UN’s Conference of Polluters and to those who
departed Durban without hanging their heads in shame. All they have to show for their work, during this planetary emergency, is
creation of a dangerous Zombie. In this milieu, Parkin was brutally frank, at least: ‘As the City, if we can make some money out of
it, I don’t see why it shouldn’t be done and the whole moral issue is separate from the project. The project is successful. The moral
issue, I have no influence on that – as a technocrat, I do my job.’
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Box 8 Carbon market coverage in Business Day in five weeks after COP17
Durban agreement keeps SA in carbon market loop
By Sue Blaine, 16 December 2011
SA’s carbon market participation has been given a reprieve after the Durban-hosted United Nations climate change talks secured a
second commitment period for the Kyoto Protocol. SA’s carbon market participation has been given a reprieve after the Durbanhosted United Nations (UN) climate change talks secured a second commitment period for the Kyoto Protocol.
The European Union had planned to stop carbon trade in all but the least-developed countries if no second commitment period was
secured. This would have put SA largely out of the picture in a USD 142bn carbon credit market aimed at providing funding in nonindustrialised countries for development that either does not emit greenhouse gases, or emits far less than usual. ‘The most
important one (outcome of the Durban talks) is the securing of the second commitment period … and the carbon market,’ said
National Business Initiative CEO Joanne Yawitch. Under the deal, nations and regional blocs will submit their emission reduction
targets to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change by May 1. Clarifying what the targets mean, and how to quantify them,
is part of the negotiators’ work for the rest of the year.
Robbie Louw, CEO of specialist South African climate change advisory firm Promethium Carbon, said the business sector expected
the Treasury to publish its second discussion document on plans to impose a carbon tax next month. Australia promulgated a
carbon tax just before the Durban talks, and there are carbon markets in Europe, the US, India, Australia and others.
Andrew Hedges, a partner in global law firm Norton Rose, said the importance of the Durban deal went beyond just the carbon
market. ‘People usually think carbon markets, but that is not making big changes (to emissions rates); the importance of Durban is
far broader,’ Mr Hedges said.
The Durban talks also saw the establishment of the USD 100bn-a-year Green Climate Fund, and funds to help developing and
least-developed countries take on ‘clean’ technology and pay for their adaptation. Citing a Treasury document, Mr Hedges said
there were already pledges of R12,2bn for SA in the ‘fast-start finance’ fund established ahead of the Green Climate Fund.
SA voluntarily pledged in 2009 to peak, plateau and drop its emissions, and at Durban said it would sign up to yet to be negotiated,
legally binding emissions reduction targets. One of the challenges would be to ensure that potential donors, most of whom had
staffing cuts amid the financial crisis, are sure of SA’s governance standards, Mr Hedges said. This would set donors at ease about
handing over money. Ms Yawitch said one of the larger challenges, globally, was capitalising the Green Climate Fund. ‘Clearly, the
USD 100bn has not been mobilised yet, but an international mechanism has been established and the money will come in over
time.’ In the longer term, the conference had got the world’s big emitters to recognise they held joint responsibility for climate
change, she said. The exact terms of this agreement would be a tough negotiation ‘for some time’, she said.

Steer clear of this climate ‘Ponzi scheme’
Africa can do better than invest faith and state resources in yet another Ponzi scheme – the ‘privatisation of the air’
By Michael Dorsey and Patrick Bond, Business Day, 24 January 2012
LAST winter, when carbon prices fell 15 percent in one week, industry analysts called it ‘carnage’. Then, in the fortnight before last
month’s Durban climate summit, carbon prices fell more than 30 percent, with front-year European Union (EU) Allowance permits
dropping below EUR 8,50 a tonne. And they have crashed even further since.
As Deutsche Bank said during the Durban talks: ‘We do not expect the pricing outlook to improve materially in the foreseeable
future.’ A UBS analyst predicted a price of less than EUR 3 a tonne in coming months because the EU’s Emissions Trading Scheme
‘isn’t working’ and carbon prices are ‘already too low to have any significant environmental impact’.
French bank Société Générale projects that ‘European carbon permits may fall close to zero should regulators fail to set tight
enough limits in the market after 2020’ – and without much prospect of that, the bank lowered its 2012 forecasts by 28 percent. A 54
percent crash for December 2012 carbon futures sent the price to a record low, just more than EUR 6 a tonne. An additional
oversupply of 879-million tonnes was anticipated up to 2020, partly as a result of a huge inflow of United Nations (UN) offsets: about
1,75-billion tonnes.
Those UN carbon credits include Clean Development Mechanism projects, which are notoriously bogus, including SA’s pilot in
Durban, the Bisasar Road ‘waste to energy’ site.
Every analyst concedes that carbon prices will be far too low to catalyse the transformative innovations – most costing more than
EUR 50 a tonne (the EU peak was just more than EUR 30 a tonne five years ago) – necessary in energy, transport, production,
agriculture and disposal to achieve a solid post-carbon foothold. By all scientific accounts, by 2020 it is vital to wean the
industrialised world economy from dependence upon more than half the currently consumed fossil fuels to avert catastrophic climate
change.
Yet Africa hasn’t received this bad news – the press doesn’t report the carbon markets with critical vigour.
The lack of awareness of the carbon market’s crash is a travesty – far too often the continent has been looted by faraway financiers
selling snake oil.
This week at the Sandton Sun, a conference aims to ‘make Africa a major focus for climate finance into the post-Kyoto era’, with
keynote speakers from Morgan Stanley, Standard Bank , Nedbank , Carbon Check, CDM Africa Climate Solutions,
SouthSouthNorth, similar emissions traders, the Johannesburg and Cape Town municipalities and the Department of Energy.
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Appendix: The media’s blind faith in markets

Beware you carbon buyers, sellers and speculators, because climate gamblers have been led astray since 1997, when the Kyoto
Protocol was amended to let corporations buy the right to pollute in exchange for endorsing the treaty. Washington has refused to
honour this ever since, even though it represents a broken promise, followed logically by US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s
2009 pledge to raise USD 100bn a year for the Green Climate Fund.
Clutching at straws, that fund’s design co-chairman, Trevor Manuel , has suggested getting half the revenues from carbon markets.
It might have been feasible if the emissions trade reached the anticipated USD 3-trillion mark by 2020 but, within a decade, the
market has peaked at USD 140b n in annual carbon trades. These are mostly in the EU, where the Emissions Trading Scheme was
meant to generate a cap on emissions and a steady 1,74 percent annual reduction. Unfortunately, the speculative character of
carbon markets encouraged rampant fraud, value-added tax scams and computer hacking, which shut the scheme for two weeks
last year.
The EU’s carbon trading also included perverse incentives to stockpile credits when large corporations as well as Eastern European
states gambled that the price would increase.
With the market now collapsing, the current perverse incentive is to flood supply to at least achieve some return rather than none at
all when eventually the markets are decommissioned, as happened in 2010 to the Chicago Climate Exchange.
Africa can do better than invest faith and state resources in yet another Ponzi scheme – the ‘privatisation of the air’. And the north’s
‘climate debt’ to Africa should be paid not through such gambling but in genuine income transfers that reach ordinary people, who
are taking the brunt of worsening climate chaos.
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